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DEFINITIONS
IDA publishes the following documents to report the results of Its work,

Reports
Reports are the most authoritative and most carefully considered products IDA Publishes.
They normally embody results of major projects which (a) have a direct bearing on
decisions affecting major programs, (b) address issues of significant concern to the
Executive Branch, the Congress and/or the public, or (c) address issues that have
significant economic implications. IDA Reports are reviewed by outside panels of experts
to ensure their high quality and relevance to the problems studied, and they are released I
by the President of IDA.

Group Reports

Group Reports record the findings and results of IDA established working groups and
panels composed of seniui Individuals addressing major issues which otherwise would be
the subject of an IDA Report. IDA Group Reports are reviewed by the senior individuals
responsible for the project and others as selected by IDA to ensure their high quality and
relevance to the problems studied, and are released by the President of IDA.

Papers
Papnrs, also authoritative and carefully considered products of IDA, address studies that I
are narrower in scope than those covered in Reports. IDA Papers are reviewed to ensure
that they meet the high standards expected of referesd papers in professional journals orIornial Agency reports.

Documents i
IDA Documents are used for the convenience of the sponsors or the analysts (a) to record
substantive work done in quick reaction studies, (b) to record the proceedings of
conferences brid meetings, (c) to make available preliminary and tentative results of i
analyses, (d) to record data developed in the course of an investigation, or (e) to forward
information that is essentially unanalyzed and unevaluated. The review of IDA Documents
is suited to their content and intended use.

The work reported in this document was conducted under contract MDA 903 89 C 0003 for
the Department of Defense. The publication of this IDA document does not indicate
endorsement by the Department of Defense, nor should the contents be construed as
re',ecting the official position of that Agency.

This report has been reviewed by IDA to assure that it meets high standards of
thoroughness, objectivity and sound analytical methodology and that the conclusions stem
from the methodology.
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PREFACE

This study was requested by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for

Acquisition to provide an independent review of the management processes for linking
acquisition decision making with national military strategy. The management system for
strategy formulation, planning, guidance, and decisionmaking has been the subject of
numerous reviews and critiques since the Department of Defense was created in 1947.

I Many long-standing concerns have been addressed in the management reforms that have

been underway since the Packard Commission met and the Goldwater-Nichols Act was
adopted in 1986. This study describes the changes that have resulted, assesses dic d.greeU to which recent reforms have resolved these long-standing concerns, outlines a prototype
management system consistent with the management principles established in the Packard

I- Commission and earlier reviews, and offers an agenda for completing Secretary Cheney's
proposed reforms to implement the Packard Commission's recommendations.

-I_ This study was conducted under contract MDA 903 89C 0003; task order number

T-G6-678, "Linking Acquisition Decisionmaking with National Military Strategy."

i The study relied, in part, on interviews with more than 50 individuals within the

Services, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and the Staff of Congress. The authors

i thank these individuals for their contribution to this study.

The authors also thank the IDA review panel, which provided essential guidance at
several stages of the study and reviewed earlier drafts of this report. The panel was chaired

by William Y. Smith, General, USAF (Ret.), and included Dr. Jacques Gansler, Andrew5 J. Goodpastor, General, USA (Ret.), Professor Samuel Huntington, Dr. James G. Roche,
and William Small, Admiral, USN, (Ret.).

I Valuable reviews and comments also were provided by Mr. Seymour Deitchman, o-r--
Mr. Rodney McDaniel, Mr. Philip Major, Mr. Thomas Christie, Captain Jerome Murphy,
USN, Captain Steven Wood, USN, LtCol Keith Fender, USA, and Dr. Leland Jordon. 0
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Finally, we thank our editors, Kathleen O'Boyle, Shelley Smith, and Eileen

Doherty for exceptional support, and most especially Teresa Dillard who preparedt theI
graphics and typed numerous drafts and the final rmanuscript. I
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Secretary of Defense is the senior Defense Department official responsible for

developing effective, integrated military forces in support of the nation's security
objectives. The defense management system is intended to support the Secretary in this
task. This system should assist him in developing an overarching vision of needed defense

capabilities consistent with acceptable levels of risk and available resources, as well as inI overseeing the activities of the diverse and powerful component organizations charged with
implementing this vision. Since the creation of the DoD following World War II,

numerous reviews of the defense management system--by Presidential commissions,

independent study groups, and DoD itself--have identified improvements needed to better
integrate forces and programs through the development of stronger linkages between

decisionmaking and national military strategy. Recent attempts to incorporate such
improvements include the Goldwater-Nichols legislation (1986), the Packard Commission1 (1986), and a number of internal management reforms. Secretary Chenoy's Defense
Management Report to the President (DMR), issued in July of 1989, established a mandate

3 for implementing the Packard Commission's recommendations.

This study takes stock of the progress toward implementing these reforms--and

I offers an agenda for their completion. During 1989 and early 1990, the study team
reviewed the DoD management system as it relates to strategy and acquisition, examined

the conceptual and historical issues in this area, and interviewed current DoD managers to
determine what changes are being made in organizations and practices. This report
summarizes the analysis, findings, and recommendations of the study. The report--I describes a management system for planning, guidance, and decisionmaking

that embodies the Packard Commission's management principles for linking
I decisionmaking with strategy.

N assesses existing management practices and shows how needed changes can be
I made within existing DoD organizations and management processes.

One general conclusion of this study is that DoD's weapon modernization programs
Sare linked with strategy, in the sense that each Service or DoD component designs

programs that support its roles and missions. However, the Secretary's ability to integrate

IES-1
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I
these programs continues to be hindered by the lack of an integrated planning framework I
that meshes force planning with realistic projections of defense budgets, and by the lack of

an effective linkage between planning and decisionmaking. Our findings are summarized

in the following three sections, which focus on each of the three main elements of the

management system that support the Secretary in planning and decisionmaking.

A. STRATEGY FORMULATION, PLANNING, AND GUIDANCE

In the formal structure of the DoD, the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS), I
managed by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), is intended to provide the

Secretary with a recommended National Military Strategy. The CJCS also specifies the

military forces capable of achieving national security objectives within prescribed budget

guidelines. Drawing on this integrated planning, the Secretary develops guidance for the 3
military departments and defense components who manage the programs that raise, arm,

and equip these forces. 3
1. Strategy Formulation and Integrated Planning

In reviewing the defense management system, the Packard Commission and earlier

defense management reviews found that these planning mechanisms had not been effective
in integrating defense programs. Service-level planning was disjointed--often done within I
the major warfare communities within each Service--and only loosely related to overall

resource constraints. Joint military planning, which could have integrated these Service

plans, traditionally focused on a large "planning force" that did not reflect budget limits
and, hence, provided the Secretary only a general strategic framework that did not closely
translate into guidance for programming and budgeting decisions. The OSD planning
processes for developing the Defense Planning Guidance relied largely on committee

consensus and also used overly optimistic budget trends, thus precluding the early

resolution of broad resource allocation issues.

These weaknesses in planning were found to contribute to two fundamental

problems in the DoD management system. First, the meshing of component programs and

budgets was done primarily in the programming and budgeting processes, where a well
understood, unified strategic perspective was lacking. The short-range time horizon--two
to five ears--of programming and budgeting processes, coupled with the lack of any long-

range iurce design for guiding decisions, caused program and budget reviews to become

mired in the detail of specific, near-term budget issues. Moreover, the process did not £

ES-2
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include effective participation from joint military officers as proponents for integrated
forces.

A second broad concern was that the process did not systematically consider the

long-term financial consequences of near-term acquisition decisions. Because of the long
acquisition cycle, this exclusive focus on the early years' spending biased decisions toward
over-commitments, which ultimately led to wasteful program cutbacks and stretch-outs.
This problem was compounded in the second half of the 1980s by DoD five-year fiscal
plans tat overestimated the size of the defense budgets that would be ultimately approved
by Congress. More recently, Secretary Cheney has issued much more conservative fiscal
guidance, although there is no guarantee that even these funding levels will be realized

Some significant changes have been made since these problems were observed.
Most importantly, Goldwater-Nichols and NSDD-119 implementing the Packard

Commission recommendations charge the Chairman of the JCS with defining integrated

force goals linked to a range of budgets and planning scenarios in support of national

military strategy. This proposed process still awaits full implementation: the goals

developed in the 1989 cycle of the JSPS continued to focus on force structure for a single

planning scenario, as was done in the past.

Overall, we conclude that there presently remain three areas in which the DoD-wide

planning supporting the Secretary's guidance could be strengthened:

" Where the traditional process for preparing the Defense Guidance was largely a
committee process, DoD-wide planning should be an analytical process that
formulates and examines strategic choices and planning options that reficct the
uncertain security environment and projected budgets.

"" Where the traditional process did not explicitly link goals with resources, this
planning should mesh resource and mcdernization planning with JSPS force
planning in order to consider likely long-range resource constraints.

Rather than produce a lengthy list of objectives and directives, the process
should integrate these analyses across missions, Services, and functions in
order to present the Secretary with coherent assessments of force and resource
options that are related to strategy.

This study describes a prototype planning process for implementing such an approach,
which is consistent with the process outlined in the Packard Commission and the DMR,
The three main elements are as follows:

* Planning Initiation: The Secretary would begin the planning process by
framing the issues to be addressed and postulating strategic options to be

ES-3
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I
explored with respect to national security goals, operational strategy, forces,
and resources.

Analysis: The staffs of OSD, the CJCS, and the Services would analyze
these proposed options from both a force planning (net assessment) and I
resource standpoint. The CJCS would be responsible for postulating force
development goals based on military net assessments. The Secretary's staff,
supported by the military departments, would assess the investments required
for those options. These assessments would yield a long-range (15-year)
modernization roadmap for achieving force goals and would establish parallel 5
goals for technology development and defense industrial infrastructure.

Integration: The planning would be summarized in a format that would
integrate options and analyses across missions, Services, and functions and
would offer staff recommendations. The executive summary would describe
the broad strategic choices and recommendations relating to national security 3
objectives, operational strategy, forces, and resources at a level appropriate for
the Secretary's review. u

This process could provide the Secretary with the needed vision of strategic options and
their resource implications. It would allow him to be better able to respond to--and help
lead the nation through--the changing security and budgetary environment

2. Guidance I
The reviews of the defense management system have also concluded that the

Defense Planning Guidance should be the backbone of the system, conveying the 3
Secretary's vision and long-range goals and the roadmap for achieving them. The DMR
has proposed to address these longstanding concerns by substantially strengthening the U
Defense Planning Guidance. Unfortunately, not all of the DMR's proposals have been put

into action. Most significantly, the first DPG following the DMR was issued without the
proposed planning scenarios, long-range goals, and roadmap.

Hence, the DoD still needs to implement the DMR's recommendations in the next

cycle of the Defense Planning Guidance as follows: I
Linking Planning with the Defense Planning Guidance. After
reviewing the alternative strategic choices, goals, and roadmaps developed I
through the proposed planning process outlined above, the Secretary and his
senior advisors would review the Defense Planning Guidance and decide
whether or not to modify it. (The guidance is intended to remain relatively
stable once goals are established.) I

I
ES-4
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I
Adopting the DMR's Proposed Structure for the DPG. Consistent
with the DMR's recommendations, the DPG should include the following:

-- Planning scenarios for several contingencies.

I -- Long-range goals for forces, technology development, and the defense

infrastructure.

3-- A 15-year resource roadmap projecting an estimated range of budgets
consistent with the Secretary's planning goals.

I In providing goals and guidance, the Secretary must balance the need to be specific

enough to guide decisionmaking with the need to be general enough to allow subordinate3 organizations the flexibility required for effective management. The need for flexibility--
which is increasingly well understood in today's evolving global security environment--

should also be emphasized by selecting a range of planning scenarios that represent

plausible future military tasks. This study suggests prototype formats for goals, including
long-range goals for forces, technol: ,,y development, and infrastructure. 1 It also presents

I an example of a financial roadmap that summarizes the modernization programs and
budgets required to achieve these goals. These prototype examples are intended to provide

3 a starting point for developing the format for the next Defense Planning Guidance.

3 B. PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING

The Secretary's responsibility for ensuring that near-term program and budget

decisions form an effective and integrated defense program can be accomplished by

ensuring that these decisions follow from the department's long-range goals.

Programming and budgeting begins with the development of Program Objective

Memoranda by the Services and defense agencies. These proposals are reviewed by the

DoD senior staff in the Defense Planning and Resources Board (DPRB) program and

I budget reviews. Recent steps intended to improve the DPRB review process include

establishing a single executive secretary for all DPRB activities to enhance continuity, and

I increased participation by joint military organizations in all phases of the process.

Experienced Pentagon practitioners strongly believe that the main reason why

I program and budget decisionmaking has not been more effectively linked with planning is a

1 Although this study focuses on DoD planning and decision making, there is a growing recognition that
DoD must better integrate its R&D and infrastructure programs with those of other government
agencies and the commercial sector. The roadmaps for technology and infrastructure provide a
management framework for addressing these issues. See Paul Richanbach, et. al., The Futwre of
Military R&D, IDA White Paper, July 1990.
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lack of discipline that has allowed participants to circumvent the orderly procedures built

into the defense management system. They argue that we do not need a major overhaul of

the programming and budgeting process; rather, procedural linkages must be made

sufficiently clear--and formalized if necessary--to allow the Secretary to discipline

participants to frame choices and issues in terms of long-range goals and strategic

objectives. 3
Traditionally, a major source of this instability in the resource allocation process has

been the practice of basing plans and programs on overly optimistic budget projections, I
which causes issues to be reopened at each stage of the process as budget top lines are

ratcheted downward. Hence, more realistic budget projections for planning and i-
programming are an important prerequisite for strengthening the linkages between plannhig

and decisionmaking. The study dcsribes some additional procedural linkages. First, the 3
program and budget reviews conducted by the Defense Planning and Resources Board

should begin with a review of the DPG's goals and resource roadmap. Second, program

and budget issue papers should evaluate Service proposals in terms of their consistency

with these goals and roadmaps, along with any other appropriate factors. Third, changes

in the international security environment, projected budgets, or individual programs due to

delays or cost changes, should be reflected in revised roadmaps. (Unrevised benchmarks

would be maintained for execution reviews so that they would provide a perspective on

cumulative program experience.)

In sum, the Secretary could establish a stronger linkage between planning and

programming and budgeting by adopting procedures such as outlined above. Specifically,

this study describes a process in which:

DPRB program, budget issue papers, and reviews would follow from the

Guidance. The Secretary's program and budget reviews would incorporate the
DPG's long-range goals and roadmap as primary benchmarks for judging
Service POMs.

DPRB execution reviews would track program progress using the Guidance as

benchmarks. Execution reviews would compare program execution against
the DPG's goals, roadmaps, and fiscal guidance.

These steps would provide a far more explicit linkage between planning and

decisionmaking than exists today. They would contribute to continuity in decisionmaking,

and provide a basis for tying near-term decisions to long-range strategic considerations.
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C. ACQUISITION DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES

As with programming and budgeting, the processes for defining the individual

acquisition programs that form the building blocks of the military forces also should be

linked with the planning process. Prograns are generally defined within the "requirements
processes" established by the Service warfare communities and defense agencies. The

Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) and the JCS Chairman's Joint Requirements Oversight

Council (JROC) are the principal acquisition oversight mechanisms for ensuring that

individual acquisition programs fit within an integrated and effective force.

The Packard Commission and earlier reviews found that the lack of an integrated

framework for defining and reviewing acquisition programs created two basic deficiencies

in the process: First, in the absence of such a framework, the Services and defense3 agencies that originate program requirements lacked the integrated planning scenarios and

roadmaps needed to ensure that their programns were consistent with overall modernization
objectives. Consequently, they have tended to focus on the modernization needs identified

by their respective warfare communities. When action has been taken to integrate the
proposals of these communities--in order to fill gaps, eliminate overlaps, or develop new

technological approaches--such action has largely taken the form of ad hoc interventions by
the Secretary of Defense, President, or Congress. There have been numerous examples

over the years, including the Polaris missile, the cruise missile, and several aircraft
programs. Hence, the Services have not monopolized the process for defining programs,

- but at the same time, the DMR's proposed roadmap would provide the Secretary with a
more coherent and effective mechanism for integrating programs.

I Second, the Defense Systems Acquisit-in Review Council (now renamed the DAB)

lacked the needed perspective and process for examining broad tradeoffs across programs
i-- and for considering long-range program affordability. Hence, these reviews examined

programs on their individual merits, rather than judging them in the context of overall
modernization objectives.

This study describes how the DMR's proposed roadmap could be used in DAB

decisionmaking to address both of these concerns. The proposed procedures are as
fc, llows:2

3 2 DoD is presently revising the 5000 series regulations governing acquisition. These new regulations are
moving in the direction of the proposals outlined here.
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" At Milestones 0 and I of a proposed new program, the DAB should manage a

competition of ideas among technologies, approaches, and sponsors to ensure I
that appropriate options are explored within each investment area.

" Milestone 11, when significant resource requirements begin, should be the main I
decision point for committing to the production of a particular program.3 At
this point the DAB, DPRB, and JROC should ensure a selected program fits
within the overall roadmap for modernization--programs passing Milestone U I
are thus consistent with strategy and projected budgets.

" The DAB should confirm the validity of program-level data relating to costs, I
performance, threats, and schedules as a basis for decisionmaking, particularly
at Milestone H.

These procedures would broaden the focus of the DAB from reviewing individual
programs on technical and administrative grounds to the management of an overall
modernization program within the parameters established in the Secretary's modernization
roadmap. g
D. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The recommendations offered in this report reflect the view that a major overhaul of I
the defense marnigement organizations and processes is not required to create substantially
stronger linkage between strategy, planning, and decisionmaking within DoD. Major
changes in recent years lay the groundwork for effective long-range planning, and the
agenda offered here can establish improved practices within the existing framework. This 1
is not to say that the proposed changes are marginal or easy to implement; adopting the
practices outlined above will require a concentrated long-term effort by the Secretary and
his senior staff.

It is sometimes argued that planning is impossible in strategically uncertain times
such as today. However, it is precisely in such times that effective planning is most
valuable. After several years of relative stability, it is necessaiy now to reassess the i
appropriate options for future military forces across missions, Services, and deployment

3 As this report was being prepared for publication, the 1990 Defense Science Board Summer Study i
proposed an R&D strategy for the 1990s that would establish a multitrack acquisition process. The
acquisition decisionmaking paradigm described in this report would apply to the DSB's "mainstream"
programs, which include traditional major acquisition programs. The DSB's proposed "fast track" I
prototype programs are not intended to be deployed in large numbers, and therefore could pass
Milestone UI and enter full-scale development without identifying production funding in the investment
roadmap. Scc, 1990 Defensc Scicnce Board Summer Study: "R&D Swategy fof the 1990's, Surw•iniaty
Briefing," undated.
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status. A systematic assessment of plausible strategic choices and budget alternatives

would increase the Secretary's ability to manage uncertainty, adapt to unfolding events, and

provide the needed leadership in the national political process. Important planning issues

have been, or are being, addressed throughout the defense community, including the major

aircraft review, the major warship review, and the total force study. The proposed

3 management system provides a mechanism for integrating the results of these diverse

analyses and relating them to broad strategic choices and projected budgets.

5 Finally, it should be emphasized that this study has focused on the internal

management of the DoD. However, introducing a longer range perspective in defense

decisionmaking requires cooperation throughout the national security decisionmaking

apparatus, especially between the executive and legislative branches. If there is no political

consensus on national security objectives and budgets, improvements in the DoD

management system alone cannot ensure that resources are efficiently used to develop an

effective military force at an affordable level. Hence, the DoD-related proposals outlined in

this sridy provide only one building block for an improved defense management process.

The principles outlined by the Packard Commission and earlier defense management
3 reviews, which would emphasize a longer range perspective in defense decisionmaking,

should be adopted in both the executive and legislative branches.

I
I
I
II
I
I
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I. INTRODUCTION

In his role as the principal architect of the nation's military forces, the Secretary of

Defense must advise the President and Congress on how best to allocate limited resources

among the alternative Service and defense agency programs proposed for operating,

maintaining and modernizing forces. Integrating these proposed programs effectively

across missions and functions, and over time, is the essence of linking program

decisionmaking with the national military strategy. This study examines the defense

management system as it has evolved to support the Secretary in this task.

The three main elements of the formal defense management system that are the
focus of this study include the processes for:

* Strategy formulation, planning, and guidance;

Programming and budgeting; and

• Defining major acquisition programs.

As the defense management system is currently organized, the Secretary's responsibilities

for strategy formulation and planning are supported by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff (CICS). He proposes a National Military Strategy, and describes a broad mosaic of
total forces needed to achieve national security objectives. Drawing on this design, the

£Secretary guides and reviews the programs of the military departments and defense
components.

DoD programming and budgeting begins with the development of proposals by the
Services and defense agencies. These proposed programs are reviewed by the Secretary in

the Defense Planning and Resources Board (DPRB) in which the comprehensive DoD
programs and budgets are forged. Individual major acquisition programs are reviewed in

the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB). Employing these management processes, the

Secretary is responsible for defining and selecting the most effective programs that fit

appropriately within the mosaic of forces and for allocating resources to achieve an

appropriate balance among programs.

The subject of this study--how the defense management system can best be

organized and employed in designing effective, integrated forces--has been a central theme
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in defense management since the founding of the department following World War U. In
proposing the formation of the DoD in December 1945, President Truman described to I
Congress the need for "unified direction of land, sea and air forces." The first reason he

gave for creating a new Department of National Defense was as follows:

We should have integrated strategic plans and a unified military program
and budget. .... We cannot have the sea, land and air members... I
planning their programs on different assumpticas as to the nature of themilitary establishment we need. (emphasis added) I

In the 45 years since then, numerous Presidential commissions and ind&pendent studies of
defense management have examined DoD organizations and management processes for
planning and decisionmaking. They have considered the appropriate framework for

designing a unified military force, as well as for implementing such a design in day-to-day

decisionmaking. !

These reviews have consistently concluded that the required defense managermcnt

system calls for a strong process for strategy formulation, planning, and guidance within I
the joint military organizations and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). Recent
attempts to redress the long-standing concerns with planning and guidancc include the 5
Packard Commission (1986) recommendations, the Goldwater-Nichols iegislation (1986),
and a number of internal OSD managemen reforms. Secretary Cheney's Defense

Management Report to the President (DMR), issued in July of 19•9, established a mandate
for completing the Packard Commission's agenda for improving DoD planning and

guidance.2

A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE I
This study revisits these issues in view of the many changes made in the defense

management system in recent years. The specific tasking was to assess "the degree to

which the development and acquisition of weapon systems is currently linked to and
determined by the national military strategy and to recommend improvements where i
necessary or desirable." The study was commissioned by the Office of the Under

I
1Alice C. Cole, Alfred Goldberg, Samuel A. Tucker. Rudolph A. Arimakcr, eds., Documents of the

Department of Defense, (Washington, DC.: Office of the Secretary of Defense Historical Office, 1978).
pp. 7 and 11.

2 Packard Commission, A Quest for Excellence, Final Report to the President by the Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defense Management, (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), I
p. 10.
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Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)), in part to respond to a Congressional
request in the FY 1989 Authorization Act (see Exhibit I-1). It was intended to provide:

* A (onceptual framework for integrating acquisition decisionmaking with
national military strategy;

• A description of how existing... [organizations and processes]... work and3 interrelate--both in theory and in practice;

• Alternatives for possible improvements; and

3 * A recommended course of action.3

This report summarizes the study and our findings and recommendations.

To put this study in perspective, two observations are in order. First is that the

United States has had a fairly clear, overarching strategy since World War II, based on

containment, deterrence, and forward defense. As world events and the specific elements

of that strategy have evolved, so too has the implementation of that strategy. In the main,5• T.S. forces have adapted to the strategy, as demonstrated by shifting mission emphasis

and deployments over the years. In addition, in a qualitative sense, virtually all weapons

can be said to be linked to our basic strategic goals since each contributes in some way to

warfighting capability. Therefore, the primary question that was naddv.srd in this study

was not whether strategy exists or whether our forces are linked with strategy, but rather

how the linkage could be strengthened and resources apportioned more effectively through
improvements in the management system supporting the Secretary of Defense. Because the

focus of this study is on management practices, we neither evaluate the National Military

Strategy nor evaluate the current defense program or budget. Political decisionmaking3 processes are addressed only to the extent that these processes affect ti, Department's

ability and incentives to plan.

3 The second observation is that problems in introducing a long-range perspective in
defense decisionmak~ng have roots that extend throughout the national security

decisionmaking apparatus. Shaping a long-term, integrated defense program requires some

measure of consensus and cooperation within the national-level political decisionmaking

process. A degree of goodwill between the President and Congress is required to establish

a consensus on a course of direction for defense among national-level policy makers;

otherwise, the process inevitably degenerates. The management system proposed in this

3 These are quoted from the project task order, IDA task order number T-G6-678.
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Exhibit I-1. Congressional Concerns and the Study Mandate

SEC. 7.32. LINKAGE OF NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY AND
ACQUISITION PROGRAMS

(a) FINDINGS.--Congress makes the following findin8s:
(1) The Final Report to the President by the President's Blue Ribboi

Commission on Defense Management (the "Packard Commission"), th
Defense Acquisition Study of the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, and the Report of the Commission on Integrated Long-Term Strateg,
(referred to as "Discriminate Deterrence") have separately identified
significant deficiencies in the integration of weapon acquisition programs of
the Department of Defense with national military strategy,

(2) There is no established process involving the Office of the SecrctaJ oj

Defense and the Joint Staff in which strategy, policy, operational concepts,
and resource constraints are fully debated, coordinated, and translated into
weapon acquisition programs. The dominant role of setting requirements for
new weapon systems remains with the headquarters staffs of the military
departments, and the requirements developed by those departments often do 1
not appear to have been rigorously evaluated in terms of their overall SSE
contribution to national military strategy. ISSUES

(3) The requirements and planning process of the Department of Defense is
not constrained by realistic projections of future defense budgets.
Consequently, the process is fiscally unrealistic and, therefore, largely
ignored in the subsequent planning and budgeting process. This process
often results in disparate plans that do not optimize the potential contribution I
of the acquisition programs of each military department to the objectives of
national military strategy.

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.--In light of the findings in subsection (a),
it is 1he sense of Congress that-. -

(1) to ensure that the United States develops and acquires the proper mix of
weapon systems to support national military strategy most effectively anm
efficiently, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Staff shout1
better define the links between national military strategy and specific 1
acquisition programs;

(2) the Office of r e Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, and th(
headquarters of the unt) xed and specified combatant commands should more 1
clearly define the necessary operational capabilities and concepts of
operations as part of the requirements process and should explicitly consider
alternative acquisition programs based on probable levels of resources likely
to be approved by Congress and trade-offs among the acquisition programs 1
of the military departments;
(3) the Secretary of Defense should ensure that resulting acquisition

programs clearly reflect the objectives of national military strategy; and1*
(4) the Secretary of Defense should commission an independent study to

assess the degree to which the development and acquisition of weapon THE CHAJ3E
systems is currently linked to and determined by the national military strategy *-TO THE

. -ore--mend improv ments where nec¢,sary or dexirable. STUDY GROUP

Source: National Defense Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1989, Conference Report to
Accompany H.R. 4264, U.S. House of Representatives, 100th Congress, 2d Session
Report 100-753, Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, July 7, 1988, pp. 1
90-91.
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study is intended to help the Secretary provide needed leadership in national-level
decisionmaking councils, but adopting this system will not in itself solve the problem from

the broader national perspective.

B. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

I The Department of Defense and the position of the Secretary of Defense were

created in 1947 in large measure to establish a comprehensive authority within the executive
3 branch that could be given the responsibility, staff, and procedures for integrating the

programs of the individual military branches into a coherent overall program that best meets
national security objectives. Over the years since then, several attempts have been made to
improve the Secretary's ability to accomplish this task, and a large number of independent

studies have assessed the adequacy of the existing organizations and processes.

Several studies of lasting historical significance have been undertaken. Those that
have addressed how planning and decisionmaking contribute to defining i itegrated defense

programs are reviewed in this section:

3 • The President's Blue Ribbon Defense Panel (Fitzhugh Commission, 1970);

• The Commission on Government Procurement (1972);

a The Defense Organization Study (1979);

0 The Carlucci Initiatives (1981);

g Toward a More Effective Defense (1985); and

• The Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management (Packard
Commission, 1986).

These studies were reviewed by the study team to provide an historical perspective on the
issues addressed in this study, and to illustrate the kind of management system that has

been recommended by outside reviewers over the years.

The management issues relevant to relating acquisition decisions to national strategy

have their roots in World War II. President Truman's 1945 message to Congress on
National Security was wide-ranging and explicit in describing the unsatisfactory nature of
the planning and command relationships, the lack of "unified direction of land, sea and air
forces." 4 As we shall see, these words have been echoed throughout the post-World War
II cra by civilian and military officials and independent reviewers of the defense

4 Cole, eL al., op. cit., p. 7.
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management system. Thus, issues addressed in this study should be judged based on a

40-year history of attempts to create the needed defense management system. I
The compromise that produced the DoD and unification in 1947 left the Army and

Navy intact as departments, and created a third one, the Department of the Air Force. A

formal allocation of tasks was included in the compromise, part included in the statute, part

in an Executive Order. There was no Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces, who would

make recommendations on strategy and budget. Some research activities were to be

coordinated by a Research and Development Board, composed of a Chairman and I
representatives of each military department, rather than a separate office reporting to the

Secretary of Defense.

The experience in the early days of the DoD is summed up by General David Jones,
a former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in his reflections in 1983 on the evolution 3
of the defense management system:

President Truman's attempt to rectify the problem encountered a great deal
of resistance and generated a great debate within Congress. The resulting
National Security Act of 1947 created a National Defense Establishment and
a secretary of defense, but the latter's authority was severely constrained
and little was done to solve the fundamental organizational problems.

Although the secretary's authority was significantly increased by changes in
1949 and 1953, the individual services--including the newly independent I
Air Force--continued to dominate defense matters. This was borne out by
President Eisenhower, who in a 1958 Message to Congress stated, 'the
truth is that most of the service rivalries that have troubled us in recent years
have been made inevitable by the laws that govern our defense
organization.'5

The passage of the "Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1958" in August

1958 reflected President Eisenhower's frust-ation with what he saw as unnecessary and

inefficient, but inevitable, inter-Service rivalry and duplication and the Secretary's lack of 3
control over the development of new weapons.6 The new Act established the authority of

the Secretary of Defense to create agencies to deal with common problems and to assign 1
and transfer functions among the Services and Agencies. 7 In particular he was authorized

5 David C. Jones, "Introduction," in Archie D. Barrett, Reappraisinq Defense Organization, (Washington, 1
D.C.: National Defense University Press, 1983).

6 The text of messages and laws. with some discussion, is presented in Cole. CL al.. op. cit.. pp. 3-5.

7 These powers were not unlimited. Certain of his actions were still subject to a veto by either the
House of Representatives or the Senate (Ibid., pp. 197-198).
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3 to assign development of new weapons to any department or agency and operational use to

any Service.

These reforms provided the legal and political muscle for Secretary Robert
McNamara to assert his leadership over the, DoD. His management innovations of the early
1960s, sharply controversial, included the forceful application of the strengthened authority
of the Secretary of Defense and the establishment of the Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System (PPBS). Both were unquestionably significant improvements whose3 full potential is still to be realized. To establish the linkage between natioaal strategy and
decisionmaking, McNamara established a system of "Draft Presidential Memoranda"3 (DPMs) that provided overviews of the various missions on a DoD-wide basis,
emphasizing missions rather than Services. In addition, program execution was centralized
through a number of DoD-wide Agencies that were to rid the DoD of Service parochialism-

-at least in a number of DoD activities and programs. 8

The McNamara refoinis were less successful in centralizing decisionmaking than

either their opponents or proponents claimed. Thus the Fitzhugh Commission (1970)

reported:

Despite the broad authority vested in the Secretary of Defense by the
National Security Act of 1947, as amended, experience demonstrates that in
practice,the tools available to the Secretary to exercise effective control of
the Department are seriously deficient.

The continuing inter-service competition seriously degrades the decision-
making process through obfiiscation of issues and alternatives, and leads toattempts to circumvent decisions, repeated efforts to reopen issues that have
already been decided, and slow unenthusiastic implementation of policies to

I which a Service objects.

The results of such 'parochialism' are, for example, reflected in the
development of the AX aircraft by the Air Force and the Cheyenne aircraft
by the Army for the close air support role; the lack of enthusiasm for airlift
expenditures by the Air Force and the Fast Deployment Logistics program
by the Navy, both intended to support the Army; the organization of the
operational command structure to provide a balance among the Services forsenior officer billets; and the continued failure to resolve the issue of the
best balance between land and carrier-based tactical air.9

8 For a discussion of the use of analysis see Enthoven and Smith, How Much Is Enough, (New York,
Harper and Row, 1971) and Clark A. Murdock, Defense Policy Formation: A Comparative Analysis
of the McNamara Era, (State University of New York Press, 1974), see especially pages 45-50.

9 Fitzhugh Commission, Report to Ih& President and the Secretary of Defense on the Department of
Defense, (Washington, DC.: Department of Defense, 1 July 1970), p. 21. The report is reprinted in iLt
entirety in Defense Acquisition: Major U.S. Commission Reports (1949-1988), Vol. 1, prepared for
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In reviewing the status of the defense management system, the Fitzhugh

Commission concluded that "[T]he Secretary of Defense does not presently have the

opportunity to consider all viable options as background for making major policy

decisions, because important options are submerged or compromised at lower levels of the 1
Department ... A need exists for an independent source of informed and critical review and

analysis of military forces and other problems-particularly those involving more than one

Service, or two or more competitive or complementary activities, mi-;ions, or weapons."'10

The Commission concluded: 3
There is no organizational element within OSD that is charged with the
responsibility for broadly supporting the Secretary of Defense in long-range
planning which integrates net assessments, technological projections, fiscal
planning, etc. .... In order to provide an overall balance of forces, to prevent

wasteful duplications, and to develop effective but more economical
alternatives to those conditioned by traditional approaches of the MilitaryI
Services, OSD requires an internal long-range planning capability. .. .To
the extent such a capability exists in the current OSD organization, it is too
fragmented and too limited by the pressure of more immediately urgent
assignments to be effective.1I I1

One of the Commissions recommendar.ons was therefore to create a long-range planning

group "for the purpose of providing staff support for the Secretary of Defense with
responsibility for long-range planning which integrates net assessments, technological

projections, fiscal planning, etc."' 2  In any case, this was one of only two
recommendations that was explicitly rejected by the DoD.

The Commission also supported the inclusion of fiscal guidance into the PPBS, as
well as separate JCS input via a Joint Forces Memorandum Despite the Commission's
concerns with Service parochialism, and its support for measures already undertaken to 3
strengthen the JCS as a separate entity, there were no additional recommendations to
change the role of joint organizations in the process, or to improve the Secretary of .

Defense's ability to control the Services' weapon planning activities.

I

use of the Defense Policy Panel and Acquisition Policy Panel of the Committee on Armed Services,
House of Representatives, 100th Congress 2nd Session (Washington, DC.: U.S. Government Printing
Office; November 1988), pp. 139-384.

10 Fitzhugh Commission Report. op. ciL., p. 29.
SIbid., p. 3 1.

12 Ibid., p. 59. Documents of the Departrrent of Defense. op. cit., pp. 258-259.
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In 1972, the Commission on Government Procurement went over some of the same

ground, with more emphasis on acquisition and procurement.1 3 The Commission's Report

emphasized at length the lack of systematic attention to establishing mission needs for new

emsystems in approved, clearly defined mission areas. It said that the right questions were
asked too late, when systems had been fully developed, and alternative options ruled out.

SIt also emphasized the early use of competing system concepts, and competing contractors,

as a way to generate information about the best attainable candidates for improving the

I forces. It spoke at length about the problem of cost growth and the need for reliable,

forward-looking cost estimates early in development.

3 In the second half of the 1970s, President Carter initiated a number of
organizational studies of the Executive Departments. The Defense Organization Sudy--
commonly referred to by the names of the three directors of its component studies, the

Ignatius Report, the Steadman Report, and the Rice Report--addressed departmental
headquarters, the national military command structure, and defense resource management

respectively.14 Again, the needed rbalancing of Joint versus Service influence in

decisionmaking was addressed. The three studies once again expressed concern that the
I defense organization, as then constituted, was unable to offer timely joint military advice,

whether on long-range planning, resource allocation, or even military operations. The3 Services were seen to overshadow the Joint Staff and the Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs)

and their organizations.

I At the outset of the Reagan administration, early in 1981, Deputy Secretary Frank
Carlucci reviewed the DoD PPBS and developed a detailed proposal to alter it1 5 His
proposals emphasized "...a system of centralized control of executive policy direction and
more decentralized rolicy execution." 16 He described a system in which he and the

Secretary would

I ...concentrate on major policy decisions, definition of planning goals and
the allocation of resources necessary to strengthen the horizontal integration
of our four Services into a balanced Armed Forces Team to meet our
national military strategy. To support these policies and plans, we will hold

13 Report of the Commission on Governmera Procurement, (Washington, D.C., Decemnber 1972.)

I= 14 For a description of these studies, see Barrett, Reappraising Defenrse Organization, op. CiL p. 2.
15 Frank C. Carlucci, Management of the DOD Planning, Programming and Budgeting System,

Mcmnorandum For Secretaries of die Military Depannents and others, March 27, 1981.
16 Ibid.,p. 1.
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each of the Service Secretaries responsible for the development and
execution of the necessary programs and the day-to-day management of the
resources under their control. Through this controlled decentralization
[emphasis added], subordinate line executives will be held accountable forthe execution of our approved programs and policy decisions.1 7  5
In the area of planning, he said:

..we must both improve strategic planning in the early planning phase of 3
the PPBS cycle and strengthen long-range planning throughout the other
phases of the PPBS. This calls for a more disciplined planning process that
will provide the framework, goals and objectives, the appropriate military
strategies, and the risks associated with the optimum allocation of available
resources ....... We need...to assure realistic, serious, and pragmatic
strategic planning.18  3
Thus it is clear that Deputy Secretary Carlucci saw the same problems with the

planning system that had been observed by earlier officials and commiissions, i.e., the 5
Secretary needed a mechanism to define and translate military strategy into acquisition
programs. On the other hand, there appears to have been less concern about control of the
Services and the ability of the Presidein and the Secretary of Defense to control the Service
programs. To the contrary, the concern was that the system was over centralized, not only

in the management of weapons acquisition programs, but in the determination of those
programs.

In the early 1980s concerns continued to grow regarding defense management and I
the degree to which Service programs were integrated bý the Administration's policies of
controlled decentralization. In 1985, an independent panel of defense experts conducted an 3
in-depth and extensive review of defense management issues. With respect to the
contribution made by strategy formulation and planning in defining integrated defense 3
programs, the panel concluded that OSD's strategic and policy thinking did influence
decisions. However, rather than making an integrated contribution to the planning phase,

they found that "OSD relies on detailed involvement in individual program and budget 3
decisions to produce, inferentially, an overall military plan."19

The panel also found that "joint military planning is not constrained by realistic
projections of future defense budgets. Consequently, ... JCS planning documents are 3

17 Ibid., p. 1.

18 Ibid., p. 2.

19 Daffy M. Blechman and William J. Lynn, Toward a More Effective Defense: Report of the Defense
Organization Project, (Cambridge, Massachuseus: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1985), p. 26.
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ignored in the the programming and budgeting process." 20 To remedy this, the panel
recommended two measures [that] would make the planning phase more meaningful:

1. The responsibilities of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
should be expanded to ensure that program and resource decisions reflect
mission-oriented planning.

2. The chairman of the JCS, with the assistance of the Joint Staff, should
be charged with preparing force planning recommendations constrained by
realistic estimates of available resources.2 1

In the area of planning for acquisition, the panel recommended that the Department develop

an overall, long-range capital investment roadmap. The panel concluded that OSD has not

provided the needed "overall framework and set of guidelines within which Service

acquisition decisions can be supervised and coordinated. The military Services thus

develop weapons independently, each according to its own sense of national priorities." 22

The two main purposes this roadmap would serve were described as follows:

First, it would integrate long-range Service acquisition plans, providing a
road map in each major mission area that linked national strategic objectives
with major acquisition programs. Second, it would serve to highlight the
aggregate demand on the overall resources that the Department of Defense is
likely to have available over the next fifteen years, forcing early assessments
of the tradeoffs that competing commitments to major weapon systems
make necessary. In this manner, the plan would help focus greater attention
on the costs of burdening the budget with too many major program starts.23

The problems that such over-commitments create in managing individual v capon

programs had been emphasized in two earlier studies. In 1978, a Defense Science Board
task force concluded that taking on too many programs "causes an increase in the length of

the acquisition cycle.. .[and]... also results in increased acquisition costs due to the costs of

inflation and the costs of constant reprogramming."24 A subsequent study by the Air Force

Systerms Command reached a similar conclusion after studying the experience with the

programs it managed:

The study established that program instability (large unplanned changes in
program funding and/or schedule) is the major causative factor of cost and

20 Ibid.. p. 26.
21 Ibid., p. 27.
22 Ibid., p. 32.

23 Ibid., p. 33.
24 "Report of the Acquisition Cycle Task Force: Defense Science Board 1977 Summer Study."

(Washington D.C.: Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, 15 March,
1978.) p 83.
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I
schedule growth. Further the study demonstrated that program instability
results directly from the compounding effects of real cost growth...and I
budget reductions below the levels projected at the time of program
initiation.25

This study concluded there was a need for an Air Force planning organization that wouldI

develop 15-year investment plans reflecting realistic budget constraints. Acquisition

programs would stabilized by adopting a "most-likely budget approach" and limiting new

program starts to those that fit into the investment plan.26

Amid the pressure for reform in the mid 1980s, President Reagan established the I
Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management (the Packard Commission). The

Commission's reports in 1986 covered a wide array of issues, including strategy 3
formulation, acquisition, the organization of OSD, and the roles of officers in joint

assignments. The reports spelled out steps for a thorough overhaul of the acquisition I
system and specified in more detail than earlier commissions the needed strategy

formulation and planning process. They also recommended overhaul of the lines of

command authority in JCS and the theater commands, so as to increase the roles of CJCS,
the Joint Staff, and the theater commanders. The Commission also recommended creating

the position of the Vice Chairman of the JCS, with broad authority in reviewing militaryI

requirements and acquisition processes.

In the area of strategy formulation and planning, the Commission stated its position I
in its chapter on national security planning:

There is a need for more and better long-range planning to bring together theI
nation's security objectives, the forces needed to achieve them, and the
resources available to support those forces. It is critically important that this
relationship be clearly established through a national military strategy.27

The Commission proposed a strengthened national security planning process centered

around the President, the Secretary of Defense, and the COCS. The proposed process
would examine strategy and budget alternativý,o and identify potential program tradeoffs,

defining the overall direction for defense programs.

Following these two major studies, the most thoroughgoing reforms of the defense

establishment in more than 25 years were effected through the Goldwater-Nichols 5

25 "Affordable Acquisition Approach." (Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland: Air Force Systems I
Command, February, 1983.) p ES-6.

26 Ibid. p ES-9.

27 Packard Commission, A Quest for Excellence, op. cit., p. 10.
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legislation, which significantly revised the joint military organizations and cmeated a much

stronger joint voice in defense decisionmaking. As discussed in some detail in the body of

this report, the CJCS is working to create the joint military organizations and practices

5 needed to implement fully the mandate of this legislation. However, the Bush

administration came to office in 1989 amid concerns that the Packard Commission

recomme.ndations were not being fully adopted and questions about the pace of

implementation of the Goldwater-Nichols legislation. In the light of these concerns and the

40 years or more of concern with the DoD management system, the new Administration

I prepared its Defense Management Report to the President (DMR) to take stock of the

management system and determine what remained to be done. Presently, the DoD is

I pursuing the reform agenda established in the DMR. The status of these ongoing activities

is a primary focus of this report.

I This brief summary shows that underlying the many studies of the defense

management system has been a consistent vision of a management process that would

support the Secretary in defining integrated defense programs. Since World War IH, the

nation has struggled with parallel and closely connected problems: defining national

strategy and organizing to execute it. Over and over, Presidents, Presidential

Commissions, and independent observers have expressed the concern that without an
effective integrating framework, the individual Services' pursuit of the national military

3 strategy--tempered by their traditional views of their roles and missions--has not created the

most effective overall force with the resources that have been made available. The

3 solutions proposed have varied in detail, but they have invariably proposed the
development of a strengthened top-level process for defining integrated defense programs

3 which can guide the Secretary's specific near-term decisions.

C. OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT

I This report summarizes our study of how the defense management system has

changed in recent years and the extent to which these changes have achieved the

management system envisioned in Secretary Cheney's DMR, the Packard Commission

recommendations, and the host of earlier independent reviews conducted throughout the

I post-World War 11 era.

I
I
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First, Chapter II summarizes several principles for defense management that have -

been established by these commissions and reviews. This discussion is structured to
address four basic issues involved in the design of any management system. These basic I
issues are:

Balancing Organizational Participation and Perspective in the
Management System. What is the proper balance of participation among U
the Services, joint military organizations, and civilian leadership needed to
attain the right blend of expertise and perspective in planning and
decisionmaking ?

Framing the Issues Addressed. The management system must address
the right issues. Two aspects of particidar concern for acquisition U
decisiowmaking are:

- Time Horizons and Uncertainty: How far into the future must planning look 3
to guide decisions, and how should planning and decisionmaking be structured
to achieve the management flexibility needed to accommodate and hedge
adequately against an uncertain future security environment?

- The Treatment of Resource Constraints: How should anticipated resource
constraints be incorporated to ensure the realism of planning and 3
decisionmaking, given the inherent uncertainty in future events and the national
budgeting process? Pang,-

* Establishing Links Between Planning, Decisionmaking, and
Execution. What is the proper balance between Secretarial guidance for
Service and defense agency programs that is sufficiently specific to guide the i
decisions, while still providing subordinates sufficient discretion to manage
effectively?

Disciplining the Process. How should the Secretary discipline
decisionmaling processes to ensure that near-term decisions reflect the overall
direction established in this guidance? 3

The management studies we reviewed have consistently recommended a strong, top-level

strategy formulation And long-range planning function for guiding defense decisionmaking. 3
With respect to participation in the process, they have emphasized that the design of
military forces irquires a breadth of perspective that is long-range, integrated, and global. 3
Incorporating this perspective in defense decisionmnaking requires a careful balancing of the

participation of the Department's civilian, joint military, and Service leadership in a

systematic planning process.

In framing issues, planning must look 10, 15 or more years into the future because I
of the long development and life cycles of acquisition programs. However, to address
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inherent strategic and budgetary uncertainties, this planning must address a range of

alternatives. Of particular concern has been the need to mesh planning analyses for

resources with the long-range national security planning. This is necessary to ensure that

plans are realistic and can be executed efficiently given the resources likely to be available.

There is a basic tension between strategic planning, which should be long-range in

perspective, and the inherent short-range perspective of budget planning and execution.

This report tries to resolve this tension through the linkage of these two processes.

Planning to provide adequate guidance must define long-range goals for developing

military capabilities that best meet national security objectives within available budgets in

such a way that these can be related to near-term decisions. Finally, there is a strongly held

belief that an emphasis on disciplining processes is the most important key to ensuring the

proper operation of the management system because there are such strong incentives among

component organizations to circumvent and game the process. These basic views of

defense management, and the associated specific management criteria, provide the

3 benchmarks for assessing recent changes and current practices in the defense management

system.

I Chapters IM, IV, and V summarize the findings of this review for the processes
relating to planning and guidance, resource allocation, and acquisition program definition,3 respectively. Each chapter summarizes historical management concerns, critiques

traditional practices and recent reform efforts, and assesses current practices. The analysis3 considers four major organizational categories:

- National-level participants: the Executive and Legislative Branches;

30 f he Secretary and the Office of the Secretary of Defense;

• The Chairman of the JCS and the Joint Military Organizations; and

3- • The Services and other DoD component organizations.

We consider how these organizations and processes operate and interact to perform3 their management functions. To assess the current operation of the system, we reviewed

available formal documentation and interviewed officials within OSD, the joint military3 organizations, and the Services. In all, more than 50 interviews were conducted in the

course of the study.

I It is apparent that the defense management system is evolving to redress some of

the long-standing deficiencies identified over the years. Most importantly, the changes

stemming from the Goldwater-Nichols Act have significantly increased the potential voice

of joint military organizations as proponents for effective, integrated forces. There have
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II
also been significant internal OSD management reforms, including those begun last 3
summer following Secretary Cheney's DMR to the President. The DMR proposed

important changes in the Secretary's guidance, both in terms of its content and the planning

process for its development. Secretary Cheney has commissioned a number of planning

studies to address major issues relating to the changing security and budgetary

environment. He has also issued substantially more conservative fiscal guidance for 3
planning in the first half of the nineties than had been the case throughout most of the

previous decade. 3
Despite these recent improvements, further steps are needed to implement the kind

of defense management system envisioned in Secretary Cheney's DMR, the Packard 3
Commission, the Goldwater-Nichols Act, and in the host of earlier independent

management studies. In particular, several features of the DMR's proposed planning and 3
guideance process have not yet been implemented, and it has not yet been shown how the

products of the planning process should link with decisionmaking. Chapters M, IV, and V

describe the changes needed in DoD practices.

Chapter VI suggests a prototype management system incorporating these changes.

In the area of planning, three procedural mechanisms are described that would introduce the

following needed characteristics of planning:

Planning Initiation: The Secretary would be able to focus planning on strategic I
choices and planning options that reflect the uncertain security environment and
are of direct concern to him and his senior advisors; 3
Analysis: Planning analyses would mesh OSD and Service long-range
resource planning with the joint military force plamuing in order to effectively
consider resource constraints in force planning. This would be accomplished
through investment area assessments, which would identify the resources
required to meet a given set of goals; and 3
Integration: These analyses would be integrated across missions and
functions, and over time, to provide the Secretary with coherent assessments
of force and resource options that are related to strategy.

Chapter VI then provides suggested prototypes for the planning elements to be included in

the Defense Planning Guidance. Examples are provided to suggest formats for long-range

goals for forces, technology development, and infrastructure. There is also an example of

a resource roadmap that summarizes the programs and budgets required to achieve such

goals. The chapter concludes with descriptions of procedures for linking these goals and

I -
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roadmaps to the Defense Planning and Resources Board and the Defense Acquisition Board

decisionmaking processes.

Finally, Chapter VII concludes with an agenda for initiating development of this

"proposed planning, guidance, and decisionmaking system. Among these steps are the

following:
f Development of the needed analytical tools to mesh long-range resource

analysis with JSPS security analysis.

t • Initiation of a test cycle of the proposed integrated, long-range planning
process, which would include development of the needed processes for3 investment area analyses;

* Inc, Toration of this planning in the next Defense Planning Guidance; and

* Changes in formal DPRB and DAB procedures to ensure they incorporatv, tb.h
guidance in near-term decisionmaking.

We believe these steps are sufficient to complete the reform agenda outlined in the Packard
Commission and defined more fully in Secretary Cheney's Defense Management Report to

Ithe President.

II
I
i

I
I
I
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II. CRITERIA FOR THE DEFENSE MANAGEMENT
3 SYSTEM

3 The Secretary's task of creating effective, integrated defense programs requires an

overarching vision of needed defense capabilities, consistent with acceptable levels of risk

3 and available resources, and the coordination of the activities of diverse and powerful

organizations charged with implementing this vision. The purpose of the defense

management system is to support the Secretary of Defense in these tasks. The

characteristics needed in such a management system have been described in the many

Commissions and reviews that have examined the defense management system since the

end of World War Il. As indicated in Chapter 1, these reviews have consistently concluded
that defining an integrated defense program requires a management system possessing a

3 strong top-level strategy formulation and long-range planning function, as well as
procedures for incorporating the results of this planning in near-term decisionmaking

3 processes.

While this overall vision is quite clear and consistent, implementing it requires the

3 resolution of a number of specific issues. The purpose of this chapter is to frame the major

issues that need to be addressed in implementing such a management system, and then to
examine how the desired management characteristics could be established. In particular,

the management system must address such questions as: what should be the time frames
for planning, how should resource constraints be incorporated, who should be involved,
and what should be the format of the resulting guidance. These questions are discussed in

this chapter, and the related principles established by the management studies reviewed in

5 Chapter I are then summarized. The final section uses these principles to set benchmarks

for our review of current management practices reported in subsequent chapters.

A. ISSUES IN THE DESIGN OF TEE DEFENSE MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

Four basic management issues that must be addressed in designing any

management system are summarized by the following questions:

I 1



* Who participates in planning and decisionmaking?

* How are issues and choices framed? i

What procedural linkages are established between planning,
decisionmaking, and execution? U
How does the Secretary discipline participants to adhere to the
established procedures?

This section addresses each of these questions in turn and suggests answers that are

consistent with the management system envisioned by the management reviews

summarized in Chapter I.

1. Who Participates in Planning and Decisionmaking: Organizational 1

Participation and Perspective

Successful planning must be viewed as an integral part of ..he overall management 1

system, rather than simply, the preparation of a planning document. To be successful, the

process by which the plan is developed must involve leaders representing the relevant 3
viewpoints throughout the organization. Strategic management is a term that has come into

increasing use during the past decade to describe such a process. 1

A strategically managed organization is one in which strategic planning is

performed proactively throughout the organization as part of the expected responsibilities of 3
all corporate managers. The key attributes of a strategically managed organization are as
follows: .

Planning is streamlined, the primary focus is on operating plans, and the
resolution of externally driven issues is left to small task forces of line
managers ... What distinguishes these companies is the care and
thoroughness with which management links strategic planning to
operational decisionmaking and then executes its plans. I[Emphasis added]

The strategic management process systematically addresses questions about the
choices open to an organization and involves all segments of its management. Such a
review is not a routinized mechanical process, but is driven by important questions. I
Through an open dialogue the leadership communicates its goals and plans throughout the
organization and builds a consensus on (or at least an understanding of) policies within the 1
management cadre.

Experience in the business world provides three basi'. tenants of strategic planning: I

1 Faederick W. GluLk, "Strategic ManagemneAit: An Overview.' pp. 1.28-1.29. 1
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" The strong support and involvement of the top management is essential;
I i0 The primary responsibility for pla~nning and analysis must belong to the-_7

line managers. Their participation is of critical importance in achieving

an effective decision, in keeping the plan current, and in developing
among the managers a sense of ownership in the plans; and

"Dedicated staffs 'or planning should be kept small and should facilitate
the planning pro ;ess, not take control of the process or ownership of
the product.

3 With respect to the Secretary's role in strategic planning, there is general agreement in the

planning community that the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of any organizations is the

3 ultimate strategic planner.2 If the Secretary of Defense is committed, his commitment will

ensure the active support and commitment of the senior managers throughout DoD,

including the Services and joint military organizations.

Although planning is often associated with centralized control of an organization,
the strategic planning process would include all segments of DoD in setting the direction for

the department. Instead of.centralizing control, this participatory process would afford

representation of all needed perspectives. The needed strategic perspective for defining

3 integrated force goals is:

Global--programs must balance security concerns and risks across regions;

5* Integrated--programs must be balanced across missions and functions, and
over time;

I Long-Term--decisions on programs have security and resource consequences
extending well into the future.

3 By virtue of organizational positions and responsibilities, only the Secretary and the
Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff (CJCS) possess the needed perspective for defining
effective, integrated forces to fulfill global requirements; however, they lack the staffs and

the detailed operational knowledge to plan without the support of the Services and
Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs) of the Unified and Specified Commands. The Services

3 take a long-term, global view of the world but tend to see issues from the perspective of

their respective roles and missions. Hence, their proposed programs and budgets do not3 yield an integrated force. The CINCs tend to take a more integrated view of military
capabilities, but their perspective tends to be regional, and their participation in the DoD-

I wide processes tends to focus on near-term issues. Hence, the participation of all of these

5 2 Ibid., p. 1-28.
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leaders--Service, Joint Military, and the Secretary--in the planning process provides the

combination of knowledge and perspective needed to define integrated forces. _

Strengthened planning that systematically involved these officials in defining and

evaluating alternatives would create a management process in support of the integrated,

global, long-term perspective. Planning that is structured to correspond to the-nation's-

major military missions would provide a framework that military commanders could i
comfortably deal with, and a means for relating the functional activities of the department

(e.g. manpower or research and development) to their ultimate strategic purpos.

Integrating this planning across missions would provide the needed global view of security

concerns, programs, and resources. Creating such a planning process would develop an 3
institutionalized culture that would serve as a strong proponent for this perspective.

In addition to improving the internal management of the defense department, a 3
strengthened long-range perspective on program issues would enhance the Secretary's

ability to support the President in establishing defense policy and to work with Congress in
establishing a consensus on defense. The examination of alternative futures and
appropriate defense programs to deal with these alternatives can assist the Secretary in

developing a broader common ground for national-level defense and budget policy, by I
helping to shift the focus of political debates away from line-item detail to more

fundamental long-term issues. This will help to give more weight to strategy over 3
competing political, economic, and organizational concerns.3

As with all government policy, military policy is developed in a political 3
environment, reflecting the interests of the participants in the process.4 The policy debate

will be carried on at several levels, involving a range of strategic, political, economic, and 3
organizational factors. In today's changing global environment there is a tendency for the

governmental decisionmaking process, with its numerous checks and balances, to bog

down. When political leaders cannot resolve the larger questions, they will focus on more

3 For instance, see Andrew Goodpaster, For the Common Defense (Lexington, MA .Lexington Books, U
1977), pg. 11. The issues he saw in the 1970s are still relevant today: "If security policy is to
succeed, every major institution of our society.. .has the obligation.. .to form a workable and informed
view as to its contribution to programs and goals." Further he noted that "[wlithout the help of I
orienting principles and purposes to add coherence and perspective, the possibilities of confusion,
conlradiction, weathr-vaning, self-impairment, and failure are likely to become acmalities."

4 See Samuel P. Huntington, The Common Defense: Strategic Programs in National Politics (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1961), pp. 2-3. He states, "Military policy.. .is the relation of force I
to national purposes. But it is always national purposes in the plural, national purposes which are
r-,ntinually conflicting, often tning compromised, and seldom being realized. Military policy is not
t% result of deductions from a clear statement of national objective. It is the product of the I
competition of purposes .... It is the result of politics, not logic, more an area than a unity."
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limited near-term decisions, in effect adopting a strategy of "muddling through."5 The
challenge in responding to rapidly changing political events is to develop the needed
political consensus for appropriate action. The Secretary can attempt to provide leadership
in forging a consensus through the development of a coherent long-range vision that
reflects current uncertainties and likely available resources.

I 2. How are Issues and Choices Framed?

3 A first principle for the defense management system is that it must address the right
questions. Moreover, to ensure that planning and decisionmaking are coherent and
realistic, the system must mesh effectively the components of strategy. Conceptually, the
components of a strategy can be defined by the three general questions:

• What is the objective and when is it to be achieved?
0 How is it to be achieved?

I • With what resources is it to be achieved?6

Table H1-1 shows the relation of these questions to the four basic components of national
security strategy: national security objectives, operational strategy, forces, and time-phased
resources. Effective, integrated forces are defined as the forces that bring these four
components of national security strategy into balance by making the best use of available
resources to meet national objectives.

Applying this conceptual framework requires operational definitions for each of the
components of strategy, as shown in the third column of Table 11-1. Broad national
security objectives are defined by the President, and the national military strategy is3 provided by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in consultation with the CINCs and
the other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These broad statements are translated to
operational detail through the definition of planning scenarios specifying threats and
operational objectives relevant for the time horizon of the planning and through near-term5 operational planning by the CINCs.

A discussion of such organizational decisionmaking strategies can be found in David Braybrooke andCharles E. Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision: Policy Evaluation as a Social Process (London:mm Collier-Macmillan, 1963).

6 See Goodpaster, op. ciL, p. 15. In addressing the issue of balancing these components of strategy,
Goodpaster states that the "security interests and objectives we ýet for omrselve-s must be dimertdoned
to be meaningful and serve our purposes. That is, they must strike a balance between what we would
like to have, and what we will be willing to support and able to achieve.."
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Table I1-1. Questions Defining the Components of Strategy p

Strategic Questions Components of Operational
Strategy Strategic Choices -

a What do you want to do, National security Mission Planning
and when? goals for uncertain Scenarios and

alternative futures Operational Objectives.

" How are you Military strategy Operational Force I
going to do it? Employment and

Deployment Strategy.

" With what are you Forces Force Goals:
going to do it? Structure

Readiness

Sustainment
Modernization.

Resources Time-phased budget;
manpower,
technology, and
industry.

I-
Postulated scenarios and threats provide concrete cases that permit military

assessments of military capabilities and operational strategy. Operational strategy is

similarly expressed in terms of specific operational planning that develops strategies for

deploying and employing forces commensurate with the scenarios and forces under study.

Forces must be defined in sufficient detail to assess their capabilities; hence their structure,

readiness, sustainment potential, and modernization must all be defined. Resources are

defined in terms of time-phased budgets and other resources over the planning period. I
Forces, operational strategy, operational plans and scenarios are treated as "snapshots" at a

certain point in time, whereas defense budgets constitute a flow of resources that relate to

forces over many years. That is why goals, operational strategies, and forces must be

balanced against a time-phased profile of resources.7  3

7 The Defense Management Report (DMR) to the President referred to such a time-phasd budget profile
as a roadmap. We adopt the term "resource roadmap," to dislinguish it from a fully defined set of
programs.
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3 a. Meshing Resource and Security Analyses

To develop a strategy that is complete and coherent, each of these components of

strategy must be addressed, and the analysis of them must be meshed so that they are

mutually consistent. In particular, it is essential that planning assessments relating to

objectives, optrational strategy, and forces be meshed with resource assessments to ensure

that resource constraints arm adequately reflected in national security decisionmaking.

3 b. Planning and Decisionmaking Time Frames

It is possible to iccount for the "when" in national objectives by defining planning

3 scenarios, threats, and operational objectives for several planning time horizons--for

example 2, 5, 10, or 15 years into the future. For planning purposes, tentative plans for

3 operational strategies and forces would be postulated for these time frames. For example,

in assessing the balance of goals, strategy, and forces for the year 2000, it would be

appropriate to use the forces, operational strategies, scenarios, threats, and operational

objectives postulated for the year 2000. Goals for forces over time would be developed by
conducting a series of these snapshot analyses.

3 The planning process should be used to explore initiatives relating to the mix of

purchases among alternative programs or initiatives relating to potential new technologies.

3 In this application, the prccess would develop alternative future forces, armed with

altemative combinations of weapons (along with associated tactics and doctrine) that could

3 be developed and fielded within the time-frame under consideration.

In the case of major acquisition programs, such planning must be long-range

3 because the program development, production, and deployment times are so long that many

years are required before current program decisions shape a significant fraction of weapon

inventories. Figure 11-1 provides a hypothetical example to illustrate this. For example,

consider a weapon with an average life of 25 years.8 Figure 11-1 shows that with a
constant roll-over rate (replacing four percent of the inventory each year), total purchases

after 1990 will have replaced only 20 percent of the total weapon inventory in 1995, 40

I

8 Note that the roll-over rate is primarily determined by economics rather than technology. New
technology cycles are far shorter than 25 years, and for some weapons (or components) faster rates can
be sustained, but the aggregate limits on available funds for procurement prohibit supporting a faster
rate of replacement for the force as a whole.
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Figure I1-1. Fractions of the Weapons Inventory That Can Be Influenced by

Current Decisions: Notional Ex{ample

percent in the year 2000, and 60 percent in 2005.9 Hence, today's programming and
budgeting decisions on major weapon programs will have their primary influernce on forces 3
10 or more years into the future.

The figure also shows that because of the lengthy development times, today's

decisions about new programs currently under development will take even longer to

influence sizable fractions of the force. In this example, assuming a six-year development
cycle, new generation weapons presently in the early stages of definition would not enter

the force until at least 1996 and would therefore constitute 16 percent or less of the weapon

inventory by 2000 and 36 percent by 2005.10 Today's decisions .-elating to the definition 3
of program will primarily influence forces 15 or more years into the future.

This figure illustrates three important points about planning for acquisition. Most 3
importantly, such planning is feasible well into the future, because we already know the
building blocks of future forces 10 or 15 years into the future. Conversely, long-range 3

9 This assumes a steady-state roll-over, with an inventory roll-over period of 25 years and a weapon I
development period of 6 years.

10 One important implication of these calculatiors is that the pace of modernization of forces is controlled
both by development times and the turnover rate for the equipment inventory. For example, in using
our illustration in Figure 11-1, reducing the development time for a weapon just passing through
milestone 0 from 6 years to 5 years would increase the percentage of inventory replaced by the year
2000 from 16 percent to 20 percenL This same result can be obtained by maintaining the 6-year
development period and increasing the roll-over rate of inventory from 25 years to 20 years.
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planning is needed for acquisition decisionmaking because acquisition programs begin to
shape forces meaningfully only over extended time periods. Finally, technology planning
for defining major weapon programs must extend at least 15 or more years into the future3 since new technologies will significantly alter forces some time after the technology is
introduced, especially given long program inventory lives.

5 Given these relationships, three broad time frames can be defined for acquisition
planning. These relate to the relative degree of flexibility in making decisions relating to

3 acquisition.

* Short-run: (I to 5 years): The inventory of military equipment is largely
inherited from earlier periods. In this time frame, integration of programs
mainly entails balancing operations and support programs to integrate with the
inherited inventory of equipment.11

5 Mid-run: (5 to15 years): The composition and size of equipmeat inventories
becomes variable, but the acquisition programs, which form the building
blocks comprising the forces, are largely defined. In this time frame,
integration entails balancing the mix of equipment purchased through ongoing
acquisition programs, as well as balancing operations and support programs to3 integrate with existing and planned inventories of equipment over the planning
period.

* Long-run: (beyond 15 years): The composition, size, and program building
blocks of forces become increasingly variable. In this time frame, integration
entails defining the technological capabilities for new program building blocks,
balancing the mix of equipment purchased, as well as balancing operations and
support programs to integrate with existing and planned inventories.

In sum, the range of flexibility and choice expands as the time horizon for planning
expands. Short-run planning mainly relates to questions of how best to operate, sustain,
and support existing forces; mid-term planning can also address how the next 15 years of5 funding will be used to shape integrated forces; and long-range planning can address how
future weapon systems should be designed.

I Each of these time frames is appropriate for planning and should be reflected in the
goals for decisionmaking. Hence, force goals should be defined to include a readiness and3 sustainability component as well as modernization goals, so that near-term considerations

are captured. Similarly, while the force goals are set for a 15-year time horizon, separateI
1 Comments on the budgets by the CINCs tend to focus on near-term operations, sustainment, and

support issues, They have an inventory of equipment with which they must i,)eet today's crisis and
fight tomorrow's war. Their mission requires a principal focus on the near term.
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I
technology goals are specified to reflect the need to prepare for deploying new technologies

beyond the force planning period, because current decisions will not be reflected in the I
weapons delivered to the forces within that time frame.

c. Planning for Uncertainty

A common concern with planning is that changing world events and the volatile 5
domestic budgetary process may make it virtually impossible to plan for the future.

However, if a planning system is designed to address uncertainty, planning is both 3
possible and beneficial. In uncertain time- planning is most valuable for identifying

possible events and reasonable courses of action. 3
Flexibility in the face of uncertainty and speed of adaptation should be hallmarks of

a well-constructed planning process. Four characteristics, or rules of planning, must 3
therefore be embodied in the system. These are illustrated in Figure 11-2, which presents a

notional set of alternative futures the nation should prepare to address. For each

alternatve, an ideal force could be optimized to the circumstance. However, given

uncertainty, it is necessary to hedge against risk. The figur- illustrates the four rules of I
planning that yield a planning process that would contribute to flexibility and adaptability:

Consider a range of alternative futures. Planners and the intelligence
community should define the alternative futures for which forces should be 3
prepared. They also should consider possible U.S. initiatives that would
shape the future.

Build robust forces. Near-term decisions on forces must be made despite U
the uncertainty about the future. The appropriate hedge is to design robust
forces appropriate for the range of possibilities. Robustness and 3
interoperability of forces must be guiding criteria for force development-

" Consider alternative responses. By planning today how to respond 3
when future intelligence or key events reveal shifts in the relevant range of
alternative futures, decisionmakers will be better prepared to respond to events
as they occur. U

" Develop options. In the face of uncertainty, planning should lay the
groundwork needed to maintain the flexibility to shift toward alternative force 3
pr stores. The maintenance of reserve forces and mobilization capabilities is
rep•esentative of such preparations.

I
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I Figure 11-2. Planning for Uncertainty

Although world events are highly uncertain, forces cannot be chuiged quickly to

adapt. For this reason, robustness in the design of forces is the single most important

factor in planning for uncertainty. If forces are designed to be robust, they do not have to3 be reshaped in the face of daily events or minor shifts in the strategic enviropment. Once a
strategic direction and long-range goals for forces are established (or postulated for
planning), it is possible to identify the needed defense programs well into the future. The

relatively slow evolution of forces, noted earlier, creates a predictable long-range

connection between planned forces and the defense budgets needed to operate, maintain,

and modernize them 5, 15, or even 25 years into the future. 12

12 It has been estimated that at existing procurement rates, the turnover rate for the U.S. inventory of
military hardware is about 25 to 30 years. At tiesu rates, it is estimated that 60 percent of the
equipmeat that will be in inventory at the end of the century will have been purchased before 1990.
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Service planners who manage the inventories, maintenance, and replacement of the

physical assets of the forces are able to predict reasonably well the long-range implications I
of near-term decisions. Looking at this relationship from the reverse perspective, it also

highlights the fact that the long-range budget implications of today's program decisions

should be factored into the decisionmaking calculus. In summary, assessing the long-

range budget implications of current program decisions is both feasible and necessary to

ensure that current decisions lead to appropriately integrated (and financially supportable)

future forces.

3. What Procedural Linkages Are Established Between Planning,
Decisionmaking, and Execution? U

There is considerable debate on how planning should be used to shape

decisionmaking, centering on two related issues: i

Should the Secretary attempt to shape programs through the Defense Planning
Guidance, or reserve his main involvement to impose his vision during the I
review of the Services' specific program and budget proposals?

How specific should the Defense Planning Guidance be? 3
With respect to the first question, there has been a clear consensus among the

reviews of defense management discussed in Chapter I that the Defense Planning Guidance 3
should resolve the big resource allocation decisions that shape the individual Service

programs. Thus, the Defense Planning Guidance should be a central element of the 3
defense management system. The major elements of guidance required to carry out this

function arc summarized in Table 11-2. These include broad statements of national

objectives, defense policy, and military strategy. In addition, the more concrete elements
of guidance include scenarios, goals, milestones, and roadmaps. Scenarios comprise

illustrative cases for potential force employment. Goals and milestones relating to
acquisition programs would be set for three areas: forces, technology development, and

the technology and industrial infrastructure. The resource roadmap for achieving the long-3
rAnge goals would identify programs in investment areas needed to achieve the goals, along
with time-phased projections of the needed funding. The overall funding identified in the 3
roadmap can be compared with projections of defense budgets to ensure the affordability of

goals. -

11-12 -
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Table 11-2. Elements of the Defense Planning Guidance

National objectives, defense policy, and national military strategy
0 Planning scenarios and associated operational objectives
* Long-range goals (15+ years) and near-term milestones

- forces
- technology

- Infrastructure
, A resource roadmap for meeting goals.

Inclusion of scenarios, goals, and the financial roadmap would make the Defense

Planning Guidance the backbone of the defense management system. It could then inform
subordinates of the desired future course for the organization, and provide a "shared

vision" of the organizational goals, values, and world view. It also would demonstrate3i how this vision translates into near-term actions, providing the needed linkage between
near-term program and resource decisions and long-range strategic goals.

4. How Does the Secretary Discipline Participants To Adhere to the

Established Procedures?

Many experienced Pentagon practitioners maintain that the main reason why

decisionmaking has not been more effectively linked with strategic planning is a lack of3 discipline that has allowed participants to circumvent and undermine the orderly procedures

built into the defense management system. These observers believe that we don't need a3 major overhaul of the programming and budgeting process; rather, practices within the
system must be made sufficiently clear-and formalized if necessary--to allow the Secretary

3 to discipline participants to play within the rules and to link decisions with planning.

To establish an unambiguous linkage between planning, programming and

budgeting, it is necessary to stipulate how the elements of the Defense Planning Guidance

should be used in programming and budgeting. As with programming and budgeting, the3 processes for defining the individual acquisition programs that form the building blocks of

the military forces should also be linked with the elements of the Guidance to ensure they
are consistent with integrated goals. These linkages must be established with the Defense

Acquisition Board (DAB) and the JCS Chairman's Joint Requirements Oversight Council

(JROC), which are the principal acquisition program oversight mechanisms for ensuring

3 that individual acquisition programs fit within an integrated and effective force.
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I
B. NEEDED MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 3

The implications of the discussion in the preceding section for the DoD management

system may be stated succinctly. The Secretary of Defense must establish and be an active

participant in a management process that includes the individuals responsible for executing

plans. This process must ask the right questions about possible futures, choices, and

initiatives and effectively mesh net assessments of security issues with financial
assessments of affordability; integrate the alternatives, options, and choices to provide a

long-range, integrated perspective; and shape important decisions through the resulting 3
guidance as well as through the participation of the Department's leaders in the planning

process. 3
1. Planning and Guidance 3

More specific benchmark criteria for planning and guidance fall into four areas.

First, the right questions must be asked during the planning process. Careful defimition

and analysis of alternative futures and long-range strategic choices is essential. Hence,

planning should be:

* Long range-Planning must examine force goals and program trade-offs over a U
15- to 20-year time horizon to fully reflect the long-range implications of near-
term decisions; 3

* Robust--Plcnning should increase the organization's ability to respond to a
range of contingencies and to changing world events; to do this it must
consider a range of alternatives; and

Keyed to important strategic choices--Planning should be issue oriented; it
should be kept current with updates as needed to adapt to a changing I
environment.

Second, planning needs to balance security objectives and resources. To effectively U
mesh net assessments of security concerns with financial constraints, planning must be:

" Resource constrained--Planning should ensure that programs are fiscally I
responsible; it must assess the affordability of long-term goals under
reasonable alternative budget constraints; and

"* Quantitative and analytical--Planning should combine leadership vision with
quantitative assessments of how this vision can be translated into specific
actions. Forces must be specified adequately to assess their capabilities;
programs, adequately to assess affordability.

Third, to help to define integrated defense programs in support of long-range -

objectives, planning must itself be well integrated. In sum, the process must be
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* Integrated--It must examine trade-offs across mission areas and identify gaps

or overlaps in the plans of subordinate organizations.

Fourth, the DoD leadership must b. involved in planning to shape near-term

decisions, and the planning must yield guidance in a form that can be related to near-term

decisions. Hence the process must be

• Linked with near-term decisions through goals--Planning must drive decisions.
It must yield products that highlight important strategic choices and relate near-j term decisions to long-range consequences by establishing long-range goals
and a financial roadmap; and

Decision oriented--Planning must involve the decisionmakers responsible for
executing the plans, with a small dedicated staff. Service, joint military, and
civilian managers should be included in the planning process to resolve
conflicts and set viable goals.

2. Programming and Budgeting

The programming and budgeting process makes the specific decisions about near-
term spending, whereas planning establishes the broad correlation between the elements of
strategy over a long-range time horizon. The Secretary can fulfill his responsibility for
ensuring that near-term decisions constitute an integrated program by developing
procedures to ensure that DoD-wide program and budget reviews incorporate the long-
range goals and roadmap.

The programming and budgeting process should also serve as a mechanism for
reviewing planning and keeping it current. More specifically, the existing goals and
roadmap should be modified to reflect any changes in programs due to program and budget

factors. For example, if a program were delayed or its price increased relative to plans,
decisions to accommodate this in the program and budget reviews would be incorporated in
plns.

In addition to these budgeting decisions, the process should be disciplined through
progress reviews. Reviews make it possible to discipline decisionmaking to ensure
programs are being executed according to goals, plans, and program decisions. They also

provide perspective on the cumulative effects of program decisions and a mechanism for
learning from experience. For this reason, benchmark versions of the goals should be
maintained to provide a long-range perspective on current program decisionmaking. For

example, reviewing 1995 forces, and programs relative to force goals set in 1990 would be
useful,
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Hence, the programming and budgeting process should be: 3
• Goal oriented--POMs and the DPRB program and budget reviews must link

with goals and th,' financial roadmap to establish the relationship between near-
term decisions an.' long-range strategic choices;

Interactive with Planniuzg--Program and budget reviews should feed back data
on current program decisions that allow plans to be updated; and

Disciplined through execution reviews--Progress reviews should evaluate
programs against benchmark goals. 3

3. Acquisition Progr,'i Definition

The acquisition system includes all of the processes by which weapon systems are

conceived, defined, evaluated, designed, prototyped, tested, produced, incorporated into

the force structure, and upgraded. It is within this process that individual programs, which

comprise the building blocks of the military forces, must be defined to fit within overall

integrated force goals. In considering how acquisition could be linked with force goals, it I
is important to recognize that acquisition is a competitive advocacy process, rather than a

systematic, deductive process as described in formal documents. 3
The Secretary's responsibility for ensuring that programs are defined to meet long-

range, integrated force development objectives entails two management tasks. First, he

must ensure that the acquisition system fosters a competition of ideas so that an appropriate

range of program options is developed. Unless some care is taken to ensure that an 3
appropriate range of options is explored, the programs defined by the system are simply an

aggregation of the proposals of the sponsoring organizations, rather than a coherent,

integrated set of programs. Fostering competition among sources of alternative program
ideas would be a highly effective way to ensure that needed alternatives are explored.

The system must promote a competition of ideas in meeting individual force goals
to ensure that an appropriate range of alternative weapon programs is examined, Hence, the

acquisition process should be:

" Goal oriented in defining program purpose--Technology goals and budget

projections established in the integrated planning process should guide early I
technology development efforts; and

" A competition of ideas--The process should keep a range of options and
program proponents active in important development areas. OSD should adopt
a proactive policy of maintaining a competition of ideas, by maintaining a
robust organizational base for gencrating progr, n ideas.

11-16 I
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The second management task is to discipline program decisionmaking to ensure that
individual program decisions reflect integrated goals. These planning goals, roadmaps,
and planning scenarios provide the needed context to define programs that are consistent
with overall long-range force development objectives. If a program is consistent with the
goals, roadmap, and scenarios, it is linked with strategy.

3The needed discipline in decisionmaking could be established through the milestone
review process, which should ensure that programs are supported by the proper analyses

and that program proposals are consistent with the goals and targets established in the
roadmaps. It sum, acquisition decmsionmaking should be:

3 Linked with integrated planning through scenarios and investment area
ioadmaps--Program-level analyses should examine broad tradeoffs and
affordability in accordance with integrated force goals. Planners should keep
abreast of program developments; and

• Integrated through milestone reviews--Milestone reviews should be used to
check on the consistency of programs with strategic goals as reflected in the
DPG's resource moadmap. To discipline the competitive advocacy process,
OSD should confirm the validity of program data and analyses.

A system with these characte-,stics is consistent with the management principles for
acquisition management and decisionmaking discussed in the report of the Packard

Commission. 13 Such a system would streamline the acquisition process by linking

strategy and acquisition more explicitly and directly. The basic decisions about programs'

consistency with strategy and their affordability are to be addressed in an integrated
framework that provides roadmaps linking individual programs with broad force goals.

Once roadmaps are established in investment areas, analyses and program-level decisions at

key points can be guided by the roadmap. The system would permit the program review

process to focus on ensuring that programs are executed within the planning parameters at

the program milestone reviews.

U

13 In the Packard Commission model (see the Commission's report, A Quest For Eicellence) the program

manager would report to the Under Secretary for Acquisition through a streamlined cham of command.Hence, the Under Secretary could provide the focal point for ensuring that acquisition programs form an
integrated, coherent progran and are thus consistent with the overall suauegy. The framework presetedS~~herm is consistent with this model and shows how planning helps to define the integratd program WWn
how armlyses and milestone rieviews s.hould be used to ensure that programs are, c~on-sistent wiUh die3iegrated goals established in the plans.
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U
C. THE MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS AS BENCHMARKS FOR

REVIEWING THE CURRENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The following three chapters use the management principles set out in this chapter

as benchmarks for assessing the evolution and current operation of the defense

management system. Chapter III examines the processes and organizations for planning

and guidance. It reviews planning and guidance issues from the perspective of the four I
major organizational actors in the process: national-level organizations, the Secretary of

Defense, the Joint Military Organizations, and the Services. After reviewing developments

in each of these areas, Chapter MI concludes with an overall assessment of planning and

guidance in terms of the principles laid out in this chapter. In a similar fashion, Chapter IV 3
examines the programming and budgeting processes, and Chapter V examines the

acquisition program decisionmaking processes. The assessments provided in these

chapters provide the basis for the prototype system discussed in Chapter VI and our agenda
in Chapter Vii.
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III. STRATEGY FORMULATION, PLANNING, AND
I GUIDANCE

I The conceptual framework described in the preceding chapter outlined a DoD

planning process that would involve the department's leadership in exploring alternative3 futures and in providing the Secretary with a range of options for balancing the four
components of national strategy: national security objectives, operational strategy, forces,
and resources. This process would support the Secretary in establishing the needed
roadmap for linking acquisition programs with strategy. The Secretary's Defense Planning3 Guidance would incorporate the results of such planning in order to inform managers of the
goals, milestones, and roadmaps needed to shape their near-term decisions.

3 Independent reviews of the defense management system summarized in Chapter I
demonstrate long-standing concerns that, prior to the Packard Commission and Goldwater-
Nichols Act, DoD planning processes did not provide the Secretary with the needed

framework for integrating the programs managed by the Services and defense agencies.
Such concerns were expressed by Presidents Truman and Eisenhower and by subsequent3 Presidential commissions and Secretaries of Defense in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. One
specific criticism was that planning at the OSD-joint military level did not mesh the four
components of strategy, primarily because the processes for force planning were not

meshed with resource considerations. A second criticism was that these processes
provided an aggregation of defense component plans rather than independent assessments

reflecting an integrated perspective.

We have reviewed current operation of the processes involved in strategy
formulation, planning, and guidance in order to examine these issues in view of the reform
efforts initiated in 1986 by the Packard Commission and the Goldwater-Nichols Act. This

chapter examines the four major organizational participants: the national political leadership,
Secretary of Defense, Chairman of the JCS (CJCS) and joint military organizations, and
Services. The main findings of the review are presented in Table MI-1, which summarizes
the long-standing concerns in each area, reform efforts since 1986, and our assessment of

current practices.
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Four main findings are detailed below:

* National Political Leadership. The President, National Security Council,
and other cabinet-level organizations provide broad qualitative guidance on national s-curity
objectives and strategy without tying these closely with resource limitations or (usually)
programmatic specifics. The Congress, through its authorization, appropriation, and
oversight functions provides strategic guidance, although this often takes the form of
"micromanagement." Historically, there has been concern that strategic guidance has been3 too genera and too loosely related to resource constraints, yet too detailed in line-item
involvement in specific programs. Recent reforms have not substantially altered these
practices. Nevertheless, we find that the basic tenets of national strategy are well
understood, and provide the needed guidance for the Secretary of Defense and the
Chairman of the JCS to develop concrete plans, programs, and budgets.

* The Office of the Secretary of Defense. The Secretary of Defense and
the Office of the Secretary of Defense play major roles in shaping strategy, providing
planning assumptions for long-term funding, and producing the Secretary's Defense
Planning Guidance. In recent years, both the preparation process and the contents of the3 Guidance have been strongly criticized as providing only a weak mechanism for guiding
programs. Recent reforms have addressed many of these concerns. The process for
developing the DPG was strengthened in the DMR through the creation of a planning
issues cycle, and proposals were made to strengthen the DPG by including a range of
planning scenarios, a long-range investment roadmap, and a set of priority planning
objectives. However, several key improvements remain to be implemented, including a
resource planning prooess for developing the proposed investment roadmap.

a Joint Military Organizations. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Commanders-in-Chief of the Unified and Specified Commands are the primary
military officials responsible for developing and linking a specific executable military
strategy to the President's national strategy. Their advice on the military capabilities3 needed, and on the force goals associated with those capabilities, is an essential link in the
process. Historically, joint planning was criticized because it focused on defining aS"planning force" that was based on a single planning scenario and did not consider resource
constraints. Reforms stemnmLig from the Goldwater-Nichols legislation have greatly
strengthened the role of the CJCS in forging the needed linkage by defining integrated force
goals that are consistent with projected available resources. However, the process is not
yet providing the Secretary with a range of strategic opidons relating to forces or resources
as envisioned by the Packard Commission and formally instituted by NSDD-219. In
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U
addition, force structure goals established by the CJCS need to be augmented with more
explicit goals for modernization, readiness, and sustainability over the planning period in U
order to provide a basis for resource planning analyses and program decisionmaking.

0 Military Services. The Services create specific and detailed long-range I
acquisition plans to develop and procure forces. They have well-understood strategies,
based on their view of national strategy and their individual roles and missions, which U
shape their decisionmaking. Long-range planning typically is done for their major warfare

areas and in the case of the Army, a Total Army Plan is developed. This Service planning
provides an important pathway linking strategy with acquisition program decisionmaking.
However, these plans do not always reflect overall resource constraints, are not always 3
integrated at the Service Headquarters level, and are not integrated among the Services.

Therefore, they do not comprise a completed roadmap for integrating programs; rather they
outline a core set of programs providing a starting point for DoD-wide force and resource
planning.

Two additional steps are proposed in Chapter VI to clarify the linkages between
strategy and near-term program, budget, and acquisition decisions. The first is to
strengthen joint military-OSD planning so that it (a) examines strategic alternatives specified I
by the Secretary of Defense, (b) meshes joint military force planning with long-range
resource planning, and (c) provicks the Secretary with integrated, long-range goals for each
option examined. The second step is to implement the DMR's recommendations for
incorpornating the products of this planning in the Defense Planning Guidance. 3
A. NATIONAL-LEVEL STRATEGY FORMULATION AND GUIDANCE

In an idealized system, the President and the Congress would establish the national

security objectives, policies, and resource allocations that would shape the military strategy

and required military capabilities. However, developing such grandly unified national
guidance would require the President and Coriss to achieve a broad, long-range

consensus on these elements of strategy. In practice such consensus has rarely been
sustained for long. Hence, the President must provide the leadership in developing and
proposing long-range, strategic direction for defense policy. Over the years the broad 3
national-level strategy enunciated by the President has been reasonably well understood,

and has provided a general framework for defining defense programs.

Many of the current institutions that advise the President on defense issues were
created following World War I1 for the express purposes of strengthening the integration of
military power, and linking forces with overall national security objectives. Most
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significantly, the National Security Council (NSC) was established as a cabinet-level

committee, with a staff within the Executive Office of the President; the new cabinet level

Department of Defense was created; and the Joint Chiefs of Staff was formed as a formal

organization consisting of the individual Service Chiefs and a Chairman. The National

Security Advisor and the NSC staff have generally played a central role in coordinating and

guiding policy. 2 However, each new Administration has established its own system of

advice within the executive branch to reflect its preferred style of management.

National security reviews provide an important mechanism for establishing and

disseminating security strategy, and have been undertaken by every Administration in the

post-war era. Under President Truman, NSC 68 reviewed U.S. policy toward the Soviet

Union. The Eisenhower Administration undertook a reexamination of national security

policy, reflecting the crucial role of strategic deterrence in military strategy and force

development. The Kennedy Administration conducted reviews prior to the President's

inauguration, and in its early stages, that together provided a comprehensive approach to

the cost and capability of U.S. defense policy. In 1969, the Nixon Administration

undertook a national security review, National Security Study Memorandum 3 (NSSM 3).
From 1970 to 1973, the Nixon Administration published annual foreign policy reports.

The Carter Administration first expressed its approach to defense with Presidential Review

Memorandum 10 (PRM 10), which attempted a comprehensive review of foreign and

defense policy.3

The Reagan Administration did not initially conduct a national-level review of

strategy. Secretary Weinberger believed that the Carter Administration was buying the

For a description of the system of Presidential advice for national security, see "Presidential Leadership
and The Executive Branch in National Security," in American National Security: Policy and Process,
by Amos A. Jordon and William J. Taylor, Jr., pp. 83-108.

2 For a description of the NSC and its staff, see The Tower Commission, Organizing for National
Security, Part II of Report of the President's Special Review Board, Washington, DC.: President's
Special Review Board, February 26, 1987.
The Tower Commission was concerned more with the possible improper operting role of the NSC
staff than the formation of national security policy. An earlier study of more direct relevance to this
paper was the "Odeen Study," National Security Policy Integration, a report of a study requested by the
President under the auspices of the President's Reorganization Project, Washington, DC, September
1979.
For a history of the national security decisionniaking process see "The National Security Decision-
Making Process: Putting the Pieces Together," in Jordon and Taylor, op. cit., pp. 201-217.

3 For a discussion of these strategy reviews, see John Lewis Gaddis, The Strategies of Containment; A
Critical Appraisal of Postwar American National Security Policy, New York: (Oxford University
Press, 1982). Gaddis covers reviews through the late 1970s.
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right weapons and had only failed to fully fund them.4 Moreover, Weinberger's policy of
"controlled decentralization'"5 was intended to centralize policymakiiig while giving the I
Services freedom to implement the military strategy within their departments. 6 Eventually,

late in the Reagan Administration, a strategy review undertaken by the Commission on

Integrated Long-Term Strategy, also known as the Ikl6 Commission, emphasized

"discriminate deterrence" as a new, preferred strategy. 3
Most recently, the Bush administration undertook a broad National Strategy Review

in the spring of 1989, but the results were never published. One official described the

review as reaffirming U.S. security objectives, but it has not been a significant factor in

shaping defense programs. One reason for this is that it did not carefully consider resource 3
issues and, hence, provided little insight into how programs should respond to the

changing budget environment. Another reason is the turmoil of change in Eastern Europe

and the Soviet Union, which has led to events overtaking the political and threat

assumptions underlying the review.

Strategy reviews traditionally involve a wide range of government agencies. Within

the White House, various coordinating and policy offices are involved in various aspects of

strategy formulation.s Major componenms of the Executive Branch involved in a strategy

review include the Department of Defense, the Central Intelligence Agency, State

Department, Commerce Department, Energy Department, Arms Control and Disarmament I

4 According to Secretary Weinberger, "The principal shortcoming of the Defense bridget we inherited is I
not so much that it omitted critical programs entirely in order to fully fund others, but rather that it
failed to provide full funding for many programs it conceded were necessary but felt unable to afford."
See statement by the Honorable Casper W. Weinberger, Secretary of Defense, Before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, 97th Congress, 1st Session, March 4, 1981, p. 3.

5 See Deputy Secretary of Defense Frank C. Carlucci, "Management of the DoD Planning, Programming
and Budgeting System," March 27, 1981, as reprinted in Federal Contract Reports, April 6, 1981, p. E-

6 The President, however, during his second year in office, issued a directive to develop a strategy. The

statement reaffirmed the individual Service decisions already made for purchases of major wcapons
programs, but gave littl• guidanco for long-range planning in a resource-constrained environment. See
"Remarks of Judge William Clark," National Security Advisor to the President, at the Center for
Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University, Office of the Press Secretary, The White
House, May 21, 1982.

7 Discriminate Deterrence: Report of The Commission On Integrated Long-Term Strategy,
(Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, January 1988).

8 These include the staffs of the NSC and the intelligence community, the Office of Management and
Budget, the Office of Science and Technology Policy, the National Space Council, the Office oi the I
U.S. Trade Representative, the National Critical Materials Council, the Council of Economic
Advisors, the Domestic Policy Council, and the Office of National Drug Control Policy. All of these

offices can and do influence the President's military policy. See Office of the Federal Register.
National Archives and Records Administration, The United States Government Manual, 1989/90
(Washington, DC.: US Government Printing Office), pp. 85-100.
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Agency, Federal Emergency Management Agency, National Science Foundation, and
NASA. This wide involvement underscores the intew ependencies involved in developing

national strategy at the executive branch level. Strategy formulation must take account of

the many aspects of defense policy, including gathering and evaluating threat information
development of space systems setting emergency regulations for industry, transportation

i and manpower the issues of export control and support for science, technology, and

education.

In addition to formal Presidential strategy reviews, there is always an active

exploration of altemat.ve futures and options within the defense community. TL illustrate,
Table fII-2 lists major DoD-related policy and technology initiatives during the period

1981-1988, and shows the nature of some of the alternatives considered. Several
initiatives came from the President and his National Security Council Staff, issued as

National Security Decision Directives and in speeches and other Presidential initiatives.

Additional initiatives were originated by Congress, the Secretary of Defense, or other

senior officials. The Competitive Strategies initiative was introduced by Secretary
Weinberger.9 These initiatives had two underlying themes: 1) a new emphasis on defense
for strategic warfare with an increase in strategic war-fighting capability; and 2)

development of high-technology weapons, especially for counter-attack and deep attack in
conventional warfare.

The variety of sources of such initiatives is healthy and useful. Such initiatives
could be used more effectively in decisionmaking however, if the Secretary had a
framework to judge how a particular initiative fit within some overall view, to measure the

extent to which each initiative contributed to long-term technology and force goals, and to

determine how to prioritize proposals in terms of available resources.

3 Each administration has its own documentation scheme for disseminating strategy
pronouncements. Some national security documents are very broad declaratory strategy

statements (such as those dealing with deterrence) and are widely disseminated. A few are

very sensitive and reach only the top civilian and military leadership. The absence of a core
document containing the essential elements of U.S. national strategy does not mean that no
strategy exi*,1 In fact, many aspects of national security strategy can be deduced from a

9 See Competitive Strategies, Hearings Before The Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems
Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services, House of Representatives, 100th Congress, 1st
Session, March 2 and 3, 1989, pp. 15, 22.
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Table 111-2. Strategic Initiatives, 1981-1988 3

Strategic and Nuclear War-Fighting Capability

-- Air Defense Initiative (ADI)
Discriminate Deterrence I
Strategic Force Modernization
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)

Increase In Conventional Offensive and Counter-attack Capability

-- AirLand Battle
-- Balanced Technology Initiative (BTI)
-- Conventional Defense Improvements Program (CDIP) I
-- Competitive Strategies
-- Counter Air 90
-- Emerging Technologies (ET)
-- European Theater Defense (ETD)
-- Follow-on Forces Attack (FOFA)
-- Maritime Strategy

NATO's Extended Air Defenses I
-- NATO Conventional Defense Initiative
-- Naval Revolutionary Technology Initiative (NRTI)
-- Non-Strategic Nuclear Warhead Modernization
-- SACEUR Conceptual Military Framework

Source: General Dynamics Corporate Defense Initiatives Glossary, Defense Initiatives
Organization, General Dynamics, Arlington, VA, August 1988.

close examination of official speeches, or from past controversies and shifts that are now

considered settled. 10  However, the lack of a unified statement of strategy has led 3
subordinate policymakers to deduce strategy from a collection of such specific decisions or

pronouncements, speeches, or congressional testimony.1' 3
In sum, we find that the basic tenets of national strategy are developed and

disseminated t&-rgh Presidential reviews, formal strategy statements, and a number of

other mechanisms. The broad outlines of national strategy are well understood and provide

general guidance for developing the National Military Strategy and defining integrated

forces. It is the responsibility of the Secretary of Defense, employing the defense I
management system, to provide leadership in defining and propocing alternative operational

strategies, forces, and budgets consistent with the President's broad national-level strategy

10 See for example, Herman R. Staudt, The DoD Decision Making Process, (Cambridge, MA:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May 1, 1968), p. 29. Staudt ",.ters to an interview in which
his respondent describes this use of informal strategy statements as the preferred approach of the
Kennedy Administration, differentiating it from the Eisenhower Administration's use of the formal
Basic National Security Policy. This approach appears to be the way the government has operated I
since.

11 In the 1986 Defense Authorization Act, Congress required the President to provide a comprehensive
national security strategy statement each year. President Reagan published these in 1987 and 1988. I
President Bush published his first one in 1990.
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guidance. We believe the existing relationship between the President and Secretary of
Defense is workable ltnd therefore offer no recommendations in this area.

B. ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE OSD PLANNING AND GUIDANCE

In formal desctriptions of the defense management system, the Defense Guidance
(as di.•vussed below, the DG has been modified and renamed the Defense Planning
Guidance) is the centerpiece of the planning phase of the Planning, Programming and

Budgeting System. The Defense Guidance was "a strategic plan for the conduct of
operations by U.S. military forces to defend the United States, its interests, and its allies
and friends against possible threats world-wide in the period two to seven years in the
future." 12 The Defense Guidance contained a base scenario for force planning, the CJCS
military strategy, and mid- and long-range force goals. (Fiscal guidance was issued
separately.) It also contained hundreds of goals and mid-term objectives (MTOs) ranging5 from the most general to the very detailed.

The process for creating the Defense Guidance was a consensus-building staff
process, rather than an executive-level decisionmaking process. In practice, committees

often glossed over disagreements and gave minimal regard to fiscal realities. The nature of
the committee process for formulating mid-term ob;.ctives ensured that both the Services
and the OSD staff could create objectives, but in total the objectives did not provide q

realistic guide for subsequent POM development and review. Another weakness in the
process was that the POMs were fairly far along and in some years even completed when
the Defense Guidance was sent to the Services. In sum, under this system the Services and
OSD were not required to address critical problems and difficult choices in the planning

process.

I In the second half of the 1980s, the OSD staff attempted to strengthen the Defense
Guidance by linking its mid-term objectives more closely to the pro&-,gim elements in the
programming phase of the PPBS. Attempts also were madc, to -crrelate the DG's

objectives with resource requiremen-s. Supporters believe that these actions could have
been effective in meshing program planning with resource planning, but were undermined
by the unrealistic budget planning projections at the time. Hence, despite the staff attemptsI -__ _ __ _ _ _

12 John Bellinger, Director of the Defense Guidmice Staff, Strategic Planning and Decision-Making in the
Defense Department, Office of the Secretary of Defcise, September 1984, p. 8.
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I
to strengthen the Guidance, mid-term objectives did not fully integrate programs to meet the
objectives of the Department, or relate them to realistic budget projections. I

Strengthening this planning and guidance was a major goal of Secretary Cheney's

Defense Management Report. The DMR recognized niany problems with the existing
Defense Guidance, as noted in the following:

Under pressures of the annual budget cycle, consideration of broad policies
and development of guidance on high-priority objectives all too often has
been neglected, and decisions made instead on a short-term issue-by-issue
basis not well suited to optimizing the use of available resources. As a I
result, DoD's principal planning product, the Defense Guidance, now
represents at best an early, negotiated settlement on the content of the
Service and Agency programs. 13

One can infer from Secretary Cheney's recommendations (see Table lfI-3)--and observers

of the system have agreed--that the DoD planning system has lacked Secretarial
involvement, has failed to produce a constrained military strategy that represents difficult

choices by the military leadership, has failed to establish priorities among objectives and
goals, has been unclear in its funding implications, and has had no mechanism for relating
acquisition programs to Secretary of Defense, CJCS, or CINC priorities.

Table 111-3. Defense Guidance Problems Addressed In the Doeense
Management R&port

* Lack of Secretarial involvement, - low-level participation of large number of
committees

* Lack of constrained military strategy that expresses choices

* Lack of priorities in objectives and goals

Funding implications unclear I
* No roadmap of future acquisition program reflecting SecDef, CJCS, or CINC

priorities

Source: DMR, pp. 5-6.

In the DMR, Secretary Cheney ordered changes to address these problems. The I
new issue-cycle process for developing the Guidance is meant to focus on DoD's most

important problems as part of the normal planning system. The new DPG will contain the
results of decisions generated by the Secretary of Defense in response to major policy

reviews. (See Figure H11-I for a description of the proposed DPG.)

13 Defense Management Report, op. cit., pp. 5-6.
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The substance of the proposed Guidance has also been changed dramatically.
According to the DMR, the DPG would contain

: . a dramatically shortened and more ccncise section on forces,
incorporating only a limited set of high-priority "Program Planning
Objectives" that will be mandatory guidance to the Services and Defense
Agencies; [with] broad identification of the projected impact of these
objectives on future funding .... 14

In an attempt to replace mid-terru objectives and make them more useful, new program
planning objectives (PPOs) will focus only on selected high-priority areas rather than

attempt to cover the majority of Service programs.

Defense Plaming

Guidanco

Input (from) Contents: QumU(o

"" Joint Staff products . Major planning issues and 0 NCA approved policy and
decisions (from DPRB) strategy guidance (OSO, CJCS,

"" Chairman's Net Assessment * Strategy (from CJCS NMS) JCS, CINCr,, Services)
a Gecmetary's planning

"* CJCS OPLAN Assessment objectives (from DPRB, 0 Programming guidance
CJCS, Services) (OSO, CJCS, Services)

"" OSD and Services - includes long-range
roadmaps • Mld-range military strategy

"* President's Policy and Fiscm, (JSCP)
Guidance SecDef Document

pub. date: 1 Oct (odd years)

Source: Joint Staff and OSD.

Figure I11-1. Proposed Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) Process and
Contents

In addition, the biennial planning cycle was to include a long-range investment plan. The
precise format and method of calculating this plan has not yet been defined but it will

include:

... a rough, 20-year 'road map' of the modernization needs and investment
plans of DoD, projecting the impact of the Program Planning Objectives,
and of additional modernization or replacement of major systems (e.g.,

14 Defense Management Report, p. 6.
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ships, aircraft, tanks, and satellites) expected by the Military Departments
and Defense Agencies, against realistic levels of future funding.' 5

The first DPG following the DMR was to be published on October 1, 1989, but in

fact it was published on January 24, 1990.16 In preparing the DPG, the Secretary of

Defense had to struggle, as have pasc administrations, with how to provide guidance to the

Services and other components that is specific enough to constrain, but general enough to

allow the flexibility needed for effective management. In addition, rapidly changing world m

events throughout the second half of 1989 made it difficult to settle planning issues.

Hence, the new DPG was published without three of the proposed new elements: the

Illustrative Planning Scenarios, PPOs, and investment roadmap.

Although the DMR proposal indicated that PPOs would focus on the Secretary's

high priorities, suggesting that they would provide a strong mechanism for guiding

components, the actual process undertaken in the Summer of 1989 was structured to I
develop a consensus on a core set of programs. The process for developing PPOs was

initiated in the summer of 1989 through an exercise that requested 10 candidate PPOs from 3
each military department, 5 from the CJCS, 3 from each CINC, 5 from each Under

Secretary, and 3 from each Assistant Secretary. A total of 93 were received and reduced to

38 through revic y the CJCS and the Deputy Secretary of Defense. The remaining 38
PPOs were grouped into a more manageable set of 12 strategic elements. In effect the

process instructed each participant to continue to pursue traditional core programs--in effect I
providing no guidance. In the end, the DPG excluded PPOs.

The DMR also called for an investment roadmap to be incorporated in the DPG; m
however, an early decision was made to postpone implementation of such a roadmap until

the 1991 calendar year DPG. Such a roadmap (and the process for developing it) would m
provide a mechanism for integrating modernization programs, and for examining the long-

run financial implications of near-term program decisions. 17 The DMR did not define the

15 Defcnse Management Report, p. 6..

16 See Patrick E. Tyler, "New Pentagon Guidance Cites Soviet Threat in Third World," The Washington,
Post, pp. Al and A9. I

17 Extended Planning Annexes used to be submitted with the POMs to provide visibility of projected
spending beyond the FYDP. There was general agreement that the quality of these projections negated
their utility, and so they were curtailed in 1987. Beginning in 1988, the Department undertook to
develop Long Range Planning Estimates to obtain improved information on the long-run resource I
implications of decisions. The purpose of the Planning Estimates was to "...provide a gross 'check' on
the future consistency, cost, executability, balance, and supportability of the FYDP's forces/programs.
Among other applications, this information would help in calculating specific mid-term objectives in I
the Defense Guidance. assuming that the DG's fiscal guidance projections am not grossly dissimilar."
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contents for the roadmap, and subsequent proposals have differed in several essential
aspects: the approach to resource constraints; time horizons; and timing of submission.
The differences stem from the basic question of whether the roadmap should serve as a
decision document or simply as a rough baseline of programs for informational purposes.
We conclude that the roadmap should serve as a guide for decisionnmaking. Hence it

should be developed within a process that incorporates realistic budget levels, links with
the joint military's force planning processes, and is timely enough to be reflected in the
POMs.

In sum, we conclude that the DMR's proposed reforms of the DPG are on target in

creating the elements of guidance necessary for linking the DoD decisionmaking processes
with planing. The most significant improvement would come from the development of an
investment roadmap that reflects realistic projections of resources. The prototype

management system discussed in Chapter VI describes a planning process for developing

such a roadmap and provides suggested formats for implementing the DMR's

recommendations for the Defense Planning G.ddance.

C. THE STRENGTHENED ROLE OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT
CHIEFS OF STAFF

The joint military organizations provide the Secretary with military advice on the
National Military Strategy (NMS) and recommend forces needed to meet national security
objectives. Two joint planning processes created for these tasks are the Joint Operational
Planning System (JOPS) and the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS). JOPS focuses
on near-term operational strategies relating to how existing forc.es are deployed and would
be employed in combat. 18 The JSPS provides the framework for establishing the long-
range NMS and for setting long-range force development goals. 19

See William H. Taft, IV, "PPB Schedule," Memorandum for the Members of the Defense Resources
Board, July 14, 1988.

18 The Joint Staff Officer's Guide, 1988, Chapter VI, pp. 125-206; see especially pp. 128-134.
19 This section discusses the JSPS as described in MOP 7, 30 January, 1990. A discussion of how the

JSPS operated before this change is contained in The Joint Staff Officer's Guide, pp. 103-108, and The
Joint Strategic Planning System, MOP 84, Joint Chiefs of Staff, with Revision, 24 January 1989.
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I
1. Near-Term Planning: The Joint Operational Planning System

The JCS's near-term planning system, JOPS, apportions forces to the CINCs for

near-term operational plans so that each CINC knows what forces are available to him. 3
Each CINC is responsible for planning how to use assigned forces to carry out his

mission. Because this planning is short-ranged, it focuses on how to use existing forces,

rather than how long-range strategy might be adapted with possible new forces. These I
processes are relevant for assessing near-term force goals and deficiencies in the areas of

readiness or sustainability, but are not structured to examine long-range force development

issues.

Despite this near-term focus, the CINCs have an important role in long-range 1

planning. A dialogue between each CINC and the National Command Authority (NCA) is

necessary to acquire the most effective forces. The leadership must know about the 3
expected threats faced by the CINC, and must review the planned response to these threats,

including campaign plans. Their perspective is vital in assessing total budget requirements 1
and the specific weapons and forces required. In recent years, procedural changes have

recognized this by increasingly involving the C~NCs in long-range planning. 3
2. Strategic and Long-Range Planning: The Joint Strategic Planning

System (JSPS) i
The JSPS is the formal means by which the Chairman, in consultation with the

members of the JCS and the CINCs, carries out his responsibilities to provide long-range

plans and strategic direction for the Armed Forces. The JSPS provides the means for the

Chairman to assess the security environment, evaluate the threat, and propose the military 1
strategy and force capabilities necessary to achieve U.S. national security objectives

consistent with policies and priorities established by the Secretary of Defense. 3
Historically, the concern with JCS long-range planning was that it focused on

"planning forces" that far exceeded those that could be supported with available resources, 1
and that it tended to reflect an aggregation of individual Service views rather than an

independent integrated view. Hence, JCS force goals were not directly useful for

developing an overall program consistent with resources in the Defense Guidance.
Reforms in Goldwater-Nichols have directly addressed both of these issues.

The JSPS was being revised as the new DMR planning system was being

implemented. Several weeks before the DMR was published, Admiral Crowe said that it

was "time to shift into second gear" in dianging the systcru, and the DMR provided further
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I
impetus. Problems in the JSPS as seen by the Joint Staff included unresponsiveness to the
changing national security environment; a lack of top-down guidance; too many documents;

documents based on consensus; too much review and staffing of reports; and a lack of

3 influence of the products of the process in DoD decisionmaking. (See Table Mn-4.)

The JSPS has been restructured (depicted in Figure rT1-2) in order to reduce the

number of documents produced by this system to four, and increase the role of the

Chairman as the man.-ger of the staff process and documents. The Chairman's Guidance

and the National Military Strategy Document (NMSD) are intended to offer an integrated

viewpoint, rather than reflecting an aggregation of the individual strategies of the Services
I and defense agencies. The NMSD conveys the advice of the Chairman--in consultation

with the other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the CINCs--to the Secretary of

Defense and the President on the force structure required to support the attainment of the

national security objectives. It appraises the threats to U.S. national security objectives;

recommends national military objectives derived from national security objectives;I appraises U.S. defense policy, as stated in the current DPG, and recommends changes;

recommends planning force levels to execute that strategy with a reasonable assurance of

success in the planning period; and recommends fiscally constrained force levels that

conform to the fiscal guidance pro ,,ided by the Secretary of Defehse. "The Military Strategy

developed through this process is presented in the Chairman's statement of strategy,

providing a general framework for force planning. Exhibit II-I provides Admiral Crowe's

statement of strategy as presented in the Joint Military Net Assessment.

Table 111-4. Why the Joint Strategic Planning System Has Been Changed

Change - ic9* eorpsrald In Now JSPS Ferua-ry I NO

DOD REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1is. NSDO 219 (IMPLEMENTATION OF PACKARD RECOMMENDATION)
. fa'.mWe 0sporMbilltY Ca CJOS Flecary oangue-d Urlogy

Mors parlicipaton by CIN@C 8w m*lksya otions
No mwasw'erno evallow drisk

JOINT STAFF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES OTHER
- ep S"Du nve• ml - DG lik~me lmlidw plarminl period
-Atomptls to sytn•', zlo SPS with PP8S

11106o=6 14W Th~orUgh Ovwrhaul

UNRESPONSIVE TO RAPIDLY CHANGING NATIONAL SECURITY LACK OF TOP-DOWN GUIDANCE
ENVIRONMENT b6 4n g to s rle W ra r og m kvio w e ry tw o y e a rs• O ,c m ~ b ~ l m b r o . U

* Too many bulky dcncui ,nts unro tably and not used -edrship not aonag ; 1) in pIWlong
S ome don'krol pubfthed lots

* Weak Iefiu*e 9n Delem Gurow•vk•e POMN EXCESSIVE STAFF OVERHEAD
Too marty bulky do•u ita

DO5UMLN'S ARE CONSENSUrS DOCUMENTS- Dociurrt nce •h aritgrld
-MOP 64 Is JOB epp•o docurrmn
-AN JSPS docurrers roquirs JOS approrw'l (sawfdrirg 10 MOP 84)
1 *-h",k l•Ir*-ol1' mrdne• y taka oer t~onal

LINGERING CR IT1CMIN
I ~- JSPD W• rowsn"

Source: Joint Staff, Spring 1989.
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Exhibit 111.1. U.S. Military Strategy I

a. The National Military Strategy is but one component of national security strategy. The military, along
with the diplomatic and economic components of national security strategy, seek to ensure and protect these
key enduring national interests:

(1) The survival of the United States as a free and independent nation, with its fundamental values and
institutions intact.

(2) A healthy and growing economy, by maintaining and strengthening the US industrial, agricultural,
and technological base and by ensuring access to foreign markets and resources.

(3) A stable and secure world, free of major threats to US interests.
(4) The growth of human freedom, democratic institutions, and free market economies throughout the

world, linked by a fair and open international trading system. i
(5) Healthy and vigorous alliance relationships.

b. The broad national interests listed above are nspported by a wide range of objectives that guide policy
development and shape the national security strategy. The principal security objectives that influence the i
shape of the National Military Strategy art:

(1) Safeguard the United States and its forces, allies, and interests by deterring aggression and coercion;
and should deterrence fail, by defeating armed aggression and ending the conflict, at the lowest possible level i
of hostilities, on terms favorable to the United States, its allies, and its interests.

(2) Encourage and assist illies and friends in defending themselves against aggression, coercion.
subversion. insurgencies, and terrorism.

(3) Where possible, reduce Soviet presence throughout the world, increase the costs of Soviet use of I
subversive forces, and foster changes within the Soviet bloc that will lead to a more peaceful world order.

(4) Prevent the transfer of militarily critical technology to the Soviet bloc.
(5) Pursue equitable and verifiable arms reduction agreements.

c. The security of the United States is inextricably linked to the security of its hemispheric neighbors,
north and south. As a result, the defense of North America is the nation's most fundamental security concern.
US national interests, as well as political principles, have led the United States to promote democracy and
economic progress throughout the hemisphere. The United States has relied on a hemispheric security
system composed of a strong US deterrent, broad cooperation with Canada, and collective security
arrangements with Latin America.

d. US defense policy throughout the postwar period has been aimed at deterring aggression against the
United States and its allies. Deterrence works by persuading potential adversaries that the cost of their
aggression will exceed any probable gains. Deterrence is the basis of US military strategy against
conventional as well as nuclear aggression, Because any conflict carries the risk of escalation, the US goal is
to prevent aggression of any kind. The United States also seeks to prevent coercion of its allies, friends, and
itself. Successful coercion could give a hostile power the benefits of victory without the cost of war. To I
deter, the United States must make it clear that it has the means and the will to respond effectively to coercion
or aggression against its security interests. While emphasizing the resolve to respond, US policy is to avoid
specifying exactly what the level of response will be. i
e. The US purpose is to prepare for war so well that aggression is successfully deterred. If deterrence fails,
US strategy seeks to secure all US and allied interests and to deny the aggressor any of his war aims. The
United States would seek to terminate any war at the earliest practical time and to restore peace on terms
favorable to the United States and its allies. US strategy seeks to limit the scope and intensity of any war and I
confine it to conventional means. The US goal is to end hostilities on terms favorable tc the United States
by employing conventional forces that do not engender the risk of escalation. If attempts to limit the scope
or intensity of war fail. however, US strategy provides for the flexible and sufficient application of force to
ensure that no area of vital interest is lost by default.

Source: 1989 Joint Military Net Assessment, CM-2943-89, Office of the Chairman, The Jcint
Chiefs of Staft, Washington, DC, 18 May, 1989, pp. 2-4 and 2-5.
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Figure 111-2. New Joint Strategic Planning System

The fiscally constrained force planning now embedded in the JSPS should serve as
a common denominator for meshing force planning with resource planning. It is essential
that force goals developed within the JSPS be specified in sufficient detail to provide
needed inputs for both military net assessment analyses and resource analyses. This will
require that the Joint Staff identify goals for force modernization, readiness, And
sustainability as well as for force structure, and relate these to the National Military Strategy
options approved by the CJCS and the Secretary. 20

In summary, the formal joint military institutions are evolving as directed by
Goldwater-Nichols, NSDD 219, and the DMR. Both the CICS and the CINCs have
significant roles in developing the National Military Strategy. Recent revisions of the
JSPS, which place it under control of the CJCS and require resource-constrained force
planning, should significantly increase the influence of the joint military organizations in

20 The NMSD research and development ( R&D) annex should also be helpful in linking acquisition to
strategy. The annex provides a cost perspective in the Service, unified and specified command, and
defense agency requirements for R&D in support of national security objectives and associated military
strategies. It addresses, by rmii:sion area, deficiencies in present and projected operational capabilities
that will require major R&D efforts to correct; establishes a prioritized set of major R&D objectives
addressing these operational deficiencies; and establishes a joint position on R&D efforts and provides
input to the torce and resource planning guidance section of the DPG. In the past, however, the R&D
annex has not been connected to any OSD or Service activity and has had no impact on R&D activity.
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I
shaping military forces. However, meeting the objecti"¢ of meshing force planning. "h

resource planning will require the Chairman to stipulate goals for force modernization,

readiness and sustainability, as well as for force structure. Examples of how such goals

might be specified and meshed with resource planning are presented in Chapter VI.

D. SERVICE STRATEGY FORMULATION AND PLANNING

The Military Services' strategies and doctrines reflect their long-standing historical

perspectives on their roles and missions. While none of the Services h: s a single strategy 3
document that explicitly describes the National Military Strategy or the military strategy of

that Service, each does pursue a course based on strategy and tradition that is well I
understood by its members. The Army approach is primarily tailored to its role in Central

Europe, with the Army the Air-Land Battle doctrine shaping planning and decisionmaking.

The Navy and Air Force strategies have considerable continuity and are closely connected

with historical justifications for their forces. The Navy has the Maritime Strategy. The Air

Force has a less formal Air Power doctrine. I
These Service strategies are broadly consistent with the National Military Strategy,

and interrelationships among the Services regarding their respective roles and missions I
have been spelled out in a number of documents over the years. However, these strategies

are not coordinated to the extent that they provide a coherent, integrated strategy for joint I
military operations.

This section reviews the planning process for each Service. We find that each has j
within its major warfare communities long-range plans that show how that community winl

maintain and replace its inventories of major weapons. These plans can best be viewed as

blueprints for maintaining and upgrading the forces commanded by these communities,

which see their responsibility as improving war-fighting capability within their respective

mission area. The reconciliation and integration of their programs must therefore be,

accomplished at a higher level. g
1. Army

The Army's strategy is a broad statement, articulated through numerous documents, I
of the capabilities required to fulfill its missions. The Army Posture Statement notes that

satisfying the CINC's war-fighting requirements in consonance with national priorities and I
preparing the Aimy for the future are primary Army responsibilities. The strategic

missions fur Army Forces are articulated in The Chief of Staffs and Secretary's Annual 1
Posture Statement to the Congress. These missions are to maintain, with other Services, a
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strategic reserve capable of responding to threats in the Western Hemisphere and other

contingency areas; to deter or if necessary defeat a Warsaw Pact attack on NATO and

maintain its territorial integrity and security; to support allies in Asia, Latin America, and

Africa; to deny Soviet control of Persian Gulf oil; to defend vital US interests in the Pacific;

and to respond to other threats to U.S. interests anywhere in the world.

The Army, like the other Services, pursues a forward strategy based on ready

contingency forces and the latent military power resident in the U.S. manpower and

industrial base. This forward strategy is further articulated, in the case of NATO, in the
Air-Land Battle Concept that recognizes the joint roles of Army and Air Force resources to

deal with all echelons of the Warsaw Pact forces in blunting an attack.2 1 The principal air-

land battle concept guides the mission area analyses and the force development planning in

each of the Army's mission areas. Another influencing factor is the competitive strategies

concept that the Army supports. The Army Posture Statement asserts that "today, forward

deployed US ground forces are our Nation's most visible symbol of resolve, particularly in
Europe and Northeast Asia." The statement also notes that the Army supports the war-

fighting CINCs by providing organized, trained, and equipped forces.

The Army's strategic responsibilities are met through a very detailed series of

planning steps. Long-range planning in the Army begins with estimates of future trends
prepared by the intelligence community and the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for

Operations inputs to the process for determining future Army needs. The Office of the

Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

develop implications for the Army and concept-based requirements that blend to yield a

statement of future force capability and characteristics. The Army Long-Range Appraisal

develops prioritized problem areas that are used jointly by the Training and Doctrine
Command and Army Materiel Command to prepare force development plans, operation and

organization plans and materiel acquisition plans.

The major Army documents include The Army Long Range Planning Guidance,

which provides broad direction for the next 30 years; The Army Plan, which delineates

force and resource allocations for the next 7 years and resource guidance for 15 years; and

The Long-Range Research, Development and Acquisition Plan and Mission Forces

Materiel Plan.

21 Air Land Battle-Fuiure, presented to General Vuono, Combined Arms Center, June 2, 1988, and

AirlandBattle-Future, ALB-F SSG Decision Brief, April 6, 1988.
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In recent years, the Army has developed a set of modernization plans which offer,

in some detail, a replacement and modernization plan for major force and support systems I
such as aviation, fire support, armor, and wheeled vehicles. The Aviation Modernization

Plan, for example, includes discussions of threat, war-fighting, force design and force
structure, force modernization acquisition and resource strategy, and lcadership
development and training. It includes a helicopter replacement schedule based on force 3
aging and threat, and a development schedule. It covers a full procurement schedule for
types of helicopter foi 10 years in the future.22 The Army's modernization plans have been I
built to support the 6Tr-land battle, and they contain concepts of the manner and order in
which Army units should be equipped. 3
2. Navy

The principal expression of Naval objectives and the stated basis for Navy planning

and programming is the Maritime Strategy.23 The Maritime Strategy offers broad support

for all Navy acquisition programs, even though strategy may not be explicitly related to 5
each weapons system. The Maritime Strategy translates national strategic objectives into
objectives, missions, and functions at varying levels of conflict. The principal objectives -
are strategic deterrence, sea control, power projections, and strategic lift. Navy warfare
mission areas directly support these objectives. I

The strategic concepts for the employment of Navy and Marine Corp maritime
forces complement the forward orientation of the Army and the Air Force. The forward
strategy, as it applies to the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact, basically is a counter-force
strategy that is designed to blunt an attack on the West, to minimize disruption of the

integrity of the Central Front and that of the NATO infrastructure, and to postpcne a major
confrontation.

The principal articulation of maritime strategy is found in the Annual Statements toI
Congress by former Secretary of the Navy John Lehman, The strategy is also referenced II
in Navy documents such as the Naval Aviation Plan and the Chief of Naval Operations

22 Army Aviation Modernization Plan, Office of Chief of Staff, United States Army, DAMO-FDV, I
Washington, DC, May 1988.

23 The Navy's strategic policies are promulgated in The Maritime Components of National Militaly
Strategy, which is issued by the Office of the Chief of Naval Oper;'tions as OPNAV Sefial 60-P-89. I
This document provides broad planning guidance as well as broad concepts for the employment of
Navy-Marine Corps forces in support of national objectives. The public version has appeared as The
Maritime Strategy, by Admiral James P. Watkins, USN, Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute,
Supplement, January 1986, pp. 2-17.
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(CNO) Programming Guidance and Program Analysis Memoranda (CPAM). Essential
elements of maritime strategy include maintenance of the sea-based strategic deterrent (fleet
ballistic missile submarines) and the general-purpose force roles of sea control/sea denial,

power or force projection ashore, and the maintenance of peacetime force presence. These

pillars of maritime strategy offer broad support for virtually all weapon system acquisition,

even though strategy is seldom invoked as a determinative factor in initiating a new

acquisition program.

The Maritime Strategy provides one basis for the development of the Navy POM.

Other inputs include the Department of the Navy Planning and Programming Guidance, the

CNO Policy and Planning Guidance, and the CPAMs. The CPAMs provide in-depth
analysis of each major warfare task area and present alternative courses of action for
aclieving the goals and priorities of the CNO.

Longer range acquisition planning and its linkage to National Military Strategy

tends to be driven primarily by a variety of concerns within the Navy, all related to
maritime requirements, with little direct reference to the requirements of the ICS, CICS,
and the unified CINCs. However, the fleet CINCs (the maritime component commanders

of the unified CINCs) provide inputs reflecting their regional concerns both through the

joint processes as well as through the CNO and OPNAV. They also participate in many

studies, war games, and senior symposia. In these capacities they help to reflect the views

of the unified CINCs in maritime planning.

-The longer range acquisition planning develops in a variety of forums. These

include CNO meetings with the fleet CINCs; studies conducted by the CNO Executive
Panel (0OK), the Naval War College, Post Graduate School, and laboratories; research3 done by the Center for Naval Analyses; meetings of the National Security Indusnd.ial
Association (NSIA) and a variety of technological symposia; and studies such as that
recently conducted by the Naval Studies Board of the National Academy of Sciences (the

Navy of the Twenty-First Century).Y

I The overall Navy planning effort appears to be well coordinated, and strong
oversight from the Office of the CNO provides clear policy guidance throughout this1 network of activity. This process indicates that the Navy understands how its force units

I
24 Navy 21: Implications of Advancing Techriology for Naval Operations in the Twenty-First Century,

Volume I, Overview, Naval Studies Board, Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and
Resources of the National Research Council, National Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1988.
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can and should evolve, but as with the Army, its focus is primarily on its individual roles I
and missions.

3. Air Force I
Among Air Force leaders is a widely held and uniform body of knowledge that

encompasses the elements of National Military Strategy (such as deterrence, forward I
deployment, rapid reinforcement, and dependence on alliances) as they relate to the air

power doctrine that has developed over the first century of flight. The elements of air

doctrine include the belief in the decisiveness of air power, the importance of achieving air

superiority, the necessity for centralized control of air assets within an operating theater, the 5
high value of interdicting enemy resources before they can be brought to bear against

friendly forces, and the importance of man-in-the-loop decisionmaking. This strategy

accounts for the Air Force's commitment to manned bombers, its preference for flexible

rather than specialized aircraft (fighter bombers instead of close air support aircraft), and its

reluctance to embrace unmanned aerial vehicles as an alternative to manned systems. These I
elements have long-term continuity, and they tend to have a stabilizing effect on Air Force

decisionmaking during the resource allocation and weapon system acquisition processes. I
Beyond the delivery of systems currently contained in the Five-Year Defense Plan,

no truly long-range Air Force plan exists. Longer range studies and planning are 3
underway, buw these efforts are more narrowly focused and do not cover the broad

structure of the Air Force in the years beyond 20G00.

WhilJ the Air Force's Project Forecast H identified technologies which represent
potential force multipliers for the future, the Air Force does not develop documented plans U
for the force levels it might be able to afford 10 or 15 years in the future. Most of the

formally documented Service planning activity is of much shorter range and is geared to the

shorter c€ycle of the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System. The Air Force

develops, for its own internal use, a series of documents that are based on the the Secretary

of Defense's DPG. In the aggregate, these planning documents provide a significant
amount of information to the programming portion of the PPBS process, but the planning

function does not begin to achieve the importance in the resource allocati an process that its 1
champions advocate.

I
I
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E. OBSERVATIONS: THE PARALLEL PATHS LINKING STRATEGY

AND PLANS

This chapter has considered the processes and organizations for formulating

strategy, for long-range planning, and for issuing guidance within DoD and at the national

level. Our general finding is that there are, in effect, two parallel paths through which

National Military Strategy is translated into plans. The first path is the formal linkage

through the joint military-OSD planning process, which provides tie basis for developing

the Defense Planning Guidance. The second path is through the individual plans of the

Service warfare communities, and other defense components, which plan for the future of

their organization based on their understanding of the NMS and their individual views of

their roles and missions.

The historical criticisms of DoD planning stem from the concern that the Service-

based path has predominated in shaping defense decisionmaking, because the existing

defense management system provided the Secretary with an aggregate of these plans,

which did not resolve the competition for limited resources. Many recent reforms have

been aimed at strengthening the jo~nt military-OSD path of linkage. As we have found,

substantial progress is being made. (ur specific findings are as follows:

* At the national level, the President has provided a general view of objectives
and strategy over the years. While the objectives and strategy have not always
been formally articulated, the basic tenets are well understood. The national-
level strategy is not linked to resources, however, and as a result it functions
only as a general guide for DoD decisionmaking.

0 Historically, the Secretary of Defense's Defense Guidance did not provide a
roadmap for integrating programs. It was prepared through low-level
committee consensus rather than executive decision, and did not correlate
guidance with realistic resource constraints. Recent proposals in the Defense
Management Report address these weaknesses in the Guidance, by
establishing planning scenarios and an investment roadmap. But these have
not yet been adopted. In particular, a mechanism is needed for developing the
proposed long-range investment roadmap.

* Recent reforms by the Chairman of the JCS in carrying out the Goldwater-
Nichols Bill have given him the power to play a major role in defining force
goals linked to resources. As yet, CJCS force planning continues to focus on
force structure for a single planning scenario, and is not closely meshed with
long-range resource planning. Force planning must be meshed with resource
planning, and to do this JCS force planning must establish goals for
modernization, readiness, and sustainability.
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The Services' long-range planning reflects their strategies and their individual
views of their roles and missions. These plans reflect the long-range goals for
the major Service warfare communities. A DoD-wide planning framework
should draw upon and integrate the Service's plans. I

In view of these findings, the prototype management system outlined in Chapter VI

proposes two changes in joint military-OSD planning. The first is to strengthen planning.

The proposed process would address strategic options identified by the Secretary, mesh

JCS force planning with OSD/Service resource planning, and integrate the results across

missions, functions, and Services. The second is to adopt the DMR's recommendations

for the Defense Planning Guidance. Elements of guidance should include scenarios, goals,

and an investment roadmap to provide the needed linkages from strategy to near-term 5'
decisions.

I -

I
I

I
I
I
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IV. PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING

This chapter examines the DoD management system supporting the Secretary of
Defense in frmnulating specific programs and budgets. Our review is structured around the
four main phases of this process. First, a programming cycle begins when each Service
End defenoe agency begins preparing its five-year program proposals in its Program
Objective Memorandum (POM). Second, the Defense Planning and Resources Board
(DPRB) reviews these proposals and develops a unified Five-Year Defense Program

(FYDP). Third, based on this approved program, and fiscal guidance for the budget
period, the Services prepare individual budgets for the next two years. Finally, the DPRB
reviews these proposals, and the Secretary's decisions are incorporated into the
department's proposed budget that is then forwarded to the President.

In the conceptual framework outlined in Chapter II, DoD's programming and
budgeting activities would flesh out specific actions needed to meeL the long-run goals
established in the planning process. The POM and budget proposals as well as the DPR
reviews would follow from (a) the DoDs long-range goals conveyed in the Defense

Planning Guidance, and (b) the budget guidance provided by the nation's political
leadership. Execution reviews should track the progress made toward accomplishing long-

range goals using the DPG's goals and roadmap as benchmarks.

The critiques of defense management prior to the Packard Commission and the
Goldwater-Nichols Act, sunmaarized in Chapter 1, concluded that weaknesses in planning
and guidance caused the Secretary to rely heavily on the Dr'RB's reviews of proposed
POMs and budgets for formulating as well as implementing integrated programs and
budgets. Two main concerns were raised regarding thý- effectiveness of this practice for
creating integrated overall forces and programs. One is that the DPRB reviews lacked a
roadriap to frame issues and choices in terms of long-run, integrated force goals, although
they were effective in "scrubbing" component proposals. The cther concern was that the
DPRB reviews looked s)ystematically only two to five years in the future, and thus could
not conider the long-nun budget implications of n-ar-term acquisition program decisions.
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There was a parallel criticism that DoD was forced into this mode of near-term 3
decisionmaking, due to the lack of any national budget guidance that would ensure longer-

range decisions were politically viable. I
Our review examines these issues in view of the changes made since the Packaid

Commission and Goldwater-Nichols Act in 1986, and assesses current practices. This

chapter first briefly addresses the national-level budgeting processes. Then it discusse, the

three main organizational participants in DoD programming and budgeting: the Services,

the DPRB which conducts the Secretary's program and budget reviews, and the Chairman I
of the JCS and the joint military organizations. Four main firdings, summarized in Table

IV-i, are detailed below. (The table follows the format used to summarize the findings of

Chapter III).

• National Political Leadership: A long-standing concern has been that I
Congress and the President have not provided the budget guidance needed for DoD to

establish stable programs, but rather micromanages programs through detailed line-item I
reviews of DoD's proposals. Proposed remedies have included two-year budgeting and
proposals for Congress to issue five-year budget guidance. As a practical matter, such

procedural attempts to establish consensus and budget stability are unlikely ever to be

adopted: Congress lacks the organizational structure and political consensus needed to

provide such leadership. Moreover, neither Congress r oi the President wishes to make £
commitments that might later conflict with evolving security, cconomic, or political factors.
These political facts of life have two implications for DoD management. One is that the I
leadership remains with the executive branch for developing, proposing, and justifying

concrete defense programs aimed at building a national consensus on defense. A second 3
implication for defense management is that the Secretary's management system must be

structured to accommodate a degree of budget uncertainty, as budgets will always reflect

the changing views of the nation's electorate. An important aspect of such leadership is the I
need to develop budget proposals that are consistent with the public's support for defense.

• Defense Agencies and Services: Each Service and def,'•se agency POM I
reflects its view of National Military Strategy and its traditional roles b,,, ni, sions. In the

absence of an overall roadmap for guiding POM development, indiv, I.•t POMs cannot I
siriaply Le stapled together to form an integrated Program, since there will be gaps or

oerlaps in the proposals. In addition, spending plans implicit in these proposals are not I
reconciled with overall budget projections beyond the five-year program period. POMs
provide a core set of programs that are connected with National Military Strategy through 3
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the Service strategies; however they must be meshed togeuler by the Secretary to become

part of an overall integrated program. I
• DoD-Wide Defense Planning and Resource Board: Critics of the

DPRB review processes objected to their limited perspective, caused by the lack of explicit

long-range goals and an associated resource roadmap to guide those reviews. If the DPRB

incorporated such a roadmap in its reviews, it would be possible to frame review issues in I
terms of long-run goals. This would systematically reveal the total planned, or implicit,

resource commitments associated with near-term acquisition program decisions, permitting 3
more effective management of the overall modernization program. Therefore, we conclude

that the most pressing needed action in the programming and budgeting area is to define 3
procedures that ensure the DPRB reviews incorporate the long-range investment roadmap
proposed in the Defense Management Report.

• Joint Military Organizations: Prior to the Goldwater-Nichols Act, there

was significant concern that joint military organizations did not have -.n adequate voice in I
the DPRB review process. Changes since 1986 have substantially strengthened the voice
of both the CJCS and the CINCs at every stage, and they now have substantial

opportunities to comment upon and shape programs and budgets. Nevertheless, we I
believe the joint voice could be further strengthened by emphasizing the role of planning in
the defense management system. This would permit the joint wr'itary to contribute in 3
shaping the overall direction of the defense program without becoming mired in the details
of programming and budgeting. 3

Chapter VI proposes procedurai changes designed to frame programming and
budgeting issues and choices in terms LI the long-range goals and roadmap that are to be

published in the Secretary's Defense Planning Guidance. Three genemal steps are

suggested. First, the DPG's goals, milestones, and roadmaps must be kept current and
made available to the Services and defense agencies in time for developing their POMs.

Second, the Secretary's program and budget reviews should adopt procedures to easure the

staff incorporates these elements of .uidance as a primary bask, for framing review issues
and judging Service POMs. In addition, program progress should be tracked in DPRB

execution reviews based on the DPG's long-range goals. Third, in order to help build a I
consensus and shift the national-level debate toward longer-range strategic issues, the DoD

should present, explain, and defend its programs to the President and Congress in terms of
long-range goals that are consistent with public support for defense spending.

I
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3 A. NATIONAL-LEVEL GUIDANCE AND BUDGETING

There has been long-standing concern that the Secretary's ability to integrate

I defense programs has been undermined by the lack of national level guidance for

formulating budgets. One criticism has been that Congress fails to work with the President

to provide the needed up-front guidance on defense budgets, and reacts to proposed

budgets by micromanaging individual budget line items. This Congressional

-micromanagement undercuts the Secretary's authority to discipline subordinates to settle

issues and adhere to his decisions.

This section addresses these issues through a review of the defense budgeting since

World War I. We first briefly examine some of the factors shaping defense budgets in the

post World War II era. Presidential leadership has substantially influenced defense budgets

and the emphasis on major mission areas. However, to provide such leadership, his

policies and budgets must be consistent with the underlying trends in the securityIenvironment, military balance, and domestic economic factors that determine public support

for defense spending. Congress has followed !he President's lead when his policies have3 public support. There are, however, notable cases where Congress has overruled the
President, particularly during the Vietnam war and in the later Reagan years. The

implication for defense management is that the Secretary must support the President in

leading the nation on defense budgets by proposing coherent defense programs that are
consistent with the likely resources that will be requested by the President and appropriated

by the Congress.

1 1. Security Concerns, Economics, and Defense Budgets

Public support for defense is shaped by both security concerns and economic3 factors. The tension between these considerations has been an important factor shaping

defense budgets since World War IV.1 The security side of the budget equation reflects the
evolving U.S. strategy in the post-World War II era, the changes in Soviet capabilities and

intentions, and U.S. involvement in regional hostilities. Table IV-2 examines defense

budgets and their relationship to prevailing strategic doctrine. The size of the budget has

1 The claracterization of national security policy is derived from the presentation of these policies in
John Lewis Caddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of Postwar American National
Security Policy (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1982). Gaddis did not generalize his
characterization, nor did he try to apply it to the Ford and Carter Administrations for which he had
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reflected the intensity of the cold war, and the the costs of US overseas conflicts. Since

1947, annual defense outlays (DoD only) have ranged from 4.5 percent of GNP during the u

period following World War 11 (1947-1950) to a high of 11.3 percent in the early 1950s,

during the Korean War. I
Table IV-2. Defense Outlays as a Percent of GNP, 1947-1996, by

Administration and National Security Strategy

National Defens ... laye as a
Percent of Gross I&._.nsl Product

ADMINISTRATION(C) Fiscal Characterlzatlon of I
Year Period AvrM.e Annual

&r1 lIAI •A Wac Ia E= UJ Le
Truman I 1947 1950 Early Containment 4.5 - 4.5 4.0 4.9 I
Truman 11 1951 1954 NSC-68 awd Korean War 7.6 3.7 11.3 7.0 12.4

Eisenhower 1955 1960 New Look 9.4 - 9.4 !0.i 8.9

Kenredy/Johnson 1961 1965 Flexible Response 8.3 - 8.3 9.1 7.3
Johnson 1966 1969 Vietnam Buildup 6.5 1.9 8.4 7.5 8.4
Nixon 1970 1975 Vietnam Wind Down 6.0 0.5 6.5 7.9 5.7
Ford/Cuter 1976 1980 Peacetime Buildupb 5.1 - 5.1 5.4 5.1
Reagan 1981 1986 Reamament 6.2 - 6.2 5.4 6.6
ReagarvBush 1987 1991 Gramin-Rudmen 5.9 - 5.9 6.5 5.2
Five YearPrjectionc 1992 1996 Gra'mn-Rudman

Constant Real d 4.7 - 4.7 5.0 4A
Constant Noirina- 4-4 - 4.4 5.0 3.8

Source: National Defense Budget Estimates For FY1990/1991, Office of the Assistant Socretary of
Defense (Comptroller), March 1989, pp. 118-119; and OASD(Comptroller) printouts.
a On a national income acoounts basis.
b Incremental costs of war buildup in budget authority began in 1968, but lag in outlays meant that 1970

was the first year that showed an increase by the measure used in this table. I
CAssuming constant nominal budget and 3 percent inflation, i.e., a decrease of about 3 percent per

year in real terms.
d Estimates assume GNP growth rate of 3 percent per year.I

The composition of budgets has evolved in response to shifts in strategy. The

steady decline in real spending for strategic forces since the mid-1960s reflects the I
completion of several major weapon systems (B-52, Polaris, and Minuteman), and a shift

toward a deterrence policy of flexible response. General purpose spending, on the other 3
hand, has risen steadily since the late 1940s and is even higher today than it was at the

hzight of the Vietnam War (Table 1V-2). The. budget distribution among the Services has

also changed over the yeais, with the Navy, for example, increasing from 25 percent in

1953 to 32 percent in 1990, the Army decreasing from 30 percent to 26 percent, the Air 3
I

limited documentation. The comments on those administrations and the Reagan and Bush
Administrations are based on other sources.
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iForce decreasing from 45 percent to 32 percent. and defense agencies increasing from zero

to 10 percent.

On the economic side of the balance, two distinctly different views are evident that
tend to reinforce the security policies of each President. One is the Keynesian view that
defense spending contributes to economic prosperity. This view was ascribable to3 Democratic administrations from 1950 until the Carter Presidency. The opposite, more
traditional economic view is that the burden of defense reduces economic growth and,

I hence, detracts from the nation's economic welfare.2 Typically, this view was held by
Republican administrations until the Reagan Presidency.

3 The influence of economic factors in national security policy is apparent when one
reviews the history of Presidential decisionmaking. Presidential decisions to proposeI increased defense budgets were supported by economists who supported increased
spending. One important example was NSC-68, issued in the spring of 1950, which was
influential in the rearmament of the early 1950s. A second example was the Gaither Report
of the late 1950s, 3 which resulted in the Kennedy administration's buildup of the early
1960s. President Johnson adopted an explicit guns and butter approach in executing the3 Vietnam war in the mid 1960s. The Reagan Adminstration provides another example,
when optimistic growth assumptions were accompanied by the defense budget increases of3 the early 1980s.4 The basic argument was the same in each case--that the economy could
grow more quickly and therefore could afford whatever level of defense expenditures was

3 needed.

Fiscally conservative economists have tended to be on the other side in cases where

I reviews have recommended that balancing the budget should come first--as was the case

2 For a good characterizatimn, see Samuel P. Huntington, The Common Defense: Strategic Programs in
National Politics (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1962), pp. 177-218. Writing before
the Kennedy Administration and with limited public documentation on NSC-68, Huntington had little
reason to discuss another possibility.

3 On the Gaither Report see Deterrence and Survival in the Nuclear Age (The Gaither Report of 1957) as
reprinted by Joint Committee on Defense Production, Congress of the United States, 94th Congress,
2nd Session (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976). For the economics
discussion, see pp. 12.14 and "Costs and Economic Consequences," pp. 22-24. More than 20 percent
of this national security report dealt with economics.

4 For a discussion of the economic rationale for the Reagan defense, domestic, and tax Programs, see
Hersl•hel Kaiter, "The Reagan Defense Progrant: Can It Hold Up?," Strategic Review, Spring 1982,
pp. 19-34. See especially pp. 20-23. The official view is coiitained in Office of Management and
Budget, Executive Office of the President, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 19833 CWashington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982), pp. M3-M24.
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early in the Truman administration and in the Eisenhower administration. Similarly, the

discussion which led to the Gramm-Rudman-Holiings budget balancing law, and the

termination of the Reagan defense buildup, was based on conservative economic argument.

Ironically, Presidents wht, were most active in constraining the defense budget

during their own terms may have contributed to a later reaction, that led to later increases.

The more frugal budgets of the 1950s and 1970s planted the seeds for subsequent

increases. Presidents that allowed substantial defense budget increases also may have I
contributed to a political reaction. This argues that there may be an underlying sustainable
trend in the public demand for defense spending fxom which spending deviates cyclically
&.ccording to near-term political or economic factors. Presidential leadership can 3
substantially influence public support, but there will always be limits imposed by

competing denmands on the federal budget.

2. Presidential Leadership and Congressional Review a
Although the President has generally provided the leadership in setting defense

strategy and budgets, Congress has been an increasingly active participant. The
President's proposed budgets are typically scrutinized and reduced by the Congress. These I
adjustments may be marginal when there is general agreement on defense policy.
However, when there have been major policy divisions, the changes have been substantial.I

For example, during the later Reagan Presidency, Congress and the President were at odds

on national budget priorities, and Congressional changes in budgets were substantial.5 In
the 1980s, the Congress cut President Reagan's request each year from 1982 through

1989.6 Since the fiscal year 1983 budget, Congressional reviews have resulted in
reductions of $15 to $35 billion, or 5.5 to 10.8 percent. In some years these cuts were

negotiated, in others they were unilaterally imposed by Congress..

!
5 Even in the later years of the the Reagan Administration, during which the defense buildup lost support

in the Congress. the defense budget was largely dictated by the Budget-Balancing Act that passed with
Reagan Administration support in 1985. See Lawrence J. Korb, "The Reagan Defense Budget and
Program; The Buildup That Collapsed", in Assessing the Reagan Years, edited by David Boaz,
(Washington, D.C.: 1988), CATO Institute, pp.83-94; see esp. pp. 89-93.

6 For example, the original FY 1986 request for $313.7 billion was reduced to $289.4 billion by the
Congress, a reduction of 8A percenL See National Defense Budget Estimates For FY1986. Otfice of I
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), March, various years.

7 National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 1985, (Washington, D.C.: March 1984); Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), and subsequent editions through March 1989. I
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Congress's role in reviewing and authorizing individual line items has become

considerably more detailed over the years. The separate annual authorizations of the

defense budget, which began with just the shipbuilding funding accounts in 1960, has

grown to include virtually the entire defense budget.8 Congress made about 600 line item

changes in 1970, and that number grew to more than 2,100 line items, out of a totul of3 about 2,500 line items, in the 1987 budget. However, these changes reflected the large

reductions made in the overall budget that year. Congressional changes dropped to about

750 line items in the 1989 budget, reflecting the early agreement of the President and
Congress on the budget top line in that year.9

3 Congress has always been actively involved in defense decisionmaking; however,

it has lacked the institutional structure and political cohesion needed to develop a long-range

view of defense issues. Congress, therefore, has generally only responded to the budgets

proposed by the Pk'esident, as opposed to providing its own long-range, integrated vision

for defense policy. Although the changes made are often significant, their effect on the

I overall balance of the defense progam should not be exaggerated. While many of the

changes represent attempts to redirect policy, a large number reflect marginal changes to3accommodate top-line budget cuts, or bookkeeping adjustments. The besl - ay to minimize

such changes is to provide a proposed budget close to the level the public can be expected
3 to support.

3. Two-Year Budgeting

I The Packard Commission recommended two-year budgeting for defense in order to
help stabilize the defense budget. DoD responded by implementing a two-year budget

I cycle in 1987. The first two-year budget was proposed to Congress in January 1988.

However, thus far Congress has been unwilling to change, and continues to review and

5approve the DoD budget annually. The new two-year PPBS cycle eliminated some annual

rewriting of the Defense Planning Guidaknce and Five-Year Defense Program, but with the3 entire federal government on an annual cycle, stabilizing the budget for two years has

proven impossible.

8 Ibid, p. 96. "Congress Find New Ways to Micromanage FY90 Budget," Arnmd Force Journal
International, November 1989, pp. 8 and 11-12, see especially p. 11.

9 See Richard Lardner, "Report Says DoD Needs Greater Flexibility to Make Budget and Policy
Decisions," Inside the Pentagon, December 22, 1989. The article contained a summary of the3 Pentagon Whiu• Paper on Congress and the defense budget.
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Instituting a two-year budget initially was complicated by the fact that in 1987 the

President and Secretary of Defense were still projecting annual growth rates that far

exceeded the funding that the Department was likely to get. Thus, while the new Secretary

of Defense Carlucci had to adjust the FYDP to more realistic projections, he was in a poor I
position to implemtnt an extended defense budget. Today, budget uncertainties and

debates seem to virtually eliminate the possibility of Congress adopting a two-year budget U
within the foreseeable future.10 As a political fact of life, the Secretary must design the

management system to operate without firm budget commitments. I
In summary, the history of defense budg.ting shows that security concerns,

domestic economic factors, and Presidential leadership all influence defense budgets. 3
Political leaders have strong incentives to retain their flexibility to respond to their

constituents, so as a practical matter procedural attempts to commit the political leadership

to stable defense programs are unlikely ever to be workable. Therefore, effective

management requires that the Secretary support the President in establishing the needed

public consensus on defense by developing and justifying programs he believes the public

will support. At the same time, the Secretary must design the DoD management system to

consider a range of budget futures (in accordance with the principles described in Chapter 3
11) in order to cope with the budgetary uncertainty inherent In the American political

process. -

B. CREATING PROGRAMS AND BUDGETS WITHIN THE SERVICES 3
Within the Department of Defense, programming and budgeting begins with the

development of Program Objective Memoranda within the Military Departments, based on

the fiscal guidance provided by the Secretary of Defense. Tne Service POMs provide the

basic core of programs that eventually will be reflected in the budget. The process begins

at least a year before the POMs are submitted for the Secretary's review, Because of the

long lead time of the process, the proposals generally reflect the ongoing activities within

the Services, tempered by their expectations of the ensuing guidance on programs and U
10 One procedural reform proposed recently would focus Congressional decisionmaking on annual budgets 3

looking three years into the future. Under this plan, "[t]he first year would form the coming year's
budget, as is the case today, but the next two years would also be considered firm. The executive
branch, in preparing the subsequent budget for the next January submittal, would then add a new 'third
year'--the only year subject to Congressional debate. In essence. 0,, Congress would be approving a U
three year fiscal plan on an annual but revolving basis." See Jacques S. Gansler, "A Defense Budget
Process as if Dollars Mattered," Issues in Science and Technology (Washiiigton, D.C.: National
Academy of Sciences, Spring 1990), p. 33.
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resources that will have to be accommodated in their POMs when they are ultimately

submitted to the Secretary.

Although each Service conducts its portion of the PPBS somewhat differently, the
basic principles are the same. As discussed in Chapter III, each Service has its conceptual

view of military strategy as it applies to its own set of missions: the Army's AirLand Battle

strategy, the Navy's Maritime strategy, and the Air Force's Air Power doctrine. These
form the basis on which the Services design their forces, and these designs provide the

5 Services with basic outlines for developing their POMs. Hence the POMs generally reflect

the Services' views of their roles and missions.

To a large degree, the future roles and missions that underlie the need for major
weapon programs are defined by warfare-area communities within each of the Services5 (Table IV-3). These communities plan for the future of warfare in their respective areas,
and they draft sections of the Service POMs. Hence, they have a major influence in

3 defining and funding major new systems.

Table IV-3. Key Military "Sponsor" Organizations

* ARMY
- Armor Center
- Infantry Center
- Aviation Center
- Artillery Center
- Air Defense CenterI * NAVY
- ACNO Air Warfare
- ACNO Surface Warfare
- ACNO Undersea Warfare

* MARINE CORPS
3 ' AIR FORCE

- Tactical Air Command
- Strategic Air Command
S- Military Airlift CommandS- Space Command
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND

The Service Headquarters integrate the sections of the POMs prepared within these
Service communities. This generally involves the deliberations of panels and review

boards. The POMs tend to preserve historical patterns in forces and budgets, because each
successive POM is built on its predecessor. Numerous examples illustrate this point: the
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relatively constant stated requirement for carrier battle groups, air wings, and divisions 3
provides one case in point. Other examples include the relatively constant ratio of reserve U
to active forces, the constant ratio of annual TOAs across the Air Force's major mission

panels, and the tendency to prorate reductions rather than make discrete cuts. Because the n
POMs are driven so heavily by historical patterns, long-range planning has had little
influence on decisionmaking. For a similar reason, the formal analysis discipline is but one

factor, and usually not the major one, in identifying capabilities, deficiencies, and
operational needs. I

Service programming and budgeting practices reflect the inherent dilemma in
defense decisionmaking between organizational concerns and cost benefit analyses. On the 1
one hand the organizational dimension of decisionmaking emphasizes the character and

traditions of the major warfare communities and their powerful incentives to define their

future through their proposed modernization programs. Balanced against this is the cost-
effectiveness approach, which emphasizes quantitative analytic tradeoffs among the
capabilities contributed by these, warfare communities. A recurring theme in any discussion
of the Service PPBS process by its participants is that "corporate judgment" ultimately
makes the important decisions and shapes the composition of the Service program and
budget. Corporate judgment is defined as the collective wisdom of a number of
experienced senior officers bringing their extensive military experience to bear during the
review process.

In sum, the processes for creating Service program and budget proposals reflect the
Services' views of the programs needed to operate, maintain, and modernize their forces in
accordance with their traditional roles and missions in support of the National Military 3
Strategy. This process provides core programs and budgets consistent with the missions
of these communities, but the Service proposals do not always reflect integrat A goals, nor
do they easily accommodate needed changes in direction in programs or in the mix of I
programs. The integration of these programs must be accomplished through the
Secretary's guidance and review. 1
C. DPRB PROGRAM AND BUDGET REVIEWS 3

As noted earlier, the mechanisms that support the Secretary in reviewing the
proposed programs and budgets are the program and budget reviews in the Defense
Planning and Resources Board (DPRB). The focus of these reviews a:,d decisions is
provided by issue papers developed and written by committees that represent all affected -
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offices in OSD, the Joint Staff, and the Services. The issue papers may propose program
cuts required to bring programs down to budget levels, or they may restore, increase, or
otherwise modify a program. Once program review decisions are made, the Services are

given budget guidance for the submission of their budgets.

The historical criticisms of this review process have focused on two different

issues. First was that the process did not frame issues appropriately--in terms of the

needed long-run, integrated perspective. In the conceptual framework, one would expect

the POM reviews to reflect broad considerations of strategy and force integration issues. In

fact, our review of POM issue papers from a recent issue cycle found that issue papers did

not systematically address overall strategy but appealed to various Presidential,

Congressional, and Secretarial documents and other public statements. Alternatives were
couched in terms of narrow acquisition and budget options that were related in ad hoc

ways, if at all, to the broader issues of national security (see Table IV-4). It presented them

in ways that left basic long-range issues unresolved and focused instead on resolving

immediate program issues; hence, issues were never fully settled.

Table IV-4. Issues Addressed In Reviewing
Service Program Objective Memoranda

"• Relationship to strategy Is often not explicit

"Alternatives usually couched in specitic terms
- Number procured
- Costs through FYDP period
- Termination of prL Juction lines
- Inventory replacement based on age and numbers

" Ad hoc appeal to various documents
- Defense Guidance
- National Security Decision Directives
- Secretary of Defense Annual Reports
- DoD Congressional testimony
- Old PPB decisions--PDMS and PBDS

"* Special studies do not focus on strategy issues

The failure to resolve an issue allows it to be raised again and again and encourages

a degree of gamesmanship. At every stage of the process, the Services will, if given

discretion to do so, emphasize programs they think most important, such as tanks for Lhe

Army, aircraft carriers for the Navy, and aircraft for the Air Force. Concomitantly, they

will leave out or postpone programs to which they accord lower priority. Examples could

include programs that support another Service, meet CINC sustainability needs, compete
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with favored weapons, or involve high technical risk, For the most critical and contentious -
acquisition issues, the Services and various OSD offices will sometimes suggest

alternatives to the Secretary of Defense that run counter to his earlier decisions.

Moreover, last-minute decisions in the program and budget review process -.ntail

procedures that essentially force the Secretary to select from a menu of specific choices

without a coherent and comprehensive structure of priorities. Indeed in many cases, to 1

avoid addressing specific issues, last-minute budget changes adopt a "share-the-pain"

approach of across the board budget cuts. Hence, because the current process fails to

establish clear goals for decisionmaking and does not track ti., execution of programs, the

Secretary must possess a clear sense of direction and maintain coi:stant vigilance if he is to 3
successfully lead and discipline participants in creating an integrated force.

Attempts were underway throughout the latter half of the 1980s to improve the 3
linkage between programming and budgeting and the Defense Planning Guidance. For

example, recent program reviews required issue papers to reference the DPG and specific
mid-tern objectives whenever possible. The DMR increases continuity within the process
by establishing a single executive secretary for all phases of the DPRB's activities. As

described in Chapter I[[, the DMR's proposed investment roadmap could be used to link

DFRB decisionmaking with long-range goals. To do this, the Secretary needs to determine

how it is to be incorporated in DPRB issue papers and deliberations.

The second criticism of DPRB reviews stemmed from their relatively short, five-year time

horizon. No mechanism was provided for reconciling the long-range spending 1
requirements for acquisition programs with likely available budgets. Of related con.ern
were the unrealistic budget projections used as a basis for five-year planning in the later 3
half of the 1980s. A recent OSD analysis of historical budget trends shows the

discrepancies between planned and realized budgets in the 1980s."1 Figure IV-1 contrasts 3
several of the five-year budget projections made during the Carter, Reagan, and Bush
Presidencies with actual budgets to demonstrate these differences. For the overall budget,

the fifth year of the FYDP was overestimated by between 10 to 30 percent. The study

concludes that, on average, only 80 percent of the funding projected for the fifth year of a

plan was realized. The gap between planned and realized funding was most pronounced I
for procurement budget categories. On average, as the fifth plan year moved to realization,

"i iSystematic Budget Patterns in Defense," OED Memorandum, Mimeo, undated. I
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Figure IV-1. 1980s Concerns With Budget Projections

i procurement and construction funding fell 50 percent short of the initial plan. Given these
parameters, there was no realistic basis for designing an effective, integrated acquisition

program.

This lack of visibility into future budget requirements, combined with the
exaggerated projections of planned spending, create fundamental problems in managing
acquisition programs. They bias decisionmaking toward starting more programs than can3 be executed on an economical basis. Presently, there are numerous examples of programs
that are not being executed at economical rates. This has been a long-standing -'roblem: a3 1975 Defense Science Board study of acquisition streamlining concluded that undertaking
more program starts than can be fully funded is a major reason why program execution iss stretched out.12 The result is an increase in cost and program delays. In effect, the lack of

S12 DSB Task Force on Acquisition Streamlining.
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management controls has led the DoD to spread its modernization efforts too thin, taking on m
more programs than can be completed cost effectively. U

One approach for dealing with this problem has been to adopt policies to stabilize

individual programs. Multiyear procurement has long been used to stabilize program I
funding. The most prominent new mechanism is baselining, which attempts to establish

program costs and schedules at the beginning of full-scale development. There are two

views of baselining. One is that the baseline consists simply of a set of standards for

reporting and comparison purposes. Deviations are to be expected, and they are to be 3
explained or at least categorized and reported to higher authority. The Selected Acquisition

Reports (SARs) more or less fit this description. In a second view, the baseline is regarded 3
as a contract between the Program Manager (PM), and the rest of DoD and the Congress.

There was an attempt, beginning in 1985, to baseline about 100 major DoD 3
acquisition programs. The continuing deviations of actual and planned budgets in 1988

and early 1989 invalidated the established baselines, and they have not yet been

reestablished. Hence, they are receiving only limited attention. The current baselining

system, whatever other management and reporting purposes it may se,-ve, has not provided

a binding commitment to stabilize programs within the DoD, the Executive Branch, or the U
Congress.

Despite the management inefficiencies caused by planning for more programs than i
can be executed, recent DoD executives have concluded that on balance such an approach

provides an effective way to manage the department. One advantage cited is that this

approach cncourages the Services to compete in developing a robust set of proposed

programs from which the Secretary can pick and choose to develop integrated programs. 3
Indeed, Secretary of Defense Brown found this to be a preferred management approach:

The FYDP detail Lpon which we depend for mission displays is I
significantly different from the top line projections contained in President
Carter's FY 1979 budget; the differences will be resolved each year during
the programming and budget processes as the various programs compete for I
funds. The uncertainty about how we will make future choices among
competing claims... requires us to plan each of such programs at a level
whose sum exceeds v hat we plan as the total defense program.13  3

13 Covering letter from Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, February 23, 1978, FY 1979 Department of
Defense Budget: Display by Mission Category, January 23, 1978, as quoted in Herschel Kanter et al.,
"Defense Spending" in Setting National Priorities: The 1979 Budget. editAd by Joseph A. Pechman,
(Washington, D.C.: 1978), Brookings Institution, p. 219. I
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More recently, then Deputy Secretary Taft supported this approach in forwarding
the FYDP to the Congress: "We have developed our FY 1992-1994 programs at

approximately a 2 percent higher level than the corresponding budget targets... [to allow

for]...anticipated requirements that need not or can not be funded."1 4 It has also been

argued that this approach provides needed flexibility for the Secretary in that it commits him

to as little as possible in advance of the decisions he must make. A very different reason is

given by Secretary Weinberger, who viewed the approach as part of a bargaining process3 with the Congress. He felt that large budget proposals yielded larger budgets. Supporters

also contend that, although this practice may undermine the realism of planning, it stillI allows the Secretary to execute his strategy through his program and budget decisions.

However, on balance, the desirability of such an approach in an era of tight budgets
is questionable. In the best of times, this approach creates an inherent bias in the system

toward starting too many acquisition programs. The problem is obviously one of degree,

as some amount of overestimate would not be harmful. Nevertheless, as shown earlier,

acquisition accounts are disproportionately unrealistic when top-line budget projections are
inflated. Acquisition program management would be improved--both in terms of schedule3 and cost--if the DoD management system focussed on a range of budget levels that are

consistent with anticipated public support.

I D. THE EXPANDING ROLE OF THE JOINT MILITARY
ORGANIZATIONS

I As a result of the Goldwater-Nichols Bill, the CJCS and Joint Staff now play a
larger role in each stage of the programming and budgeting process. The Chairman is a3 member of the DPRB, and the Joint Staff participates in the preparation of issue papers.
CINCs may also prepare issues and participate in discussions. The Joint Staff activities

Srange from procedural issues involving how the PPBS operates, to analyses, to

commenting on issue papers1 5 (see Table IV-5).I

14 Letter from Wiliam H. Taft IV, Deputy Secretary of Defense, to the Honorable L.s Aspin, Chairman,

Committee on Armed Services, U.S. House. of Representatives, 11 January 1989.
15 See RADM Robert Hilton, USN(Ret.) The Evolving Role of Joint Military Institutions in Defense3 Resource Planning, IDA Document D-569, February 1989, p. 18.
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Table IV-5. Joint Staff Participation In Programming and Budgeting 5
* Policies/procedures for participation in PPBS: CINCs, CJCS, JCS, Joint Staff
* Recommendations on force structures
* Analyses of military strategies, and force structures and posture I
* Analyses of integrated resources and force capability
* Trade-off analyses between effectiveness and alternative resource levels
* Military Net Assessment
* Assessments of readiness, sustainability, modernization, and force structure
• Support CJCSNCJCS in DPRB, DAB
* Program and Budget analyses to support CJCS: As principal military advisor, spokesman

for CINCs, member of DPRB, and in Congressional testimony I
* Joint Strategic Planning Document and Military Strategy portion of Defense Planning

Guidance
* Development of Chairman's Joint Program Assessment Memorandum (CPAM) and Joint

Strategic Capabilities Plan U
* Participant in DPRB Issue Paper cycle

Source: The Role of Joint Military..., IDA Document D-569, p. 18 5
One Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) document that should provide a major

input to the programming and budgeting process is the Chairman's Program Assessment

(CPA), which replaces the Joint Program Assessment Memorandum (JPAM) (Table IV-6).

It reviews the Service POMs and the extent to which they follow CJCS and CINC

recommendations. A significant change from prior practice is that the new Chairman's

Program Assessment will reflect the Chairman's view rather than a corporate JCS view. I
Table IV-6. Chairman's Program Assessment

Chairman's
.[Jt Proeram Assessment

"• Service PUMs Contents: • Assessment of Composite
"* CJCS Strategy Strategy summary POMs to Influence DPRB
"* CINC Views Adequacy/Capability Assessment POM and Budget Review
". Joint Staff Analysis of Composite POM Force (Secretary of Defense)
" CJCS OPLAN Assessment Risks • Alternative Program and 1
"• Chairman's Net Assessment Major Warfigh'ing Shortfalls Budget if Required

Recommendations for Improvements (Secretary of Detense)
• Information for Next

Pub Date: 15 May (even year) Strategic Planning Cycle
Joint Staff)

Source: Joint Staff i
There have been significant increases in the CLNC's opportunities to shape defense

budgets, and presently they have substantial potential influence at every stage in the process I
(see Table IV-7). This reflects actions taken by Secretary Weinberger, who continued and
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I
accelerated Secretary Brown's efforts to increase their influence. From 1981 to 1989, a
series of Deputy Secretary of Defense memoranda and DoD Directives increased the role of

the CINCs. One important milestone was a memorandum, issued by Deputy Secretary of

Defense Taft in November 1984, which enhanced the CINCs' role significantly ano
established the CINCs' Integrated Priority List.

I During this period, CJCS Vessey also increased the status of the CINCs by having
them personally brief the JCS on their campaign and war plans. General Vessey also3 established the Modem Aids to Planning Program, which provided the CINCs with the
resources (billets and equipment) to analyze campaign and war plans and to use the resultsI of such analyses to better substantiate inputs and program recommendations from the

Services and OSD to the PPBS/POM process. 16 Previously, beginning in the late 1970s,

the CINCs already had been given the opportunity to give their views, in detail, to

Congressional committees. Thus CINC views, at least on issues of readiness and

sustainability, are more prominent in the formal PPB process than they have been in the

past.

Table IV-7. CINC Inputs to Programming and Budgeting Processes

• Integrated Priority List
• Review and comment on Service POMs
• Review and comment on JSPS documents such as the Chairman's Program Assessment
* Isoue Paper Cycle
* DPRB consideration of POMs (Program Review)*

DPRE, consideration of major budget issues (Budget Review)
• DPRB consideration of program execution (Execution Review)*
• CJCS/CIN- Congressional testimony• Participate in base case planning

•CINCs attend part of DPRB program review and execution review.
Source: IDA Document D-569, op. cit., and Joint Staff Briefing Charts, January 1990. This list
does not include all CINC participation in the PPB process -- participation in planning is discussed
elsewhere.

I
U

16 Herschel Kanter, Leonard Wainstein, Rachel Kaganoff, and Barry Pavel, The CINCs and the
Acquisition Process, IDA Paper No. 2113, September 1988, pp. 111-5 to III-8; RADM Robert Hilton,
USN (Ret.), The Evolving Role of Joint Military Institutions in Defense Resource Planning, IDA
Document D-569, February 1989; and Enhancement of the CINCs' Role in the PPBS, memorandum
from William H. Taft IV for Members of t'e Defense Resources Board and Commanders-in-Chief of3 Unified and Specified Commands, DRB 84-50, November 14, 1984.
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I
The increased involvement of the Chairman and the CINCs in programming and 5

budgeting provides a needed integrated perspective in programming and budgeting.

However, as noted earlier, participants in the process still need to maintain a constant vigil,

as no budget battle is ever permanently won. Hence, the Chairman and CINCs face the

dilemma of deciding how much of their time and resources to devote to programming and

budgeting. As a practical matter, they have most often limited themselves to issues that are

of direct concern to their command. We believe the influence of their integrated perspective

in programming and budgeting could be increased and broadened if the process were more

stable and organized to frame issues so that they relate to the CINCs' areas of

responsibility. 5
E. SUMMARY

This analysis of the programming and budgeting processes has examined both the

national-level processes for establishing defense budgets, and the principal DoD

participants. The main conclusion is that the DPRB program and budget reviews should I
follow from a resource roadmap that reflects security objectives and realistic projections of

budgets. Our specific findings are summarized as follows,-,

" The leadership for defining and justifying integrated defense programs resides
with the executive branch. The Secretary should support the President in 5
providing such leadership by developing and justifying programs that are
consistent with public support for defense. Proposed procedural reforms,
such as two-year budgeting or five-year budget guidance, are unlikely to be
adopted, and therefore the Secretary should design the defense management
system to cope with the uncertainty inherent in the budgeting process by
considering a range of budgets.

" Service and defense agency POM and budget proposals reflect their views of
National Military Strategy and the traditional roles and missions of their I
respective major warfare communities. Hence, they provide a core set of

programs that must be integrated by the Secretary.

The Secretary puts his stamp on the overall defense program through the I
DPRB's program and budget reviews. The Secretary's review process
provides a framework for developing an integrated program, but historically
the reviews framed issues and choices in a near-term perspective, and were not
systematically related to an overall roadmap for integrating forces. Excessive
top line budget projections made throughout the 1980s and the lack of visibility I
into the long-run budget implications of near-term decisions contribute to over-
commitments in acquisition programs. These problems can be addressed
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effectively by basing program and budget decisionmaking on a long-range
roadmap such the one proposed in the DMR.

The Goldwater-Nichols legislation has provided the tools for involving the
CJCS and CINCs in important program and budget decisions. Their influence
would be strengthened further by adopting a DPRB review process that
follows from long-range, integrated goals.

In view of these findings, the prototype management process outlined in Chapter VI

proposes three changes that would help ensure that the program and budget processes are

linked with planning.

First, the goals, milestones, and roadmaps formulated in the integrated
planning process, which are to be published in the Defense Planning
Guidance, should be kept current to reflect the Secretary's current thinking in
order to provide a basis for developing the Service POMs.

0 Second, program and budget reviews by the Secretary and the CJCS should
incorporate the DPG, and the progress of programs should be tracked in
execution reviews based on the DPG's long-range goals.

_ Third, the DoD should present, explain, and defend its programs to the
executive and legislative branches in terms of long-range goals that are
consistent with the public's support for defense. Adoption of these actions
will help to shift the focus of budget decisionmaking toward issues and choices
that are framed in terms of the long-run goals established for developing and
maintaining effective, integrated forces.
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I V. ACQUISITION PROGRAM DEFINITION

This chapter reviews the acquisition processes that generate new ideas for
modernizing forces and define the specific weapon programs to implement these ideas.
Following a synopsis of our findings and an overview of the defense acquisition system,
we look in detail at the four organizational participants involved in these processes: the
Services and defense agencies, OSD-level oversight by the Defense Acquisition Board

I (DAB), the joint military organizations, and the national-level political leadership. The
review considers ongoing reforms such as those rr.cently proposed in the draft DoD5 Directive 5000.1.1

The conceptual framework discussed in Chapter II identified two principles for
defining acquisition programs. First, the DoD must maintain a robust base of sources for
the new technologies needed to maintain technological leadershio. Ideally, the Services and
defense agencies would engage in a healthy competition of ideas, fostered through the

appropriate allocation of funding for research and development. Second, the Services'
processes for incorporating these technologies in defining individual programs must be
embedded within a framework for managing DoD's overall modernization activities, so that
individual programs form the appropriate building blocks for an integrated force.

3 The studies of defense management reviewed in Chapter I raised concerns in both

of these areas. One concern was that these processes were too heavily dominated by the3 Service warfare communities, which biased the acquisition system toward programs
meeting their individual demands, rather than developing the building blocks needed for3 integrated forces. The second concern was that the processes for defining individual
programs did not take adequate account of overall budget constraints. Consequently, there
was a bias toward undertaking individual programs that were too ambitious when viewed

from an overall budgetary perspective. We review these issues in view of the management

3 1 Draft Department of Defense Directive, Number 5000.1, May 25, 1990.
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changes that have been made since 1986. Our specific findings, summarized in Table V-I,

are presented below.

Defense Agencies and Services: The defense agencies as well as the

Services play a role in exploring new program ideas. A growing share of R&D funds has

been allocated to the independent defense agencies over the last twenty years, probably

reflecting the concern that the Services had earlier exerted too much influence over the I
range of ideas explored. Today the agencies account for nearly one-quarter of RDT&E

budgets, demonstrating that the Services do not monopolize the sources of ideas. The main I
management concerns in this area are that this base be preserved, and that the competition

of ideas among these organizations be more sharply focused through strengthened strategic 5
guidance from the Secretary.

The lead responsibility for defining new acquisition programs (i. ., for setting 5
"requirements") also lies within the Service sponsor communities. LA the formal

decisionmaking framework, requirements should define the desired new mission 3
capabilities that justify modernizing forces, and then the best weapons for providing the

capabilities are defined from an integrated force perspective. In practice, a proposed

"mission need" is typically accompanied by a specific program design proposal, which

defines a role for the sponsoring community. The concern with this approach is that in

some cases it may excessively narrow the range of alternatives considered. We conclude I
that such an approach is inevitable, because innovation stems from technology

opportunities as well as abstract needs. However, this is not a problem so long as the

sponsor's specific hardware proposals are not automatically accepted in higher level

reviews. The Secretary's oversight process must ensure that an effective competition 3
occurs among alternative ideas and sponsors for modernization.

Another area of concern relates to need to mesh the Service studies and analyses 5
justifying program requirements with the Secretary's overall modernization objectives.

These analyses often become a part of the competitive advocacy process, reflecting

differing points of view on costs, missions, threats, and budgets. Ideally, these program-

level analyses should contribute to linking program decisions with the Secretary's overall

modernization goals by incorporating the Secretary's scenarios, goals, and roadmaps.

I
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The Defense Acquisition Board: The DAB's milestone reviews provide m

the needed oversight mechanism for ensuring that major acquisition programs are (a)

defined, based on a systematic examination of alternatives, and (b) provide the appropriate

building blocks of integrated forces. The main historical concern with DAB (formally the I
DSARC) oversight was that it was not well structured to accomplish these objectives. One

reason was that the DAB examined and validated programs one at a time, which tended to I
focus the consideration of alternatives on a sponsoring community's specific proposals.

This problem was compounded by the practice of setting the main program decision point 3
at the initial DAB review (Milestone 0), because this quickly focussed the process on

program details rather that on defining an appropriate range of options. Another concern

was that the DAB (like the DPRB) did not attempt to reconcile the long-range spending

implications of individual programs with an overall projection of the budget requirements

for planned modernization programs.

These concerns reflect an inherent tension in managing the overall portfolio of

modernization programs: How can the Secretary ensure that an appropriate range of

al..rnative acauisition programs is created and explored, while at the same time ensuring

that the programs in the acquisition "pipeline" are adequately constrained to remLain m
supportable within projected resources? The solution proposed in the Packard

Commission, and discussed in Chapter VI, is to move the major decision point for
programs to later milestones, allowing a range of alternative programs to compete in the

early milestones and being much more selective at Milestone II, where major resource m

commitments begin.

The Defense Management Report offered a number of important recommendations I
to address these concerns. The new DoD Directive 5000.1 would require the development

of 12-year investment roadmaps and would require that the DAB use the roadmaps in

making program-level affordability assessments. The new Directive also would move the

major program decision point from Milestone 0 to Milestone I, and give the Under

Secretary for Acquisition the authority needed to manage the competition of ideas through
the concept development phase of a major program. It is our conclusion that steps such as

these to improve the milestone review process are among the most important remaining 3
steps for linking acquisition with strategy. Chapter VI proposes several practices that

should be adopted within the DMR's proposed framework, and suggests some additional 3
steps to enhance the competition of ideas in the early milestone phases.

l
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3
Joint Military Organizations: The joint military organizations have a

I substantially strengthened voice in reviewing acquisition programs. The Joint
Requirements Oversight Council, chaired by the Vice Chairman of the JCS, has the

Sauthority and responsibility to review the Mission Needs Statements for a wide range of

programs. The VCJCS as Vice Chairman of the DAB provides a linkage between these3 two organizations. Their influence could be strengthened further if, in addition to
reviewing specific program proposals, they participated in the development of the

Secretary's modernization goals in the planning process. Hence the prototype process

outlined in Chapter VI establishes a role for the JROC in setting overall modernization

objectives.

* National Political Leadership: At the national level, the President and the
Congress use the budgetary process to influence high-profile weapon programs by

exercising control on a program-by-program basis. Although such involvement is a form

of micromanagement, it should be recognized that some very significant non-traditional

3 weapons programs have been nurtured in this way. At the same time, participation of the

political leadership needs to be rationalized and disciplined to incorporate resource

3 limitations. The Secretary therefore should provide a coherent framework for Presidential

and Congressional review, by presenting them with long-range modernization objectives
3 and resource roadmaps.

In summary, the Secretary's task of linking acquisition with strategy requires him3 to integrate the activities of the various idea generation and acquisition program definition

processes within the Services and defense agencies. The DMR's propased planning

scenarios, investment roadmap, and milestone procedures provide a long-needed overall

management framework for accomplishing this. The prototype rFanagement system

described in Chapter VI outlines five needed changes, which includce implementation of the

I DMR's proposals. First, strategic guidance for R&D activitier; should be provided by
establishing technology development goals in the Defense Planning Guidance. Second, the3 DPG's force goals, acquisition roadmaps, and scenarios should be incorporated in

program-level analyses for defining individual prograr requirements. Third, DAB reviews

3 should provide an overarching framework for mrraaging the DoD's modernization

activities, Milestone 0 and I reviews should m.. the competition of ideas and Milestone

II should select programs for full sc& development that fit within the overall

modernization roadmap. Fourth, the JR.', should participate in developing the Secretary's
modernization goals, and should ue these in their review of individual acquisition
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programs. Fifth, DoD should present and defend acquisition programs to the President and

Congress wv?,hin.' mg-range, integrated framework for modernization in order to provide I
a more cob--, -'. rit 'ork for their review.

A. OVERV1F'T- .F' Ii DEFENSE ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Modernizav,%,n ?T_ 1, relates to the major weapon programs involves three basic

alternatives: upgrade, replacement, and new approaches to provide a needed capability

(often referred to as non-traditional approaches). The preponderance of weapon systems

development is evoiaanary; consequently, most modernization activities involve replacing

existing inventory with next-generation systems. An important fraction, however, are non-

traditional approaches that provie: significant advances in military capabilities.

The acquisition system, through which these programs are implemented, includes 3
all of the processes by which weapon programs are conceived, defined, designed,

evaluated, prototyped, tested, produced, incorporated into the force structure, and

upgraded. According to the defining DoD Directive, the Department of Defense
Acquisition System is2

[A] single uniform system whereby all equipment, facilities, and services
are planned, designed, developed, acquired, maintained, and disposed of
within the Department of Defense. The system entails establishing policies
and practices that govern acquisitions, determining and prioritizing resource I
requirements, directing and controlling the process, contracting, and
reporting to Congress.

The development process has been subdivided into several phases, as illustrated in Figure
V-1. The early stages are where programs are linked with national military strategy;

therefore, they are the focus of this review. The stage of a program prior to Milestone 0
(when an official start is undertaken) is where most of the ideas for defining weapons are

generated through a diffuse process, matching the determination of needs and the

exploration of technology. This process of exploring options should in principle continue
through Milestone II, when full-scale development of the proposed system begins. Hence,
the linkage of programs with strategy must begin prior to Milestone 0 and should continue

through the early stages of a program. 3

2 Major and Non-Major Defense Acquisition Programs, Department of Defense Directive Number
5000.1, September 1, 1982, pp. 1-2.
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Organizational involvement and oversight vary substantially over the life of an

acquisition program. (A typical pattern is summarized in Table V-2.) The early program

definition phases are for the most part initiated within an individual sponsoring Service or
defense agency. Nevertheless, programs are not conceived in a vacuum. There is much I
informal communication among the Services (they exchange requirements documents, for

example), among the Commanders-In-Chief (CINCs) of the unified and specified 3
commands and their component commands, between the Services and the Joint Staff, and

between the Services and OSD. 3
Table V.2. Participation During Acquisition Phases

SeWlee Sevice
Materiel Platforms

Service Acqulsldon and Misslon
Funding Category Milestone Academic Laboratories Industry Command User Sponsor

Research and Development
Basic aseardch before 0 Hgh Low LUW -(La. -n.a. rLnL
Exloratory Development about 0 LOW High ligh Low Low Low
Tedinoy Devio*pent I -nA.&* Medum High Medum "Mem M•dum
Engieering Developmant 2 -n.fl Med-Hgh ligh Hih Medumi Medum
Advanced Development *n.a. "td-Huh Hgh Hoh M"dim Medum
Manqoment A Ara, ,Lw Low-Med High' Medum Low Medum4fghh

nd OT&E
Service loiducton 3 n. .LOW High Hoh high Hioh

Procurement -n.A -n.e. H'gh High .•gh High
Product Improvement 4 -_a. i-gh igh Hih High High( b lo c k u p r a d e s, P 3 1) IIII

n.a. = not applicable -

Formal scrutiny above the level of the sponsoring Service or agency begins when
an official new program start is established and the program enters Milestone 0. Typically, I
by the time of this first formal high-level revicw, the Service or agency advocating the

program has a good idea of what it wants because it has been working on the problem for
some time. The process for linking acquisition with strategy must therefore be capable of
influencing decisionmaking in the early formative stage of programs, prior to Milestone 0 3
when internal Service requirements decisions are being made. It must also be capable of
ensuring that the process of exploring options is not prematurely truncated at Milestone 0. 3

The following Sections examine the r- '.s of the major organizational participants,
and the main issues that have been raised regarding the acquisition program decisionmaking
processes.

8
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B
B. THE SOURCES OF WEAPON PROGRAM IDEAS WITHIN THE

SERVICES AND DEFENSE AGENCIES

I Two interrelated functions support the definition of weapon programs at the front
end of the acquisition process. The first includes the research and development activities
for generating new technolrkgies. The second includes the Service "requirements"

processes involved in defining the new programs that implement these technologies. These

functions are described and discussed below.

1. The Sources of New Weapon Technologies

5 The wellsprings of the force modernization programs are the technology base
programs which generate new technologies and applications. Approximately 2 percent of
the DoD Total Obligation Authority (TOA) is channeled into nurturing the "tech base."

These funds go to DoD laioratories for in-house efforts and/or specific contract efforts by

defense contractors. The objectives are to exploit basic technical knowledge and to avoid

technological surprise. (The technology base of the nation is embodied in both the
commercial and defense sectors, but for the purpose of this exposition we will concentrate
on the defense sector.) The main concern with these processes has been the allegation that
they are dominated by the Service development communities and therefore do not consider3 a full range of technology options.

The Service warfare and development communities traditionally have, in fact,3 strongly influenced the direction of DoD-funded research and development. The vast
majority of tech base spending is on projects responding to "Technology Needs," which3 are formal documents prepared by the Services' acquisition commands. Many of these
projects go on for years, with varying degrees of success. Exploratory development
funding is also largely directed by the Service acquisition commands and is even more

directly focused on applications, such as ]propulsion or armaments.

However, DoD has increasingly expanded the base beyond these Service activities

by developing independent defense agencies for research and development. In 1962, 4
percent of R&D was provided to these agencies. This figure increased to 8 percent in
1981, and 23 percent is planned by 1990 (Figure V-2). Although much of the increase is
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due to the Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) and Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA) budgets, some of the funding has gone to other organizations.

In addition to the figures listed in Table V-3, NASA and the Department of Energy provide

other weapons-related research that is beyond the control of the Services. Hence, while the

Services continue to predominate in shaping the development of new technologies for 3
modernization, a number of additional sources of ideas presently exist. This organizational

diversity has helped to generate a healthy competition of ideas, and should continue 3
tthrough the continued funding of these diverse sources for program ideas.

Management of the labs and research centers has been a long-standing subject of i
considerable study and debate. There appears to be widespread agreement on the need to

consolidate and reorganize the DoD laboratory system.3 A second issue that has been 3
raised is the need to improve the strategic direction for these activities. 4 A potential pitfall

of these efforts is that too much consolidation could excessively restrict the base of ideas 3
3 The laboratory consolidation study underway within OSD is considering options that would increase

OSDs control over Service laboratories. The options that have been discussed include increasing OSD h
control over funding, and giving OSD direct management control over some laboratories.

4 A 1988 task force consisting of senior officials from the OSD, Services, defense agencies and
contractors developed comprehensive recommendations for science and technology strategic planning. i
These recommendations would have set up mechanisms by which the Secretary could provide strategic
guidance to the Services and defense agencies, and then followed up that guidance to ensure that the
guidance was carried out. Subsequently, the Office of Research and Advanced Technolcgy has
coordinated the development of a "DoD Science and Technology Program Investment Strategy." I
However, the other recommendations have not been adopted. See Frederick Ridell, et. al., eds., "Report
of the Task Force for Improved Coordination of the DoD Science and Technology Program," IDA
Report R-345, August, 1988. -
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for new programs. Hence, in reviewing the current base of organizations, carefulI consideration should be given to retaining the needed competition of ideas. At the same
time, it is important that the Secretary's planning process provide cverall direction for

3research and development.

Table V-3. Defense Agency RDT&E, 1980-1990

(TOA In Billions of Dollars)

1980 1985 1990

Agency $ % of $ % of $ % of
DoD DoD DoD

DARPA 0.458 3.4 0.696 2.3 1.227 3.3

OSD 0.014 0.1 0.124 0.4 1.033 2.8

SDIO - 1.400 4.6 3.571 9.7

OTHER 0.610 4.5 1.962 6.4 2.315 6.3

TOTAL DEFENSE AGENCY 1.082 8.0 4.182 13.7 8.146 22.1

TOTAL DoD RDT&E 13.492 100.0 30.570 100.0 36.718 100.0

Source: OASD Comptroller Printout, 1989, and RDT&E Program, Department of Defense
Budget for Fiscal Year 1991, Office of the Comptroller of the Department of Defense,
Washington, D.C., January 29, 1990.

2. Processes for Defining Acquisition Programs

Acquisition programs are defined through what are commonly known as the
"requirements" processes. There have been two long-standing concerns with these
processes expressed in studies of defense management. The first has been that
requirements have commonly been defined in terms of hardware performance criteria rather
than in terms of needed military mission capabilities. The second is that these processes are
not embedded within an overall framework for managing the department's modernization
goals and activities. These two issues are examined in this Section.

a. Requirements Definition

The Services' major warfare communities take the lead role in defining new

programs. Hence, the origins of most requirements can be traced back to the major
weapon-sponsoring communities within each of the Services. The defense industries play
a large role in supporting these activities and in promoting their own specific solutions.

V-11
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U
In formal descriptions of defense management, the requirements process is a

deductive process in which mission capability requirements are defined and programs are

developed to meet these needs. However, only the Army has established a formal

systematic process that follows this model. Embodied in the Combat Based Requirements I
System (CBRS), this process constitutes the core activity of the Training and Doctrine

Command (TRADOC). CBRS "is a decisionmaking methodology that helps TRADOC 3
execute its mission as the architect of the future." Procedurally and organizationally, the

CBRS attempts to ensure that a full range of cost-effective options and alternative solutions 3
will be investigated systematically. Thus the CBRS is, in principle, the type of

requirements system that should be employed.g

In reality, weapon ideas are motivated by a number of considerations and are

derived from a variety of sources. New technological developments, technical intelligence

of Soviet or other foreign developments, operational intelligence, operational experience,

technological obsolescence, or new military conc.%pts and uses are all factors in defining

weapon systems (See Table V-4). The preponderance of weapon systems development I
undertaken within the Services is evolutionary. For example, the MI tank followed the

M60, the Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle followed the Armored Personnel Carrier, the

A-12 aircraft will follow the A-6, and the SSN-21 submarine will follow the SSN-688

class. The timing of a replacement is driven by such factors as the rate of qualitative 3
advance in the Soviet threat, technology, the available funds, and the rate of obsolescence

of existing equipment.

Occasionally, modernization will be manifested in a non-traditional approach to

providing a needed capability. In World War II, examples included radar, sonar, atomic

bombs, the proximity fuze, and jet fighters. More recent developments include nuclear-

powered ships, ballistic missiles, satellites, and precision-guided munitions. No less

significant are the evolutionary developments in underwater acoustics, materials science, I
explosives and energetics, and computer power.

There is a synergism between technology and operational requirements that

obscures the sequence of their emergence. The impetus for new programs may come from

the development of a new technological opportunity or from the demands for enhanced

operational capabilities. Each of the Services has an extensive list of operational

requirements that guide development activities. These requirements are general, long 3
standing, not necessarily formally documented, and probably unattainable in terms of

I
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3
5 Table V-4. Stimuli for New and Improved Systems

TYPE OF STIMULUS IMPROVEMENTS

3 Technical intelligence Active armor

Operational intelligence Alpha submarine speed
Israeli surveillance drones
Unreliability of shipbord ESM equipment

Operational experience Inaccuracy of gunfire

Need for all-terrain capability

Technical obsolescence Advances in computer power
Reduced effectiveness due to Soviet

countermeasures
New Military concepts and uses Counter-terrorist equipment

SDI5 Radar map- matching

Technology Push Nuclear weapons
Nuclear-powered ships
Proximity fuse
Maritime sound surviellance systems

I
today's technology. For example, when infrared technology was in its infancy, the tactical3 air forces had a generic requirement to operate at night over the tactical battlefield with an
effectiveness approaching that of daytime. This unfulfilled operational requirement
stimulated a great deal of technology development, but it was not until technology that

allowed the air forces to achieve this requirement was well in hand that a formal,
documented, operational requirement was crafted. The result was the initiation of the
LANTIRN program, which is now being implemented on the F-16 and F-15E aircraft.

Culture, roles and missions, and "corporate judgment" are also major factors in
defining weapon programs. Indeed, one criticism of the process has been that the warfare
communities focus excessively on programs that perpetuate their current roles and

Smissions. Indeed, as the final section of this chapter shows, many of the most important

/new technology developments fell outside existing Service missions and, hence, were
5 developed elsewhere.

We conclude that, in practice, requirements are not derived through a logical
Sdeductive process as indicated in formal descriptions of the acquisition system. They

originate from many sources, including strategy, technological opportunities, and Service3 culture. By the time a specific solution to an operational requirement begins to take shape,
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its true origin is often impossible to identify or to separate from the proposed hardware

solution. This relationship is inevitable, and the acquisition system should be designed to U
accommodate it. Early milestones should acknowledge the sponsor's proposed hardware

solution associated with a proposed mission need, but a" the same time, the DAB should

solicit ideas to compete with this proposal. The management of this competition should be

the primary role of the DAB in the early phases of a programn 3
b. The Role of Analysis

Substantial analyses are undertaken in support of both military and civilian

organizations in defining programs. These analyses range from broad cost-effectiveness to

detailed technical studies. The Service and industry analytical community also play

significant roles in the preparation of the Mission Needs Statement prior to Milestone 0, in

the Concept Evaluation Phase at Milestone I, and in Operational Test and Evaluation. The

analytical community also is called upon for Mission Area Analyses and trade-off analyses

that support development of Program Objective Memoranda. 3
A diverse base of organizations participates in such studies. In addition to

analytical groups at Service R&D ceiters and in private industry, the DoD analytic 3
community includes IDA, RAND, the Center for Naval Analyses, the Army's Concepts

Analysis Agency and other federally funded research and development centers (FFRDCs). 3
The effect of such analysis in evaluating new ideas can at times be pinpointed. Examples

of policies that probably were affected by analysis include Air Force basing policy, the

Navy's proposal for building new ships to be forward deployed and pre-loaded with Army

equipment, and the B-70 and Skybolt. Some recent examples of major analyses include B-

I and B-2 bomber penetration studies, a major study of th, krmy's LHX, and a recent

study of the proposed V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft. Although the effects of studies cannot be
pinpointed, they provide important systematic assessments of the costs and utility of

proposed weapons.

In the past 20 years, the methods of systems analyses and weapon system U
evaluation have been adopted by most of the groups that generate and define new

programs. The systematic framework for analysis and debate provided by such an 3
approach has undoubtedly contributed to strengthening the linkage of acquisition program

decisionmaking with overall strategy. In practice, the limitation of such analyses is that in 3
many instances they are not necessarily commissioned to be performed within a broad

rrission or force structure context. Also, analytic assumptions, scenarios, military 3
V-14 I
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strategy, doctrine, and tactics may vary across analyses. Thus, studies and their

assumptions may themselves become issues in the advocacy process. The utility of

analyses could be strengthened through the establishment of a better coordinated3 framework that would relate individual program-level analyses to the overall modernization

objectives established by the Secretary.5

I Of particular concern is the need to ensure that the program options considered are

consistent with realistic projections of available funding for the mission area. If each

warfare community, acting in isolation, focuses on weapon designs that it believes gives

the maximum performance, there is no guarantee that the collective set of these programs

can be supported within available budgets. Hence, the Secretary's investment roadmap

must provide rough resource guidance for the warfare communities to use in defining their

weapon programs.

These findings on the idea generation processes and the requirements processes

have some strong implications for defense management practices. Foremost is the need to

foster competition within the acquisition system, both in maintaining an organizational base

for generating ideas as well as in maintaining a competition among competing ideas in

defining individual programs. Second is the need to embed individual program-level

analyses within an overall frameviork for modernization.

U C. OVERSIGHT AND THE DEFENSE ACQUISITION BOARD

3 These needed practices can be implemented through the Defense Acquisition

Board's reviews of major programs. Milestone reviews are keyed to broad phases of a

program, as illustrated in Table V-5. Each decision milestone focuses on a wide range of

issues, including both the work accomplishe:. in the phase prior to the milestone and plans
for the phase to follow the milestone. Traditionally, a milestone generally has not been a

5 In its 1975 report, The Acquisition Advisory Group recommended to the Secretary of Defense that 'a
continuing series of mission area analyses be established within DoD to assess and evaluate current and
projected capabilities and deficiencies in relation to the threat and availability of resources." The group
found that "The proper utilization of mission area analyses and mission concept studies is first: to
stimulate consideration of systems which might help solve problems, and second: as solid supporting
bases and source documents for the threat, the consideration of alternative solutions to the problem and
to establish the framework within which system performance and cost characteristics and trade offs msy
be validated." "The Director of WSEG [Weapon Systems Evaluation Group] would be responsible for
review of mission area analyses.. .submitted by the military departments, and for ensuring that the sum
of these programs represented a coordinated DoD-wide program." See Report to the Secretary of3 Defense by the Acquisition Advisory Group, September 30, 1975, p 37-38.
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I
go, no-go decision point; instead, if aspects of the documentation or the program itself are

unsatisfactory, the program manager is directed to fix them.

1. Milestone 0 and Concept Exploration I
Milestone 0 is the official beginning of a new program start. It initiates the Concept

Exploration Phase, which consists of analytical studies, development and experimentation3

with critical subsystems, tradeoff analyses, and cost and affordability studies. These are

oriented toward producing various system design concepts (as distinguished from point

designs) from which a preferred design concept will be chosen at Milestone I for

demonstration/validation during Advanced Development. One purpose of this Milestone is

to ensure that the sponsor has developed an adequate plan for exploring options during this

Concept Exploration Phase, and that the options being explored are within overall

guidance.

Ideally, programs at the Milestone 0 point should not be programs at all, but rather

broad expressions of military need that might be satisfied by a range of alternative

solutions. 6 However, as noted in the preceding section, proponents of a new start are

often driven toward a specific preferred hardware solution for providing military

capabilities. This tendency is reinforced by the milestone documentation requirements.

The required documentation for Milestone 0, namely the Mission Need Statement (MNS) I
for a major acquisition program, drives proponents toward greater specificity. In addition

to describing the mission area, the projected threat, the shortfalls of existing systems, and
known alternative concepts, MNSs are required to discuss funding implications over the
FYDP period, technology baselines, prototyping, and acquisition strategies. Such specific

documentation requirements virtually preclude approaching Milestone 0 with a completely
open mind.

U

6 The Long Range Conventional Standoff Weapon (LRCSW) is a current example of the defense
acquisition process working in practice as the theoiy says it should work. It is in the Concept
Exploration Phase. The requirements of LRCSW are broadly stated: long range (on the order of INF
missile ranges), conventional warheads, high survivability en route to the target, compatibility with I
various Navy and Air Force launchers (submarine torpedo tubes, shipboard vertical launchers, and B-
52s), flexible mission planning, and near-zero CEP autonomous guidance. Beyond those broad
requirements there are no specific or preferred solutions.
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Table V-5. A Notional Program and Milestone Review Schedule

Re~ew Baselne Subsequent Phs
Mileor IeAgreement Time Percent (%) of Overall

Tasks R'm (y) Program Cos

0 Is there a Concept ExploraUon: 1-2 < I
Program mission need? Systems analyses studies
Initiatin Is there a good plan ol alternatives

to proceed?

I What concepts Demonstrate and Valldaton: 2-5 1
Conet should be explored? Prototyping and testing of
Selection Isthere a good plan cical technologies ald

to proceed? components

II Is the program cost Yes Full-Scale Development: 3-4 10
rogram effective? Have Operational testing;

Go Aheed appropriate options transfer from development
been explred? Have to production
cost performance tradeoffs
been performed?
Is acquisiion strategy
adequate?

III IS program adequalety Yes Full-Rate Production:, 10+ 90
Produdion defined to proceed to Production for fielding;
Ratif'3r production? continued testing

Are appropriate
strategies and policies Deployment Support and
being followed? Are test operalon
results adequate and
supportive?

This practice has limited the range of alternatives considered subsequent to

Milestone 0. To counter this practice, the Under Secretary and the Vice Chairman of the

JCS have begun to enforce a policy of limiting the scope of their approval to the mission

need in recent milestone reviews. This approach is an important step forward in ensuring

that the DAB review process fosters the competition of ideas for meeting mission needs.

Accompanying this approach has been an attempt to set higher thresholds for new

program starts. Even though the initial funding level for a new program at Milestone 0 is

relatively small, approval at this point is a very large step because it establishes a niche in

DoD programs and budgets, and a toehold in the acquisition pipeline. Raising the hurdle at

Milestone 0 is an attempt to nip programs in the bud, before they build a political

3 constituency, in order to manage long-range acquisition spending requirements. This
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approach can control overall resource commitments, but it does so at the price of restricting

the programs that will be explored in the early milestones to those that are expected to I
continue through to production. This is why the Packard Commission recommended that
the major program decision point be shifted to the Milestone II decision; to allow more 3
programs to be maintained in the early milestones, without necessarily committing to the

major resource requirements that begin following Milestone II. 3
If the Concept Exploration Phase is to serve its intended purpose, it needs to be

funded adequately. Heretofore, that objective has been something of a problem. The lead 3
time for inserting a budget line item to support an embryonic new start at Milestone 0 is ki
least 18 months, and that presupposes that enough is known about the new start to justify

its entry in the PPBS process. Many new starts simply do not have the luxury of that much
lead time, nor should they. Accordingly, the sponsoring Services resort to all sorts of

stratagems to fund the paper studies for this phase. This problem suggests that flexible

budgeting mechanisms are needed to allow timely funding.

2. Milestone I and Demonstration/Validation

The Milestone I review emphasizes procedures for the ensuing program phase, 3
such as prototyping of high risk technologies and testing. During this phase, many
technical issues are explored, and, presumably, the process of ex. loring cost-performance 5
tradeoffs can begin. At Milestone I the proposed program, now considerably more jefimed

and detailed, must be revalidated against the threat and the shortfalls of existing systems.

Alternative program tradeoffs, performance/cost and schedule tradeoffs, including the need

for a new development program versus buying or adapting existing U.S. or Allied military

or commercial systems, must be demonstrated at this milestone.

The discussion of these issues is documented in a System Concept Paper (SCP)

which includes a description of the selected alternative to include a defined operational
concept, technology and producibility risks, prototyping considerations, commonality with

existing systems, survivability, program cost versus military worth (i.e., affordability),
readiness, sustainability, manpower, personnel, training, and a host of other matters.

Although nothing in DoD documentation specifically requires that linkage with military 3
strategy be addressed, these documents are the principal vehicles through which the

Services formally link their programs with national military strategy.

Generally the question of affordability during milestone reviews has focused on the

adequacy of funding over the next 5-year planning period, rather than the long-term
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I
financial commitment implicit in each milestone decision. A noteworthy exception was

when the DAB went beyond its normal practice in reviewing the cost of the Army's

proposed LHX program in 1988 and concluded it could not be afforded given reasonable

I expectations about budgets and the Army's other modernization program commitments.

This example illustrates the value of a framework that would allow the DAB to take a

longer-range, integrated perspective in assessing the affordability of programs. In order to

evaluate the affordability of an individual program, the DAB must have an overall roadmap

showing how the program fits within the Secretary's overall modernization objectives as

well as within projected available budgets.

3. Subsequent Milestones

Milestone II precedes full-scale development of the proposed system or of

competing systems. This phase continues the process of exploring options and developing

data for cost/performance tradeoffs. As noted earlier, the F ackard Commission believed

3 that Milestone II should be the most important focus of decisionmakers because it is after

this point that significant obligation of funds begins. In the Commission's view, many

3 alternative programs should be allowed to go through the early stages. Presently, as noted,

the system is placing much more emphasis on screening programs in the early Milestones.

3 Milestone III is the decision to begin full-rate production. In principle, this

milestone represents a major decision point bccause the majority of program spending

occurs afterwards. However, by the time a program reaches this point, there generally is

no turning back. Thius, in practice, the major focus of this milestone is on a range of

acquisition strategy and policy issues, rather than on the core issue of whether the resource

commitment should be made to begin production.

Subsequent milestones deal with issues of supporting equipment in the field, and

with decisions on program upgrades.

3 4. The DMR and the Revised 5000.1 Directive

The newly proposed revisions to the 5000.1 Directive for the acquisition system

3 introduce many new features in accordance wi;.h the DMR's mandate. Key among these

new features are:

* The major hurdle for a new program start has been shifted from Milestone 0 to

Milestone I;
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* The. Under Secretary is authorized to commission competitive concept

development studies; c

* A long-range acquisition roadmap is to be created; and

* The DAB is to assess program affordability in the context of the roadmap. i
These proposed changes in the DMR are broadly on target in making the changes

needed to strengthen the linkage between acquisition decisionmaking and strategy. The

Secretary's DAB review process should be used to manage the competition of ideas at

Milestones 0 and I, and to ensure that individual program decisionmaking is linked with 3
overall modernization goals in subsequent milestones. The changes proposed in the DMR

move toward this approach. The recommendation that the DAB have some control over 3
concept exploration studies is a good one. Similar steps should be taken to strengthen

competition in the demonstration and validation stage as well. The recommendation that

DAB reviews incorporate a resource roach-nap is an essential step for strengthening the

)inkage of program decisionmaking with strategy, and its implementation should be pushed

aggressively. In addition, the Secretary can reconcile the need to explore many program
alternatives with the need to control overall acquisition expenditures by shifting the major

decision point for programs to Milestone H.

D. THE ROLE OF JOINT MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS 3
The joint role in acquisition has long been exercised through several informal

channels, as noted in Section B. A number of recent changes substantially increases the

formal role of the Chairman, JCS in p-ogram decisionmaking, as well. One significant
action was the creation of the Joint Requirement Oversight Council (JROC). A second is

the creation of the Vice Chairman of the JCS, who provides a JCS focal point for
acquisition issues.

Three Packard Commission reports referred to the VCJCS and his role in the

requirements/acquisition process (Table V-6). Packard referred to the Joint Requirements

Management Board (JRMB), which would be co-chaired by the Under Secretary of i
Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)) and the VCJCS, as the primary vehicle for addressing
requirements/acquisition concerns. The JRMB, as conceived by Packard, became two 3
separate bodies, the DAB and the JROC. The JROC is the main instrument used by the

Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff for inserting joint military requirements into the

acquisition sysim. rn.

V
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Table V-6. Packard Commission Views of Vice Chairman, JCS, and JRMB

Packard 2J28/86: Vice Chairman, JCS (VCJCS)
- Special responsibility for representing interests of CINCs
- Reviewing weapons requirements
- Co-chairing Joint Requirements Management Board (JRMB)
- Other duties as Chairman may prescribe3 Packard 4/86: JRMB

- JRMB Co-chaired by USD(A) and VCJCS
- JRMB play active and important role in all joint programs and in all major Service programs
- JRMB define weapon requirements for development and provide early trade-off betweencost and performance

Packard 6/86: VCJCS

- VCJCS to assist Chairman in performing new duties

When the JROC was first organized, several issues were raised concerning the
requirements process (Table V-6). First, assessing military requirements for defe se3 acquisition programs was a new function for the CJCS. The Chairman designated his
newly appointed Vice Chairman as the principal player in this process. To manage his
increased responsibilities as Chairman of the JROC, the Vice Chairman tasked the Joint
Staff to develop a system to examine all programs in general detail and publish a list of
those being examined. Progrzms and systems with joint application were to be examined3 in much greater detail. The role of the JROC was expected to grow as staff capabilities
grew. JROC was to explore programs to ensure that Services were on the right track and3 that solutions to problems were proposed.

A second issue was the influence of the joint system--CJCS/VCJCS, Joint Staff,3 and CNCs -- in the IROC process -- in comparison with the role of the Services. The
JROC has already addressed single-Service issues, such as Follow-on-to-Lance (FOTL)
and Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile (TASM), and plans to expand its focus in this area.

A third issue was the consideration of resources and affordability. The previous3 Vice Chairman believed priorities should be assigned through the programming and
budgeting process. In this way, the competing requirements of CINCs, Services, defense
agencies, the intelligence community, and OSD are resolved. Hence, the JROC should not

address the issues of affordability as related to a particular budget. The JROC and DAB
would contribute advise on priorities and requirements, and make recommendations on
particular acquisition programs. This approach gives rise to the concern that reviewing
programs one or a few at a time, without having to consider resource constraints, does not
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provide meaningful advise on program priorities. Hence, the JROCs contribution could be

strengthened substantially if it participated in developing overall modernization objectives I
within the planning process.

A fourth issue was the pace of change in enchancing the joint role in the acquisition g

process. The former CJCS, Admiral Crowe, estimated that it would take 3 to 5 years to

implement the significant organizational changes inherent in the Goldwater-Nichols Act and

NSDD 219. Several significant steps have been taken as the CINCs have become more

involved with the determination of military requirements. Additionally, some single- 3
Service programs were included on early JROC agendas, and the JROC met with the DAB

to review all new starts in the FY1990-1994 Service programs.

Table V-7. JROC Charter

"* Provides early program oversight/monitoring at front end of acquisition process;
emphasis on requirements of CINCs and Services

"* Reviews all major system new starts
"* Reviews military requirements for potential joint application
"• Seeks opportunities for joint development and acquisition by

- Reviewing recommendations for joint programs from OSD, Services, CINCs, Defense I
Agencies, and Joint Staff

- Chartering study groups to identify operational concepts
"• Evaluates potential joint acquisition programs
"* Selects potential candidates for joint development and acquisition; serves as Military

Service review for major joint programs •
"* Provides documentation for MNS and Systems Concept Paper
"* Oversees requirements aspects of joint management and interoperability Issues

Source: "Joint Requirements Oversight Council," JCS Admin Pub 1-1, The Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Washington, D.C., October 1, 1988, pp. IV-25 to IV-28.

Changes to the JSPS and to the JROC charter in accordance with the DMR further

broadened the scope of the JROC involvement in the requirements process. The DMR

specified that the JROC should:

... assume a broader roly in the threshold articulation of military needs and
the validation of military needs and the validation of performance goals and
baselines for all DAB programs at their successive Milestones. That
broader role would require... the JROC to review all deficiencies that may
necessitate development of major systems, prior to any consideration in the I
DAB. Based on inputs from the CINCs, Services, and elsewhere, the
JROC will review the validity of an identified mission need (as distinct from
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,ny potential system or program), assign a joint priority for meeting the

need, and forward an approved mission need statement to the DAB. 7

Accordingly, a new JROC charter has been approved by the CJCS and approved byI the Deputy Secretary of Defmnse. In particular, the JROC is to be an instrument of the
CJCS, rather than the JCS. It is expanded to "all warfighting deficiencies" and is now an
advisory body to the CJCS and DAB Chairman. It is responsive to the CJCS and SecDef

rather than to the JCS and the Services.

The DMR and these charter changes have given rise to issues relating to how to

determine "all deficiencies" that might lead to development of major systems, how to

determine and assign priorities, and how to develop information to follow programs

through all milestones. It is anticipated that the IROC process for validating requirements
and staffing requirements will remain essentially the same, but the scope of JROC
involvement will increase vastly.8

In the wake of the Packard Commission and the Goidwater/Nichols legislation,
there has been some shifting away from the monopoly that the Services had on specifying
their own operational requirements. The CINC components have traditionally funnelled
their operational requirements through their respective Service channels, although such
requirements also often go through joint channels as well.9 'the JROC provides a new
formal channel for their participation. The VCJCS, as chairman of the JROC, serves as the

honest broker for all the CINCs that support the JROC. The JROC, which initially
reviewed operational requirements solely from the standpoint of joint application, has
begun to exercise that function for single-Service operational requirements as well.

The mechanism is in place to provide a strong military voice in the defense
acquisition process--the VCJCS is Vice Chairman of the DAB and the CJCS a member of
the DPRB. There are, however, several procedural issues noted in this discussion relating
to how &.: JROC will exercise its authority. Of particular concern is how the JROC will
contribute to shaping the Secretary's overall modernization objectives. We conclude the

'7 Defense Management Review, op. CiL, pp. 7 and 17-18.
8 JROC involvement in all DAB programs will be relatively straightforward, but 70 non-DAB major

programs have been delegated to the Services for implementation, It will be tough to break into that
system, but al programs are legitimate areas for JROC involvement.9For example, the requirements of the Commander-in-Chief, United States Air Force Europe

(CINCUSAFE) are routed through Headquarters Tactical Air Command and are consolidated or
reconciled with those of CINCPACAF and the Tactical Air Command. Such requirements also go
through Commander-in-Chief, Europe (CINCEUR) to the CJCS or Secretary of Defense.
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IROC could most effectively influence acquisition programs by participating in the

development of the Secretary's modernization goals, and then using the DPG's goals and I
resource roadmaps as the basis for their review of individual acquisition programs.

E. THE INVOLVEMENT OF POLITICAL LEADERS IN ACQUISITION
PROGRAMS

Higher level decisionmakers who control DoD funding possess the le, rage to
influence the definition and development of particular weapons or to support particular
missions or research programs. Since World War II, the President, the Congress, and the

Secretary of Defense often have intervened to shape individual programs or to support

programs that would not otherwise find sponsorship within the Service development I
communities. Such high-level involvement has occurred for four main reasons: enforcing
policy, increasing efficiency, pushing innovative approaches, or supporting a neglected

mission (see Table V-8).

In the absence of the kind of planning process outlined in Chapter II and annU
effective Defense Planning Guidance, the SecDef has found it difficult to give direction for

program development to the Services except through direction of specific programs. The i
alternatives employed have varied from using a special funding mechanism to setting up a
new Executive agency (Table V-9). Perhaps the most famous and striking example of such 3
an arrangement is the Manhattan Project in World War II, with the Polaris submarine
program being another important example.

Alternative funding channels also are available through a range of independent DoD
Agencies. DARPA has a broad mission in development of military systems; however, with 3
the exception of some early space systems, DARPA has not procured or deployed
systems.10 The National Security Agency and the Defense Communications Agency do
procure systems, but only those specialized systems involving intelligence and

communications.11

10 Historical Evaluation of the Advanced Research Projects Agency. (Washington DC: Richard J. Barber U
Associates, Inc.), December 1975; and Herbert F. York, Making Weapons, Talking Peace, a Physicist's
Odyssey. from Hiroshima To Geneva, Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, New York, NY, 1987. See
Chapter 7, "Space is a Place, Not a Program," pp. 128-165, especially pp. 137-148, for a discussion of Ithe founding of ARPA.

11 See Reassessment of Defense Agencies, and DoD Field Activities, op. cit., pp. 29-31, and all of
Appendix B, see especially B.2 to B-4.
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Table V-8. Politicala Involvement In Service Acquisition Programs

REASONb EXAMPLES

POLICY

Strategic and Nuclear Atlas, Minuteman, Polaris, Nuclear Weapons
Deterrence GLCM, Pershing. Chemical Weapons
Foreign Military Sales F-16, F-5
Alliance Politics F-16, GLOM, Pershing
Domestic Politics M-X, ELF

INNOVATION
Risky Technology Stealth, submarine nuclear power, Atlas,

Polaris
Alternative to Primary Service Weapon Cruise missiles, other unmanned aerial
New Mission Space, SDI, intercontinental strategic missiles
Threat Implication For Existing Forces Anti-armor, Anti-submarine Warfare

NEGLECTED MISSION
Support another Service Close Air Support (A-10, A-7) Airlift

(C-5A, C-17), Sealift (FDL)
Non-central Special Operations, C3. drug interdiction,

indiustrial mobilization, space, intelligence

EFFICIENCY

High-Low Mix F-16, F-18. FF6-7
Lower Cost Characteristics CG-47. CVA-67 (Kennedy)
More Appropriate or Outmoded Technology B-70, B-I, F-105, F-4
Eliminate Mission F-106, Safeguard
Service Competition Jupiter, Thor
Service Coordination in Acquisition F-i 1, F-16, F-18, ATA, ATF,

Unmanned aerial vehicles

a Includes Congress, the Secretary of Defense, and the President.
b Stated or inferred reason for involvement of higher authority. The juthorities are making no statement

that these were correct or incorrect.

A mechanism used for major high-priority technology development programs has

been to create a specialized defense agency with contracting authority. For example, the

Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) was created in part because senior Reagan

Administration officials believed they had not been able "to win Service support for SDI."

They believed that if they set up a competition for SDI, with the winner getting the entire

SDI budget, then the winner, at least, "would have committed itself most wholeheartedly to

running with it.,'12

12 "The Ever-Present Danger: Fred C. Ikl on Changing Threats to Our Freedom," Policy Review,

Summer 1989, pp. 7-12.
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Table V-9. Historical Precedents For Selectively Shaping
And Managing Programs

" SECDEF Direction to Services through regular decisionmaking processes
- e.g. F-16, F-18, A-10, Or FFG-7 U

" Creation of special office or command channel within Service structure

- Special Projects Office (POLARIS)
- Ballistic Missile Office (ICBM)
- Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program and Directorate
- Joint Cruise Missile Projects Office
- Stealth Fighter (alternate command channel in Air Force)

" Development through non-Service-sponsored program elements within DoD
- DARPA
- Defense Agencies, OSD, and Joint Staff sponsorship
- SDIO

Development outside DoD
- Atomic Energy Commission (now, Energy Department)
- NASA
Broader Initiatives
- Competitive Strategies
- Balanced Technology Initiative (Congress)

Finally, the Secretary can foster broader multiprogram initiatives. A recent example I
of this is the Competitive Strategies initiative. Implementation of such an approach takes

place in high-level steering committees, in DoD-wide working level groups, or in some

cases through the creation of an office or a special assistant. Such an approach appears less

effective because it establishes no direct funding authority or clear mechanisms for

implementation. Competitive strategies provides logical supporting analyses for the

planning process outlined in Chapter VI, and provides a case-in-point underscoring the

need for a planning process to translate strategic direction into actionable guidance.

Our review concludes that the direct involvement of the Secretary of Defense, the

President, or Congress in creating new programs through the introduction of extra-Service

funding mechanisms is pervasive, although not systematic. Although their invclvement is

micromanagement in many cases, it has been constructive and needed. The Secretary, the

President, and the Congress all react to particular problems, and over the years these

processes have been used to fund a number of significant non-traditional programs.

Growth of the defense agencies reflects one response to the historical concern that the

Services were too dominant in the process. The implication fox defense management is that

the involvement of political leaders will and should continue. However, their involvement

needs to be better structured and disciplined.
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I
F. SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed the processes and organizations involved in exploring
new ideas for weapon programs and in defining specific programs to implement these
ideas. One general observation is that the important driving force within the system is
competitive advocacy among program sponsors. This competition is healthy, and the

acquisition system needs to be structured to take advantage of it. Our specific findings and
conclusions are as follows:

Concerns that the Services monopolize the processes for exploring ideas and
defining weapon programs are overstated, because the civilian leadership has3 broadened the organizational base of idea sources and has intervened in
defining individual programs.

I Requirements processes will inevitably intermix mission needs with specific
weapon ideas, because innovation stems both from needs and opportunities.
Sponsoring communities should be free to propose their hardware solutions,3 but competing ideas should be nurtured as well.

" The DAB provides an important mechanism for fostering the needed
competition of ideas and for meshing individual programs with overall
modernization objectives. It should manage the competition of ideas in the
early milestones, and link programs with the DPG's goals and resource
roadmap in Milestone II and beyond, when resource demands become
significant. The DMR's recent proposals move in this direction.

"" National level and joint military influence could be better structured anddisciplined if their inputs were framed in terms of long-range goals and
roadmaps, rather than program level details. The JROC should participate in
the planning process for developing the DPG, and the JROC should use the

DPG's goals and roadmap in reviewing individual programs.

Based on ticse findings, the prototype management process outlined in the
following chapter identifies several steps for strengthening the linkage between acquisition
programs and strategy. Chief among these are changes in the DAB milestone review
procedures to promote a competition of ideas in the early milestones and to link programs
with an overall roadmap for modernization in Milestone II and thereafter.
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V. A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR MANAGING
* MODERNIZATION

3 The Defense Management Report, the Packard Commission, and earlier defense
management studies have advocated a DoD management system that would support the

I Secretary of Defense in establishing a long-range vision for developing effective, integrated
military forces, and would provide the needed management controls for implementing this
vision through specific program and budget decisions. Our review in the preceding

chapters concludes that despite the progress made in defense management in recent years,
some of the advocated management functions needed for managing defense modernization

Im remain to be implemented.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe a management system that performs the
functions needed to manage DoD's modernization programs according to the principles,
advocated by defense management experts. Presented here is a prototype planning system

I that would support the Secretary in examining long-range integrated planning options, and
developing a coherent roadmap for modernization that is consistent with both strategy and
projected budgets. The chapter then describes how to link the department's decision-

making processes to this roadmap. Implementing such a management system does not
require a radical overhaul of existing DoD organizations and processes, because the formal

management system already is capable of performing the needed functions. However,
some significant changes in practices are needed.

The main elements of this prototype can be summarized ae follows:

Integrated Planning. The DoD staff would support the Secretary in
developing a long-range vision for integrated forces and programs. First, the
Secretary would postulate options he wants examined, and the parameters of
the planning environment. These would be evaluated from both a military and
budget perspective, by meshing the planning activities of OSD, the Joint Staff,
mid the Services. The staff would then provide integrated summaries and
analyses of alternatives to assist the Secretary in establishing an overall
roadmap for DoD's programs.
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Defense Planning Guidance. A strengthened Defense Planning-
Gildan, along the lines proposed in the DMR, is proposed to convey the1
Secretary's vision. goals. and roadmap to the Services and defense agencies.
Of particular importance for linking acquisition decision making with strategy
is the DMR's proposal for a 12-year investment roadmap. Such a roadmap
should reflect long-range, integrated goals for defense investment, and provide
a framework for checking the affordability of proposed programs.

Program and Budget Reviews. Procedures are proposed that would link
the department's existing programming and budgeting processes with the
Guidance. In the process outlined here, DPRB program and budget reviews
would follow from the Guidance. DPRB execution reviews would track
program progress using the Guidance as benchmarks. I
Defense Acquisition Board Acquisition Program Reviews. Theb.
Mposed DAB review procedures would mesh individual acquisition p =oars -
with the Secretary's overall modernization goals. In this prototype process,
the DAB would manage the competition of ideas to ensure a matrix of options
is explored in each mission need area. Milestone II, when significant resource
requirements begin, would be the main decision point for committing to the
production of a particular program option. At this point the DAB, DPRB, and
JROC would meet (as is presently done at Milestone 0) to ensure a selected 3
program option fits within the Secretary's roadmap.,

The following sections describe each of these components in greater detail, 3
suggesting possible analytical and organizational approaches and formats for some of the
key products of the process. Section A describes the proposed integrated planning process;

Section B describes the proposed contents of the Defense Planning Guidance; finally,
Section C outlines the proposed procedurpl linkages between the Guidance and the two
major decision making processes: programming and budgeting and DAB acquisition
reviews. Several specific near-term steps for adopting the practices outlined here are

offered in Chapter VII. 3
A. INTEGRATED PLANNING 3

The DoD planning process should provide the Secretary with long-range analyses
of the military and budget implications of strategy options he wants to explore. It must
provide realistic tentative projections of the security environment and defense budgets and,

at the same time, recognize that uncertainty is a fact of life that must be planned for.

Planning must also balance the perspectives of DoD's leaders, including those in OSD, the I
joint military, and Military departments. I
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I
This section describes a long-range integrated planning process that is designed toI meet those criteria. The planning consists of three main steps. These are shown in the top

half of Figure VI- 1. The three main elements of the planning process can be summarized

Sas follows:

1. Planning Initiation: This step allows the Secretary to stipulate the
planning issues and options he wants addressed. His policy staff would
define the scenarios and parameters to be used in planning. These inputs to
the planning process would be documented in a Planning Initiation3 Memorandum.

2. Analysis: The appropriate OSD, joint military, and Service staffs
would participate in study teams analyzing the options stipulated by the
Secretary. The joint military and Services would take the lead in conducting
military net assessments, which examine the military implications of the

In parallel, OSD and the Services would take the lead in
ing invesment area assessments, which examine their resource

implications.

3, Integration: In this step, the Secretary's staff would draw together the
options and analyses into a comprehensive surrimary, presented at a level of
detail appropriate for the Secretary's review. The summary document is the
Integrated Options Memorandum (IOM).

I As illustrated, this planning process provides the staff input for the Secretary,
which he uses in developing the Defense Planning Guidance. (Hence this planning process

m replaces the committee system used formerly in drafting the Defense Guidance,) The
following three subsections describe these planning steps in greater detail.

I 1. The Planning Initiation Memorandum

A planning cycle would begin when the Secretary issues a "Planning Initiation

Memorandum." It would broadly defime the strategic options he wants addressed by the

staff. These fall into the four components of strategy, as defined in Chapter II:

national security objectives;

m operational strategy;

* force goals; and

I • resources (budgets, technology, infrastructure).

The Planning Initiation Memorandum would be prepared for the Secretary by the Under3 Secretary for Policy. It would specify the planning cases that should be addressed and the

key planning assumptions and parameters that should be incorporated in ensuing analyses.

Two important functions of the Under Secretary's planning staff will be to distill available

I
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information, and screen a potentially vast array of candidate strategic alternatives so that the

most promising are considered.

Three highly important sets of parameters would be stipulated in the Planning

Initiation Memorandum: planning scenarios, associated threats, and operational objectives.
These provide the bridge from general objectives, and the broad National Military Strategy,

to the more specific cases in which meaningful assessments of military posture can be

made. Hence, a key element of linkage is the identification of specific, concrete planning
scenarios and associated militaiy tasks that are implied by the higher level strategies and

goals.'

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Planning Initiation Memorandum would
include budget targets for planning. As noted in Chapters III and IV, it is essential that
such projections repre.sent a fair (and even conservative) assessment of the defense budgets

that the American public will support. The planning memorandum should also stipulate

alternative budget profiles, within a range of the baseline projection, to account for the
inherent uncertainty in budgets and the security environment. Included in this will be the

contingency and mobilization planning, which would consider how the department would

make use of additional spending authority should it become available in a time of
emergency. Mobilization planning will become more important if the anticipated trend

continues toward reductions in standing military forces as we increasingly rely upon the
country's latent military power.

In addition to conveying these planning parameters, the Planning Initiation
Memorandum would serve three management functions. First, it would signal executive-

level interest in the results of the planning process, which has been demonstrated to be
essential for successful strategic planning in large business organizations. Within the
Pentagon, the Secretary's support would focus the attention of those officials needed to

make the process work. Secondly, it would emphasize that the planning process is not just

a routine, calendar-driven activity but is intended to address important issues. As a result,

the products of the process would remain current and useful for decision making. While

periodic reviews of plans and guidance should be part of the process, planning cycles

An important strand of the strategic planning literature relates to the problems of identifying plausible
alternative states of the world. These specifics provide concrete examples or situations that military
planners and tacticians can plan for and assess. It is essential that reasonable and unbiased planning
parameters be established. This requires a factually based view of the world, unbiased projections of
future trends, and realistic assessments of the constraints on defense programs. For an application in
defense planning, see Barry M. Blechman and Victor Utgoff. Realistic Planning Scenarios, Institute for
Defense Analyses, P-2030, July 1987.
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would also be undertaken as events warrant, because rapidly changing events could quickly

out-date plans. Finally, by specifying a range of possible strategies and budgets for

examination, the directive would signal the Secretary's desire for flexibility and foresight in

preparing for an uncertain future.

2. Analysis I
In the analysis phase, the DoD staffs would study the alternatives stipulated by the

Secretary, and develop assessments of the military and budget implications of the options. 3
Figure VI-2 provides a schematic diagram of the analysis process. In practice these

analyses would be interactive, with numerous feedback loops that are omitted from the 3
diagram for the sake of simplicity, There arc three main activities involved, as represented
by the three broad bands of activity highlighted in the schematic:

Military net assessments: For each planning case, and year, alternative futures
and objectives are specified as shown at the top of the figure. (In the
illustration, 1995 and 2000 are used as examples.) Forct goals are postulated 3
for each year, and national security risks are assessed in the "net assessment"
analyses.
"Investment area assessments: Given postulated force goals, current forces,

and projected budgets as inputs, the investment area assessments provide an
overall, time-phased summary of the programs and budgets needed to meet the 3
postulated planning goals. These assessment also evaluate the affordability of
the postulated force goals, providing an assessment of whether the strategy
options objectives under review are realistic.

" Resource Roadmap: The summary of the programs and budgets needed to
meet the force goals provides a roadmap for guiding near-term decisions on
programs so that the-, are consistent with the long-range objectives,

The following subsections describe each of these three analytical activities or 3
products in greater detail.

I
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I
a. Net Assessments: Force Planning and Goal Setting 1
The purpose of the net assessments is to obtain military advice on the military

implications of the Secretary's planning options. The aet assessment process therefore
would postulate and analyze forces appropriate for the scenarios stipulated in the
Secretary's Planning Initiation Memorandum. The force goals would be defined by the j
Chairman of the JCS, supported by the Joint Staff, the CINCs, and the Services.
Alternative strategic choices postulated for examination by the Secretary would require

examination of a range of force goals (and related force employment and deployment
strategies). Examples of the alternatives and tradeoffs that would be relevant include the

following: 3
"• Mix of active forces and reserves;
"° Balance of forces in being versus mobilization capabilities; 3
"° Balance among the major defense missions, such as strategic versus

conventional, or NATO versus non-NATO;
"* Balance of forward deployment, prepositioned equipment, airlift, and sealift; I
"* Forces and equipment for non-NATO combat;
"* Balance between the procurement of new weapons and maintaining the

readiness of existing forces; and &
" Mix of technology capabilities to be developed in the next 10 to 15 years.

It is proposed that the net assessments be organized by major mission area, such as
summarized in Table VI-1. The primary reason for this is that structure would provide a

planning framework that is compatible with the planning responsibilities of the CINCs. I
The table includes eight major mission areas, along with one cross-mission area, focusing
on functions, products, or technologies that support several missions. An analysis similarli
to those done for the mission areas would be done for each of these cross-mission areas.

Table VI-1. Mission Areas for Net Assessments I

* Strategic * Space * NATO 3
"• Pacific - Maritime - Regional and Low-

Intensity Conflict

"* Counter- e Mobility * Cross-mission Issues
terrodsrrlnarcot?'

II
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In the proposed process, force planning and net assessments would continue to be
the responsibility of the Chairman of the JCS. The major steps are summarized in Table

VI-2. The first five elements shown are inputs to the process, which are supplied by the

Planning Initiation Memorandum. Given these parameters and postulated forces,

assessments are made regarding deter mnce, peacetime objectives, and warfighting

contingencies. These are then integr ted into an overall risk assessment. Such

Table VI-2. Steps In the Net Assessment

Strategy Inputs and Planning Guidance (from the Planning Initiation
Memoranduma)

* Definition of national security goals and interests
o Summary of observed and projected military postures
* Projections of trends in non-military factors
* Alternatives to reflect key uncertainties or risk factors
* Planning scenarios

Postulated Forces, Technology, and Infrastructure

* Structure
"* Modernization
"* Readin-ss
"* Sustainability

Assessments

* Deterrence and peacetimen objectives
* Warfighting gains or losses given occurrence of contingencies
* Overall risk assessment

assessments are already conducted as part of the Joint Strategic Planning System, and the

tools for conducting this expanded level of analyses are available within the Joint Staff as

well as throughout the DoD community. The Joint Staff should provide the organizational
structure to systematically tap analyses conducted within the Services and other defense

agencies. These include military judgment, war games, computer simulations or models,

and possibly training exercises for some near-term assessments.

The CINCs and Services also should participate, as they provide needed expertise

kand perspective for defining integrated forces. 2 The CINCs' participation is essential to

2 As needed, the Joint Staff could form temporary tAgk teams to prepare. the net assessments. The task
teams would be drawn from the Joint Military Organizations, the Services, and OSD, and be dedicated
to the preparation of the analysis (on temporary duty assignment) and supported by two or three
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reflect their perspectives on the mission areas (which correspond with their military

responsibilities). Further, their participation in the process would meet the goal, discussed

in earlier chapters, of giving the CINCs a more systematic mechanism for influencing the

overall direction of modernization programs. Service participation would provide a needed

mechanism for integrating their warfare area planning into coherent overall plans. As noted

in Chapter V, the Joint Requirements Oversight Council should be involved in developing I
the modernization goals witiin this planning framework. This would provide an

opportunity for the JROC to infuse an integrated perspective into the overall modernization I
program. Working together, the Joint Staff, Services, and CINCs could thus provide an

integrated military perspective in evaluating the strategic choices postulated by the Secretary

and in proposing commensurate force goals.

Force goals are a major product of the net assessments because they provide

essential inputs for the investment area assessments. They must stipulate target levels of

readiness, sustainability, and modernization over the planning period, as well as force

structure, because such targets are essential for translating force goals into programs.

(Force structure goals could be consistent with a wide range of programs, depending on

targets for modernization, readiness, and sustainability.) Goals would thus include the 3
major modernization initiatives relevant to a mission. An example of one set of force goals

for the European mission is presented in Table VI-3, which illustrates a proposed format 3
for enumerating these goals. The table presents several notional modernization initiatives

that would shape and determine acquisition programs. 3
I
I
I
i
I

smagic plamir. 'wofessionals within the Joint Staff. The Marine Corps process for Mission Area
Analyses provi '.! a usefid model for this. The Marines bring fleet officers to the headquarters for three
to four months. They work with a cadre of professional staff to develop the analyses and then return to
Weir normal duty assignments.
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i Table VI-3. A Notional Example of Force Goats for NATO Ground For.;es

Force Goals for The 1990 to 2005 Planning Period

3 Mission: Ground combat forces for forward defense in NATO/Europe

Assumed Future (important Contingencies and Risks):

Standing forces on both sides will be reduced through arms conirol or unilateral force
reductions. Warsaw Pact cohesion is doubtful. Risk is Soviet policy reversal or European
intra-regional conflict.
Force Units: Close combat forces3 The force goals summarize for major units (divisions, naval task groups, or air wings) the
goals in the four major capability areas: structure, readiness, sustainability, modernization.

1. Force Unit Structure:
Maintain two armored divisions forward deployed throughout the planning period.

2. Readiness Standards:
Throughout the period meet specified training and exercise standards, equipment
readiness standards, and deployment standards.

3. Sustainablllty Standards:
Fill 80 percent of CINC inventory objectives for war-fighting consumables.

4. Force Modernization Initiatives:

Equip two divisions with the 1995 generation armor package
Equip one division with the 1995 generation communications package
Equip one division with the 1997 generation air defense package

(Modernization packages would be defined in supporting documents.)

b. Investment Area Assessments

The investment area assessments perform the accounting calculations needed to

estimate the programs and budgets required to meet planning goals. Thus they provide the

bridge between the force goals postulated in the net assessments and the resources required
to meet the goals. Table VI-4 presents the main steps in an investment area assessment.3 As noted in Chapter IH, analyses such as these are already commonly done within the
military departments for their warfare, functional, product, or technology areas. These
include existing master plans, roadmaps, and mission area analyses. These individual
plans should be integrated by explicitly tying them to the planning parameters stipulated in
the Secretary's Planning Initiation Memorandum; today there is no overall firamework for

integrating such analyses.

II
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Table VI-4. Investment Area Assessments 1
Inputs:
- Postulated force goals
- Existing forces
- Program options within the investmeni area
- Projected budgets I
Analyses:
- Summary of Current Modernization, Technology, and Infrastructure Programs:

Programs presently planned and projected In the investment area, looking 15
years into the future.

- Operations and Support Analyses: Projects the costs of operating and
supporting forces at the target levels of structure, readiness, and sustainability. I

- Inventory Management for Sustainability: Acquisition needed to replace retired
or damaged hardware in the investment area. Examines technological
capabilities of current inventories, average age, physical depreciation, and
depreciation of war fighting capabilities.

- Major Modernization Options: Program opportunities for improving capabilities
in the mission area over the next 15 years, including service-life extension,
upgrades, and new equipment. I

- Technology Options: Long-range (15+ year) technology and threats relating to
the Investment area. This analysis would help in setting and reviewing
technology goals and In defining needed programs.

- Infrastructure Options: This analysis would examine how the defense
production, technology, and scientific infrastructure contributes to force goals,
which would be used in setting infrastructure goals and in defining neoded
programs.

Output
- Resource Roadrnap: Examines the costs associated with the options in the

Investment area (Operations and Support, Modernization, Technology,
and Infrastructure).

- Affordability Assessment: Balance of projected programs with projected
budgets.

Although investment area assessments aie commonly thought of in connection with I
modernization programs, they can only be meaningful and useful if they also consider

operations and support programs as well as investment programs. (As was illustrated in -

Figure VI-2, force capability at any point in time reflects a cumulative investment in people

and equipment; thus, forces in the year 2000 will reflect current capabilities and the array of 3
budgets through the 1990s for maintaining and strengthening these capabilities.3 ) One

reason for this is that there are two important tradeoffs between acquisition programs and

3 For example, if the average life of a major weapon is 25 years, then 60 percent of the equipment that
will comprise the year 2000 force has already beeri purchased. See Figure IH-4. I
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operation and support programs that must be considered. First, the tradeoff between

spending for operation, sustainment, and support accounts and investment accounts is

generally recognized as a tradeoff between near-term and future forces. Second,

acquisition decisions shape the future inventory, thus influencing hardware-related

operations and support costs. Hence, both should be considered together in developing a

resource roadmap.

Investment area assessments would not require the full detail of information

presented in defense programs and budgets. The planning process should be supported

with financial analysis tools in ordc to project the costs of operating, maintaining, and

modernizing forces. 4 Financial planning, for example, could use projections based on

planning factors derived from historical cost relationships. Investment area assL.ssments

also would provide a basis for setting goals with respect to technology development and

defense infrastructure. Technology development and demonstration goals would indicate

the broad areas of research and development that should be undertaken within the planning

period to explore possible building blocks for forces beyond the planning period--in 2005

and beyond. These goals would be organized by product area (such as aircraft, or radar),

technology area (such as integrated circuits, or materials), or warfare area (anti-armor).

Examples are illustrated in Table IV-5.5

Table VI-5. Technology Goals

Technology goals would describe the new developments that would be undertaken in the
planning period for weapons that would be deployed beyond the planning period.
For example: Investment Area: Counter-air superiority In NATO/Europe mission

Important Threat Drivers: High-density counter-air, etc.
Alternative approaches and essential capabilities associated with each.

Key elements of deployable technology needed for approach to
succeed.
Goals for developing needed technologies, and projected milestones for
advancing into concept development.

U

4 Some examples include: The tools of analysis am described in Chapter -I.
5 As discussed in Chapter V, DoD already has established a process for developing overall long-range

technology goals through the establishment of R&AT task force.
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a
In parallel with the technology development goals, infrastructure goals would be set

in terms of the industrial and research and development capabilities to be maintained or i
developed over the planning period. These goals could be either in support of planned

peacetime production requirements or preparations for mobilization, as illustrated in Table I
VI-6. In the industrial area, goals might relate to production capability, production line
modernization, or maintenance and repair facilities. One example might be munition
production capability goals; another might be programs to promote total quality

management in the defense production base in order to raise the overall level of 3
productivity. Goals for research and development would relate to the capabilities to be
maintained within the base of governmental and quasi-governmental labs and research

facilities or to government-subsidized research consortia. The planning goals would relate

to specific infrastructure programs or broad categories of capabilities, and would not serve

as a guide for directing business contracts to certain firms.

Table VI-6. Infrastructure Goals I

Infrastructure goals encompass the defense science, technology, and industrial
infrastructure to be maintained over the planning period. They could also relate to the
Infrastructure needed to mobilize forces or to programs and policies to improve the defense 1
supplier base. Goals would relate to areas such as:

& Maintain the science and technology laboratory base 3
* Maintain the production base for ammunition or other high priority items
* Mairltain the manpower mobilization base
0 Maintain standby transportation capabilities for mobilization I
M Introduce Total Quality Management in the defense contracting base

* Streamline the acquisition process I

The lead responsibility for developing the investment area assessments and resource I
roadmaps relating to modernization programs should be placed with the Under Secretary

for Acquisition, because its primary purpose is to guide the decision making process as it
relates to modernization. Staff should be assigned to take the lead responsibility for each
investment area, and be responsible for the investment area analyses in support of the

planning process as well as for developing and maintaining the resource roadmaps relating I
to the long-range goals established in planning, which in turn would provide detailed
breakouts of programs summarized in the resource roadmap developed for the DPG.3
During DAB milestone reviews, they would determine whether the program under review

is consistent with the resource roadmap. I
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I c. The Resource Roadmap

The purpose of the resource roadmap is to summarize the time-phased programsI and budgets needed to meet a set of goals established in the planning process. Thus they
provide the bridge between planning and the actions that would be needed to carry out the
plans. In practice, all of the individual major modernization programs, as well as

summaries of significant modernization efforts within Service warfare capability areas,

would be summarized and related to the Secretary's goals. The resource roadmap would3 thus provide an overall check on the internal consistency of planned programs.

The basic structure proposed for the resource roadmap is illustrated in Figure VI-3.

Panel (a) illustrates an overall roadmap, which shows the breakout among the broad
categories of the defense budget. It provides for funding of operations and support
activities at levels consistent with planning targets for structure, readiness, and

sustainability. It also provides for MILCON and other miscellaneous expenditures. The

final category then shows the projected funding available for modernization activities.
Panel (b) provides a more detailed view of the modernization roadmap. (Parallel detailed

roadmaps should be developed as well for the other budget categories, such as manpower

or operations.) In this proposed conceptualization, modernization programs are classified
into one of five categories in support of modernization goals:

1Idea generation: includes spending for meeting technology development goals,
including research and development, concept exploration studies, and program
demonstration and validation. This funding covers all of the "idea generation"
activities for the development of options, which may or may not be committed
for production. In the illustration, spending for idea generation is projected to

I continue at a relatively constant level of effort;
" Defense infrastructure: includes spending for meeting defense infrastructure

goals, including productivity enhancements, investments in emergency
production capabilities, materiels and fuels stockpiling, etc.

"" Current production programs (Milestone M11+): includes projected spending for
all programs for which production commitments have been made. As these
programs mature, projected funding declines.

3 Programs in full-scale development (Milestone II+): includes projected
spending for programs with approval for full-scale development. As noted in
Chapter V, this milestone should be the major commitment point because it
marks the beginning of significant program costs; therefore, these programs
should fit within projected resources.

V
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Tentative or uncommitted programs (pre-Milestone H): includes projected
funds that either are tentatively earmarked for programs that have not already
passed Milestone II, or are projected to be available but are not yet committed.
These are t•c funds that can be allocated for new programs coming up to
Milestone II without cutting back on existing plans.

Such a roadmap--backed up by underlying programmatic detail-provides a mechanism for
the Secretary to understand and manage the resource commitments implicit in acquisition
program decisions. The roadmap is strucvtred to emphasize the Milestone I decision as
the point where major resource commitments are made. This is done in two ways--(a) by
treating the funding for the concept development and demonstration/validation phases as
investments in ideas rather than as commitments to a given program, and (b) by ensuring
that all programs passing though Milestone II are expected to be adequately funded.

As noted earlier, there will be an interactive process among the three components of
analysis--force planning, investment area assessments, and roadmaps--necessary to bring
the elements of strategy into balance. Improvements in tools and data will likely result as
the process matures, making it easier to examine alternative "what if' cases. The final
result of the analysis phase, as was shown in Figure VI-1, is a risk assessment and an
affordability assessment for each planning case examined. These assessments thus mesh
the four elements of strategy and provide an integrated view across Services, missions, and

functions.

3. The Integrated Options Memorandum

The planning process is designed to consider a number of strategy options and
alternative budget projections. The purpose of the Integrated Options Memorandum is to
summarize and integrate these analyses in a format that is most useful for the Secretary's
review. The Integrated Options Memorandum (IOM) would lay out the security options
and examine their implications for overall DoD programs and budgets. Preparation of this
document would be the responsibility of the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy,
working under the direction of the DPRB. (Since this document defines the integrated
force goals associated with strategic choices and resources, the senior decision makers
within OSD, the joint military, and the Services must oversee its preparation. In particular,
it is essential that the Chairman of the JCS provide an assessment of the options
considered.)

A notional executive summary is presented in Table VI-7 to illustrate the proposed
format. Such an outline would provide a high-level overview of strategic choices, along
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I
with commensurate operational strategies, forces, and resources. It would further provide

an overview of the planning issue cycle and describe the options considered in developing

the options memorandum. Examples of issues and options are shown to illustrate the types

of points that should be raised.

Table VI-7. The Integrated Options Memorandum (Executive Summary) 3
1. Reason for the review: Key challenges, opportunities, and choices

affecting forces and modernization programs
- Arms control
- Soviet policy dynamics
- Politics of NATO (US and European)
- Technology initiatives and developments
- Domestic budget politics

2. The major strategic choices and associated long-range Integrated goals
defined. The net assessments and financial assessments presented.

a. Status quo--maintain current program balance
b. Competitive strategies for NATO (modernization emphasis)
c. Conventional arms control (restructure NATO forces)
d. Reserve reliance posture (shift units to reserves) I
e. High mobility posture (reduce forward deployments, emphasize

Mobility, Basing, Host Nation Support)

3. Defense options and goals In the context of the overall economy 10 to 15 years
into the future. Defense budget needed to support current program, and for major
options:

a. Baseline: Projected operating and support costs for sustaining the current
force I

b. Budgets needed for successful implementation of the options outlined in
preceding section (or risk assessment for aftemative budget levels)

4. Major uncertainties to be resolved
- Threat
- Economics
- Technology I

5. Issues raised In developing the options memorandum
- Points of strong staff agreement

II- Points where consensus is lacking

The executive summary would be followed by an integration chapter, providing 3
more detailed descriptions of the strategic choices examined. The integration chapter

should pull together the force options laid out in each of the mission areas into a coherent

package that meets overall budget constraints. For major modernization programs, the I
chapter would describe the spending required, and the allocation of this spending across
mission and functional areas. As a benchmark, the integration chapter should always _
present a long-range projection of the current program.
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The integration chapter would be followed by chapters focusing on each of the

major mission areas, framing the issues and choices within each area. Options in each area

would be consistent with total resource constraints and keyed to the major strategic options

presented to the President. Each mission area chapter would describe the implications of

major mission area choices on the resource roadmaps, ongoing programs, research and

development efforts, and proposed new programs.

In summary, the three steps in the proposed planning process would (1) define the

planning issues and options the Secretary wants the staff to study, (2) mesh the efforts of

the appropriate staff elements in assessing the military and resource implications of each

option, and (3) integrate the results in a comprehensive framework suitable for the

Secretary's review. The process thus would support the Secretary in establishing his

vision for developing effective, integrated forces, programs, and budgets.

B. THE DEFENSE PLANNING GUIDANCE

II The Defense Planning Guidance provides the primary mechanism for the Secretary

to convey his vision and goals to the defense establishment. Hence it is the first step in

linking the long-range vision, established with the help of the planning process, into the

day-to-day decisions needed to implement the vision. The main elements of guidance

needed to perform this task have been identified in Secretary Cheney's DMR. These

include a documented, accessible statement of national military strategy, planning

scenarios, force goals, and the resource roadmap, such as described in Table VI-8.

As noted earlier, scenarios would be specified in the initiation phase of the planning

process and published in the Planning Initiation Memorandum. They would provide the

Services and defense agencies with benchmarks for their planning and evaluation activities.

A set of these scenarios should be maintained throughout the process and published in the

Defense Planning Guidance. Once scenarios are established in the Guidance, they would

be modified only as needed to reflect unanticipated changes in world events.

The planning process would develop alternative long-range goals and roadmaps for

each of the planning cases considered. These alternative analyses are summarized for the

Secretary in the IOM and, based on these alternatives, the Secretary would review the

DPG's existing goals and the roadmap. As noted in the preceding section, goals would

cover three main areas--forces, technology development and demonstration, and

infrastructure for production and research and development. The roadmap would then

3 describe the time-phased funding projected to meet these goals.
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Table VI-8. Proposed Contents of the Defense Planning Guidance 5

Defense Policy, National Military Strategy, and Alternative Futures I
The DPG should include the Secretary's Statement of Defensrý Policy and the National Military
Strategy

Planning Scenarios: Describe kinds of conflicts, threats, and operational
objectives the military should be prepared to fight.
Scenarios provide the parameters to be used in net
assessments and in assessing individual weapons
programs.

Goals: Long-range goals describe the Secretary's 15+ year 3
planning goals. Intermediate milestones translate these
goals into needed near-term actions.

Forces: Force units, readiness, and
sustainability standards, and
modemization goals

Technology: Development programs for potential
weapons beyond the planning period I

Infrastructure: Technology and industrial capabilitý
goals

Resource Roadmap: Describes the time-phased funding required for the
operations, support, and investment programs n9.-ded
to achieve goals.

Priority Planning The specific, mandatory programs and actions the
Objectives (PPOs) Se-retary directs components to undertake. This

guidance should reflect a management-by-exceptionapproach, In which the Secretary gives specific guidanceUonly when he anticipates that components would not

otherwise undertake desired programs. I

The Priority Planning Objectives (PPOs) provide the Secretary with a mechanism

for issuing directive guidance when needed to augment overall goals and roadmaps. This 1
selective approach is appropriate for two reasons. First, most of the Services' core

programs are consistent with an overall integrated program; the Secretary should not iz~ve 3
to issue guidance to tell the Services to do what they would do anyway. Second, since, the

proposed planning process involves the Services in establishing goals, the overall program

should be well understood by their senior leadership as well as that of the defense agencies.

To illustrate the role of the PPOs, consider the hypothetical force goals (listed in

Table VI-3) for the Army to upgrade communications for two armored divisions by FY

2005. The Secretary may feel it necessary to issue only a general goal if he believes the

Army will modernize in a way consistent with the Department's overall goals. However,
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the Secretary may wish to direct specific facets he believes might not be incorporated in the

Service program, e.g., he may stipulate that any upgrade enable the Army to communicate

with the Air Force or the Marines. Other areas where PPOs would be appropriate include3 joint mission areas or mission areas such as air- or sea-lift, where the Army is a user and

another Service is a provider of the capabilities.

U C. LINKING THE DPG WITH DECISIONMAKING

3 The DPG would provide the backbone of the proposed defense management system

by describing the basic direction for the Department's programs to decisionmakers

throughout the Dc.D. In doing so, it defines the constancy of purpose needed to guide and

discipline decisions on budgets and modernization programs. This section discusses how
the DPG should be used in these decision making processes.

1. Programming and Budgeting

Chapter IV indicated the need to create explicit procedural links between the

Defense Planning Guidance and both Service POMs and the program and budget reviews.3 The proposed relationships are illustrated in Figure VI-4 for a start-up cycle of the process.

The figure illustrates an IOM resulting from a planning cycle conducted in the Summer and
Fall of 1991. Based on this, the Secretary would review the existing Guidance, and

reissue the DPG with any revisions at about the same time as the President's budget is sent
to Congress in January 1992. (Tiis choice of dates represents a compromise desire to have

up-to-date guidance available for Service POM drafting, and the desire to incorporate the

program and budget dedsions made in Congress and the White House in the fall of each

3 year. It is therefore proposed that the TOM be issued at about the time Congress completes

its annual budget cycle in October, and that the DPG be issued with the new President's

3 budget in January.)

The DPG could be used in dealing with the Congress (and with the public) in

explaining and defending the President's budget, even though it would not be a public

document. The DPG also would be available for the final few months of the POM

development cycle in the Winter of 1992. (As a practical matter, the planning for the IOM

under development in 1991 would be done concurrently with the components' POM
3 preparation for their Spring 1992 submissions. Concurrent planning and POM

development provides an interactive framework for relating the POMs to the integrated3 goals and roadmaps being developed in the planning process. Hence, component staffs

can begin to consider integration issues as the POMs are formulated in their early stages.)
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Figure VI-4. A Proposed Star-up Cycle for the Planning, Programming and

Budgeting Linkago

As shown in the figure, the DPG would be used in POM development after Jan
1992. Then at the outset of the program review in the Summer of 1992, the DPG would be
reviewed and revised as needed to reflect changes. The procedures for establishing the
linkage in the program review cycle are straightforward, comprising three main steps as

summarized in the center of Figure VI-4:
* At the outset of the program review, an execution review examines how well

programs have progressed relative to the plans, and reviews the existing I
resource roadxnap. In short, it provides an overall review of the current status
of programs. This review allows plans to be modified to reflect actual program
status, and thus sets the stage for the review of POM submissions;

* The DPG's goals and roadmap--as modified in the execution review--should
be used to evaluate the overall balance of the POMs in the DPRB issue cycle, I
and should be incorporated in issue papers on specific program issues; and

0 The results of programming and budgeting should be incorporated in the DPG 3
at the conclusion of the programming phase. In particular, specific decisions
should relate to goals, the roadmap, and PPOs. Hence, the DPG provides a
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systematic institutional memory, incorporating decisions as they are made, and
thus providing a basis for continuity and discipline in decision making.

In addition, in the longer run, periodic progress reviews should review programs in
terms of long-range goals. Benchmark, unrevised goals and plans should be maintained
for comparative purposes. For example, the goals set in 1991 should be retained to assess
the progress of programs over the next several years.

2. Acquisition Program Definition

Our review in Chapter V concluded that an overarching framework for managing
defense modernization is needed in order to define individual programs so that they form
the appropriate building blocks for an effective and integrated force. To do this, the system

must ensure that an appropriate range of program options is considered, while at the same
time limiting long-range program commitments to a level that can be executed efficiently
with respect to costs and schedules. The Packard Commission recommended that this be

done by withholding any long-term commitment to programs until Milestone II. This
permits a range of programs to be explored at Milestones 0 and I--where funding demands
are relatively modest--while still retaining the ability to control the large resource

commitments that begin in full-scale development following Milestone II.

In this proposed approach, Milestone 0 would initiate a competition among program
a'ermatives, which would continue through Milestone I. This competitive process would
be similar to the formal process in effect today, except that the Secretary (through the DAB)
would have n ore direct control over the allocation of funding for exploring options. The
process would be structured to solicit and select competitive proposals from a range of

organizational proponents, much as is done for major projects in the private sector. DoD
seed money would be available to fund this competition, and would support needed

concept studies and the demonstration and validation of technology applications. This
money would constitute investments in technology and program ideas, important products
in their own right. This competitive process would culminate in a major decision point at
Milestone I. At this point, either a winning concept (or concepts) is selected, a decision is

made to continue the demonstration and validation of alternatives in the program area, or

the demonstration and validation activities are terminated. Hence, the proposed process
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provides substantial flexibility in designing and developing options without a commitment
to carry each of them through to the field.6

The following sections suggest how this approach could be implemented; 7 the
approach entails three fundamental guiding principles for DAB program reviews, as
discussed below.

a. Managing the Competition of Ideas at Milestones 0 and I

Chapter V described the early research and development activities, which are the I
sources of new program ideas within the Services and defense agencies. The proposed
DPG would provide guidance for these activities. It would contain scenarios the military -
should prepare for, as well as a projection of the funding likely to be available for
modernization and the extent of prior commitments on these funds. Hence, the guidance -
would mesh these early activities with the Secretary's overall goals for modernization by
providing them with the information they need to make their ideas consistent with the
Secretary's overall modernization objectives.

Milestone 0 is the point at which a sponsoring community would translate these
ideas into a formal proposal for a program new start, much as is required in today's formal
process. The DAB's formal responsibility (advised by the JROC) would be to ensure that
this proposal meets a legitimate mission need, It should study the proposal and missionU
need, and institute a systematic competition of ideas, as needed, to ensure that an
appropriate range of alternative cost, performance, and technology options is explored. 3
These options should then be studied and refined in the concept exploration phase.

Figure VI-5 illustrates the envisioned process. First, the Milestone 0 review would I
be initiated when a sponsoring organization proposes a new program start (a "Mission
Needs Statement"). At this point, decisions would be made on how to structure the
competition of ideas in the concept evaluation phase. The DAB would solicit or

6 This kind of approach has been referred to in the past as a "flexible acquisition strategy." For an early
description of such a process see, "Report of the Acquisition Cycle Task Force, Defense Science Board U
1977 Summer Study," (Washington D.C.: Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering, 15 March, 1978). More recently, several papers have addressed the need for a flexible
acquisition strategy. These include, Ted Gold and Rich Wagner. "Long Shadows and Virtual Swords:
Managing Defense Resources in the Changing Security Environment," Unpublished manuscript, I
January, 1990, and Paul H. Richanbach, et.al., "The Future of Military R&D: Towards a Flexible
Acquisition Strategy," Unpublished manuscript, Institute for Defense Analyses, July 1990.

7 The DMR has gone part way toward the Packard model in moving the main decision point fhorn I
Milestone 0 to Milestone I. This is discussed in Chapter V.
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commission a range of concept studies. These options would be chosen based on a review _
the goals, roadmaps, and scenarios in the Defense Planning Guidance. As indicated by the
matrix of options in Figure VI-5, these options should include a range of possible

modification programs, upgrade programs, and non-traditional approaches. The
organizations conducting these studies might include the Services, Labs, FFRDCs, or

defense agencies. Within these options, a range of more expensive or less expensive
alternatives should be considered, so that decisionmakers have the flexibility to adopt a

modernization approach that is consistent with projected available budgets. 3
Funding for the concept studies would be allocated from concept development

funds, some of which would be controlled by the Under Secretary for Acquisition, some I
by the Services, and some by defense agencies. These funds would be allotted annually on
a level-of-effort basis by the DPRB. Such an approach would accomplish three important
purposes. First, it would retain the DPRB's overall control of concept studies, but it also
would give the USD(A) substantial control over the range of studies to be conducted.

Second, it would solve the problem of time lags in funding concept studies by decoupling
the funding of individual studies from the annual funding cycle (time lags being due to the
differing time-cycles of DAB and DPRB decision making, as noted in Chapter V). Finally,
it would focus program and budget decision making on the overall pool of idea generation
projects rather than on specific programs. This pool of funds would be limited, so 3
alternative studies would in effect have to compete for funds in Milestone 0.

Milestone I would operate in a similarly competitive fashion. As illustrated in 3
Figure VI-5, the Milestone I review would examine the competing concepts and select
some for further study and development. This stage would continue the competition

among the options under consideration, committing additional funds to further develop
concepts to the point where informed choices can be made. As with concept exploration 1
analyses, these analyses would be funded out of a demonstration-validation level-of-effort
fund, which would be allocated annually by the DPRB. Through the management of

demonstration-validation funding, the DAB, Services, and dcfense agencies shape the I
overall pool of program ideas that are to be explored.

In summary, this approach entails a shift in philosophy toward managing an overall

pool of ideas that are to be explored in the early milestones, rather than focusing on the

details of individual programs.8 This requires development of a competitive process array

H Gold and Wagner, Op. cit., describe the current process as a *pipeline," because in practice, once a I
program is approved at Milestone 0, it almost always is carried through to production and fielding.
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of decentralized research, studies, and analyses consistent with overall modernization
objectives. The main management concern for the Defense Acquisition Board is to ensure

that an appropriate range of options is explored. It would use the DPG as its guide, and
thus reconcile the options that are to be explored in each mission area with the long-range

roadmap.

b. Linking Programs with the DPG Roadmap at Milestone 11

The purpose of the early milestones can be viewed as defining a range of options,

each of which provides a potential building block for an integrated force. These options

may include high- and low-cost options, which entail differing technology approaches as

well as alternatives for modifications or new programs. Programs would not compete for

long-range funding in the modernization roadmap in these early milestones, because there
is no long-range commitment until that time. However, the roadmap would help guide the

design of alternatives since it provides sponsors with a framework for estimating the range
of options that are likely to be affordable. Once these options are defined and Milestone II

is reached, the architects of the integrated force can review and choose those that are most
appropriate, given projected objectives, strategy, threats, and budgets. Hence, the early

milestones would increase flexibility in that, at any point in time, there would be a range of
possible modernization programs ready to begin full-scale development.

Chapt.r V showed that resource requirements become substantial when full-scale
development begins, so it is proposed that programs generally should not be allowed to

begin full scale development unless it is highly probable that the program will be fielded.
Hence, Milestone U approval should be viewed as a tentative decision to develop and field

the weapon. Therefore, the program's projected budget must fit within the available
uncornmitted funds within the modernization roadmap. 9 The Milestone U decision thus

The flexible approach advocated by them, the Packard Commission, and others, moves this point of
commitment until much iE.er in the program. Hence, more ideas can be flexibly explored without
necessarily making a commitment to any one of them.

9 This process is not meant to suggest that a "commitment" to a program is unbreakable. Committed
funds for existing programs may be reduced to allow other new programs to get started. However, the
emphasis should be on maintaining stability on existing programs. From a management standpoint,
the important contribution of this approach is that it allows decision makers to see the effects
individual program decisions have on the overall commitments for modernization relative to projected
budgets.
It should be noted in this regard that the 1990 Defense Science Board Summer Study of an R&D
strategy for the 90's proposed a multitrack acquisition process. The acquisition decisionmaking
paradigm in this report would apply to the DSB's "mainstrem" programs, which include traditional
major acquisition programs. The DSB's proposed "fast track" prototype programs are not intended to
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requires each new program to compete against the entire arry of existing and projected
modernization programs in obtaining commitment for projected modernization budgets.

For example, the high-cost and low-cost options for armor modernization would be

considered against alternatives for aviation and communications modernization, and
decisionmakers could choose which mix is most appropriate.

Because of the importance of this decision, Milestone II should be the point at

which a program is reviewed concurrently by the DAB, the DPRB, and the JROC--a

review that has in the past been done at Milestone 0. Our discussion up to this point

provides three reasons for holding this concurrent review at Milestone II. First, the

demonstration and validation studies should provide enough knowledge about the i
alternatives explored to allow reasonable decisions to be made as to which options best fit

within existing goals. Second, since resource commitments begin to grow at this point, it

is appropriate to take a hard look at each program before proceeding. Third, in our

proposal, this d=Ision tentatively sets aside resources for the program in the Department's 3
long-range roadmap.

From a procedural standpoint, this concurrent review could be accomplished by
asking the DAB and JROC to prepare an issue paper on projected Milestone II reviews for
the annual program and budget reviews, along with an analysis of the projected impacts of

tentative decisions on the modernization roadmap. Alternative decisions could be described

and analyzed. The DPRB would review these and offer its assessment for the subsequent

Milestone II decisions. The Milestone reviews and decisions could then reflect these

assessments.

c. Validating Program-Level Analyses and Data as a Basis forDecisionmaking 3
Chapter V concluded that program-level analyses should provide an important link

between acquisition programs and strategy. However, they ofh.u,-ethemselves become part

of the competitive advocacy process. Hence, some discipline needs to be imposed on
program-level analyses to ensure they are consistent with integrated planning scenarios,

I
be deployed in large numbers, and therefore could pass Milestone 1U and enter full-scale development
without identifying production funding in the investment roadmap. See, 1990 Defense Science Board
Summer Study: "R&D Strategy for the 1990's, Summary Briefing," undated.
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goals, and roadmaps. Three specific steps are recommended to ensure program-level data

and analyses are adequate to support the Milestone 11 review and selection process:

" The DAB should be presented theater-wide, or mission-area, assessments that
consider broad tradeoffs among the program options under consideration as
well as between these options and other programs.

" IThe DAB should confirm the consistency of the scenarios, operational
objectives, and operational strategies used in these program-level analyses with
those used in joint military planning and the DPG.

SlThe DAB should confirm the data on costs, schedule, performance, and threats
used in these analyses. In particular, emphasis should be placed on

I prototyping and testing critical technologies, and examining system integration
issues in the demonstration and validation phase in order to develop adequate
information on the expected costs and performance of a proposed option.

Combat analysis of programs can be done on several levels: one-on-one, small
unit, tactical, mission, or global. One-on-one and small unit analyses are needed to

develop the information on the expected performance of possible weapon programs.
However, weapon capabilities are interrelated; therefore, to fully comprehend possible3 tradeoffs, potential weapons also must be considered at the mission or global level.
Milestone II is the appropriate point for such analyses to be carefully reviewed because it is

3 at this point that each program option must compete for funds with a full range of
alternative modernization programs.

In sum, Milestone 11 should provide the critical decision point for ensuring that the
major programs chosen to move into full-scale development and production fit within theI overall roadmap for modernization. The overall modernization program developed through
this process includes the set of individual modernization programs that the DAB, DPRB,
and JROC agree provide the best building blocks for developing integrated forces within

projected budgets. Thus, if a program is consistent with the roadmap, it is part of the
integratedprogram and is therefore linked with strategy.

D. CONCLUDING REMARKS

3 This chapter has offered a prototype system for managing DoD modernizatior_
programs that supports Secretary Cheney's DMR reform agenda, without requiring rdical3 overhaul of the DoD's existing organizations and management proct sses. The prototype
includes an improved staff planning process, a stronger Defense Planning Guidance, and
procedures to link the existing decision making process with the Guidance. In designing
this system, more radical, far-reaching reforms were considered. One proposal considered

3 VI-29
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was to develop programs and budgets organized by CINC mission areas. Another was to
increase the role of the White House in defining integrated defense programs, along the
lines of the process established by Secretary McNamara in the Kennedy Presidency. After

reviewing such alternatives, we have concluded that pursuing them would be unwise.
New approaches would be counterproductive as long as the system is still accommodating
the changes set out in the Goldwater-Nichols Act, the Packard Commission, and the
Defense Management Report. The actions we recommend support ongoing reforms, and
we believe they are sufficient to substantially strengthen the linkage between acquisition 3
and strategy. Chapter VII provides an agenda to begin implementing this proposed
management system. 3
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VII. AN AGENDA FOR STRENGTHENING THE LINKAGE

The Defense Management Report, issued by Secretary Cheney in July of 1989, set

an agenda for strengthening the defense planning and guidance processes within the DoD.1

Continued efforts are needed to define and establish the long-range planning framework

consistent with the goals of the DMR, and to link this planning with decision making. The

prototype management system outlined in the preceding chapter is intended to achieve
substantial progress in developing the needed framework for planning and decision making

within the DoD's existing management organizations and processes.

The agenda includes strengthening planning and guidance, revising resource
allocation procedures so that decision making links programming and budgeting with
planning and guidance, and revising DAB and JROC procedures to establish an

overarching framework for managing modernization. The steps proposed are as follows:

1. Complete the development of Investment Area AS!essment tools and
data bases within the Office of the Under Secretary for Acquisition.

* Prepare these in USD(A) with the help of the Services.

"" Create a first cut based on existing plans, master plans, and mission area
summaries.

" Integrate these so that investment area options for individual programs can be
linked to Joint Staff force goals.

" Structur- the analysis to provide needed products: resource roadmaps,
infrastructure and technology goals, and affordability assessments.

2. Establish Procedures for Meshing Joint Military Force Planning with
OSD/Service Investment Area Assessments.

Define mission areas as appropriate to correspond with major strategic choices.
The CJCS sh, 'Id create task teams from CINCs, JCS, and the Services as
needed for each major mission area.

A progress report on implementation of the DMR recommendations was issued by Secretary Cheney
on January 11, 1990. The DMR proposals address a wide range of long-standing concerns with defense
management, with a heavy emphasis on the acquisition process. In the area of acquisition
management, the DoD has accomplished several goals.
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" Structure force planning so that the force goals considered can be linked to
strategic objectives, operational strategy, forc ,, and resources stipulated by I
the Secretary in a Planning Initiation Memorandum.

" Structure force planning so that it meshes with the OSD/Service investment 3
area assessments.

" Structure the analysis to provide needed products: force goals and risk
assessments.

3. Test the proposed planning process. 3
• Issue a Planning Initiation Memorandum in the fall of 1990.

* Conduct the analyses outlined in steps I and 2 above for the cases stipulated by
the Secretary in the Planning Initiation Memorandum.

• Publish publish an Integrated Options Memorandum (IOM) summarizing the
results of these analyses by the summer of 1991.

4. Incorporate the results of the planning test cycle in the Defense U
Planning Guidance to be issued in 1991.

The DPG should incorporate planning scenarios, goals, and roadmaps based 3
on the planning process.

5. Adopt DPRB procedures to incorporate elements of planning in theI
program and budget reviews for FY 1993-1998 programs and the FY
1993-94 budgets. 3

" Base Service POMs on the goals, milestones, and roadmap in the Defense
Planning Guido,,-e to be issued in 1991.

" Incorporate the DPG's long-range goals, milestones, and the financial roadmrap
in the DPRB program and budget reviews scheduled for the Summer of 1991.

"* Revise the goals, milestones, and roadmap based on DPRB decisions.

Subsequently, review program progress using the long-range goals and
milestones as yardsticks.

6. Use the DAB and JROC for management of the overall modernization 3
program.

* Manage a competition of ideas at Milestones 0 and I. 5
-- Provide needed program focus at Milestone 0 by appointing a

program manager.3
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At Milestone 0, focus on the military capability alternatives to be explored.
Focus on defining the threat drivers that should shape programs and on
identifying make )r break critical technologies associated with alternative
solutions. Use these to establish appropriate selection/approval criteria for
Milestones I and II.

At Milestone 0, delete requirements to focus on affordability, life-cycle
costs, and acquisition strategy, because these requirements encourage
program sponsors to narrow in (n specific programs too early.

Base Milestone 0 and I reviews on the DPG's scenarios, goals, and
roadmap to ensure the range of options explored is consistent with overall
modernization objectives.

Solicit or commission alternative study teams as needed to ensure the
appropriate range of technology options is considered. Provide the Under
Secretary for Acquisition with the required funding.

-- At Milestone I, insist on useful competitive prototyping for demonstrating
and validating concepts.

"Mesh each major program plan with the long-range investment roadmap at
Milestone II. As a practical matter, this step links the program with the overall
strategy and projected budgets.

-- Jointly review programs in the DAB, DPRB, and IROC at Milestone T.-3 -- Pass only those programs with funding allocated in the roadmap. 2

-- Earmark funding in the roadmap for each program passing Milestone IR.
This is a tentative long-range commitment to the program.

" Confirm the validity of program-level data as a basis for decision making,3 particularly at Milestone H.

-- Require theater-wide assessments that consider broad tradeoffs.

-- Confirm the consistency of analysis with Joint Military Planning and
the Defense Planning Guidance. (For example, are assumptions
consistent on planning scenarios, operational objectives, and operadio;al
strategies?)

Confirm data on costs, schedule, performance, and threats. Include as3 decision criteria prototyping results that validate data on costs and
performance.

2 As noted in Chapter VI, if a "fasi tcack" piototyping approach is adopted, as recently fecommended by
the Defense Science Board, such "fast track" programs should be identified at this point.
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